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Be an Electrical CONTRACTOR

-rdfitie

Electrical POWER PLANT

Go

into ELECTRICITY !

--the Business of a
Million Opportunities

Be an Electrical Expert. Co into the one great industry where it's easy to get to the top, to make
money, to make a real success. You don't need
money in the bank or "pull" to get ahead in Electricity-all you need is /ruining. honest, complete
training. such as I guarantee.

d.
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BIG JOBS OPEN Everywhere:

Look at the building business. Thousands of Electrical
Contractors arc getting rich. Their men are making S10
f,
to S20 a day. Look at the fortunes being made in Radio.
Look at the great factories building every kind of Electrical machinery. Why, the work of the world is being done
by Electricity and the call for trained men exceeds the supply!

$40 a week
If you're now earnin less thanwant
to step quickly
you

-if you

want to be an ELECTRICALXPERT-if
into the class of men earning frcm $60 to $250 a week-write me at once! This
mill ion dollar school offers ambiticus fellows their bigopportunity to learn every
branch of Electricity at heme in spare time by a new, practical JOB-METI IOD.
Learn Electricity Quick by Dunlap "Job -Method"
JOB SERVICE
My training so simple a school -boy can grasp it instantly. Common school-

¡,

ing all you need. No previous experience required. But my students make
rapid progress because I train them on actual Electrical jobs with standard size tools and materials which I supply without extra cost. The first half of
my training is APPLIED ELECTRICITY-a complete course in itself.
In the second half I give you Electrical Engineering subjects. I give you
Electrical Drafting, Radio, \utomotive Electricity, and many other valuable subjects, all for one small price, and on easy terms.
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Train for These Jobs

t

Power Plant Superintendent, 55,000
to $15,000 a year; Construction
Foreman, S3,500 to $10,000 a
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Chief Engineer DUNLAP
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ttui kl an d easily than
quickly
tl
old
dfashiontxl ways of teaching.
Early in your training I
instrucyou
special
give

},1\

tion
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Ita.,t.'., 11Iiise-wiring.
"Ni,tc. Ishow you
how to get spare.
time evorkwork you'll
t`

be

NOTED
1\

ENGINEERS

This Is not a one-man, one -idea school.

22 famous Engineers and Executives of

C

the following corporations and universities helped me make Dunlap-training the
most complete and up-to-date:

BIG ELECTRICAL
OUTFITS GIVEN

d

50'.)I,

General Electric Co.
7. Western Electric Co.
Commonwealth Edi- 8. Underwriters Laboraon Company
tories, Inc.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
9. Celumbie University
4. Cutler -Hammer Mfg. 10. Dartmouth College
Company
11. M.,s.achusrtts Insti5. American
Telephone
tute of Technology
& Telegraph Co.
12. Lehigh University
6. Westinghouse Electric 13. University of Vermont
& Mfg. Co.
AND MANY OTHERS
Ask any well .sote,l Electrical Engineer about the
quality and standards m AMERICAN SCHOOL home training in Electricity

'

\
G
ssl

well paid

for.

`

o

Get My
PAY
-DOUBLING
OFFER!
Before you put your time and
money into home -training, you
know if it will lead to
job and bigger pay. I

avant to
a better

ill answer that in plain Englisp. Get my catalog, :ay wonderful new guarantee, my sensational hers-quit LI Get the
facts about your oppertunities
in Electricity when you are
Dunlap -trained and when you
have the backing of the American School. Before you enroll
for any home -training, get the
facts about my training. so you
can compare It intelligently
with others. Write me tudayl

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL

is

chartered
lawsunder-

Massachusetts. as an educational institution NOT
FOIZ PR0111 r. Established 29 years. Over 200
Executives, Engineers, and Educators have prepared
the texts used in these wonderful home -study courses.
The success of our graduates has made us one of the
largest VOCATIONAL TRAINING Institutions in
the world. You trill be astonished at the many ways
we help our students and graduates progress to suet ess,

OBE' AlIL ,,
wiExpritlRR1

Chief Engineer Dunlap
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. E-769
Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago

1.

2.

3.

f

work. etc.
when you apply

1
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Training 13uill by

4

for the
And
to you without one penny of extra
job you want. we back you with
our recommendation and help you
somecharge.
a
"premium"-flit
Not
Chief Electrician, S.i,000
wake good in it after you get it.
tiling "FREE" to induce you to ento $12,o00 a
Draftsman, $3,000 to 5111,000 a roll. But costly. standard, full-size
year; kutomotive Electrical tools, materials and equipment. The
Expert, $3,500 to 512,000 a man-size motor of the same type as the big -fellows in a power plant. Not
year.
a to}, but a regular power -motor. Runs on Alternating or Direct Current,
Comes to you
EARN MONEY While Learningor 32 -volt farm electric system.
rY
kntfck-down. It's part of your job to wind the
Dunlap -training combines moneymaking, practical expe,lence,
armature and assemble it. That's the way you .
andinstruction
NEW WAY.
the
Dunlap
by
learn every branch of Electricity
eau this 'JOB -METHOD"
Ij
.` and
it gets results-more Job -Method.

it
'S
,._
,.

THESE

At No Extra Cost to

STUDENTS and GRADUATES
jobs, not only to graduates. but
to STUDENTS also. This JOB SERVICE keeps in touch with
great Electrical employers all over
America. The day you enroll.
this Job-Service Department registers you. finds out what kind of
job you want. where you want to

Please
I want to be an Electrical Expert.
rush guarantee. job -service facts, complete
information. money -saving offers.

Chief Engineer Dunlap, Electrical Division

AMERICAN SCHOOL

1

CHICAGO

I

Dept. E-769
Drexel Ave. & 58th St.

Name
Street No.

City

State
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These Four, and Thou-

I

sands of other Men í, `;
earning $70 to $200 -=
a Week, Recommend
51000
a
This Training
to You!
i
N
Month
START NOW Be a»'A

John Jitinee, 1133 Fourth
Avenge, Astor(.., L.I., now
corning g12,0(q a year, recommends Cooke Training.
It alone is re
He Aaya,
sponsible for my success."

EXPERT
IIBECTR,ICAL
LEARN to EARN
$3,500 to $10,000 a Year!

59,000
a

Tear

Auto Electricity pays w. E.
Albany, Ore., over
$9.000 a year. 58 men enrolled
for this training on his reconunendation.
Yente.

Don't you keep on working for only $25 or $35 a week. Get into Electricity. Thousands of Cooke Trained Men who knew nothing about
Experts-and
it a short time ago are now earning $70 to $200 a week as Electrical
pay job? Why
they don't work half as hard as you do. Why stick to your small
into
big
pay?
stick to a line of work that offers no chance-no promotion-no you how Get
to do it.
the world's greatest business. Electricity needs you. I'll show
Get ready for the big pay job now.

Electrical Experts Are In Big Demand

money, but
kind-are making bignow
Even ordinary electricians-the "screw driver"
than ever
needed more
trained men-Electrical Experts who get the top salaries-are
a year. That's the kind of
before. Thousand. of Cooke Trained Men easily earn $3.500 to 510.000
or go into
work
of
others
the
and
supervise
boss
and
you
can
plan
want-where
a job you
jobs now. Learn to earn $70 to

-

business for yourself. Get started towards one of these b'rr'pay
you can do It with Cooke Training- recommended by more than ten thousand
$200 a week
successful graduates, Just mailthe coupon below.

Age or Lack of Experience Bars No One

a College man. You don't have
You don't need experience. You don't have to be
two million dollar institution
to be even a high school graduate. As Chief Engineer of this big
besides operating one of world's grºas'
which does a general Consulting Engineering Business
to make a big succeed in electricity.
eat Training Schools, 1 know just what training you need
complete
Let me give you that training with my simplified,'-built
on
borne course-the world famous "Cooke Training

Employment
Service-No
Extra Charge

help of
my own 20 years of engineering experience with the
nearly SO other engineers. Learn to earn SiOto 1200 a weekonly spare time needed.

pay job and then help you
get it without ex t r a
charge. Hundreds of Employers look to me for the
electrical men they hire.
Last year I placed over one
thousand men at big raises
in pay. hundreds of others
were promoted by their
employers through the help
of my Vocational Service
and other hundreds went
into business for themselves with the help of my
special Business Training.
Mail Coupon for big free
book which explains this
service and fourteen other
features. many of which
can't be had anywhere else.

simple electrical jobs in your
of my students
these jobs and tell you what to charge. Manywhile
studying.
make as high as $20 a week extra this way
My course more than pays its own way.

I wilt train you

= Z 5 "Depend on me as a booster,'
says A. Sehreck, PhoenIx

$
a
Week

Arizona. "1 teethe over t50á
a month. Your advertise started me tosucceas."

.meet
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'WORKING
OUTFITS-.
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extra charge !
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a big

My

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

I can make you a big success in Electrilam so sure
like I have dons for the men whose pictures you see

city, just
my trairing, that
here and thousands of others who now boost
I will guarantee your satisfaction with a signed, money -back
you after you
guarantee bond. If my training doesn't satisfy
pay me. A two
have finished, you get back every penny youguarantee.
back
of
this
stands
institution
dollar
million

Get Started Now-Mail Coupon

ElecVital Facts about menGet my big free book-"The
hundreds of other
Read ahout the success of hone
tricity."
home.. and .ddreesesre
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The 'Cooke'Traired.11%lan,

Is the- óigPay'M4n !'

sands of men for Big-Pay Jobs in
Electricity.

ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION ENDORSES
COOKE TRAINING
The American Association of
Engineers, with 15,000 College
and Practical Engineer Members, has approvedCooke train.
ing and theC.E.W.100%. Their
printed and publ iclyd istributed
report of their investigation is
theonlyendorsementofaschool
they have ever issued. Full details of this endorsement sent
with my free book.

11111""11.

I.. L. COOKE;Chief Engineer,
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS,

Dept.

217

Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Illinois
4.2150
Send meat once, without obligation, your

big illustrated book and complete details of
your Home Study Course in Electricity, including
your outfit and employment service offer,
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Training Pays For Itself

after
extra money a few weeks
You can start earninggive
you special instruction for doing
you start my training. I
spare time --show you how to get

L. I.. COOKE, Chief Engineer
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS. Inc.
Dept. 217
2150 Lawrence Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

mwreedng
PLA pM

for

COOKE, Chief En*
gíneer, who has trained thouL. L.

occupatioII

Address
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IMPORTANT ARTICLES IN

FOR OCTOBER
Frf

T1

Experiments To Try
By Hugo Gcrnsback

803

New Things Electric
Maps by Electricity in Airplanes
Ark of the Covenant
By Victor .3lacClure

804
805
806

Meters and Their Use
By Leon L. Adelman, A.DI.I.R.E.

808

Conducting An Amateur Station
By L. IV. Hotly

809

Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification..
By Theodore H. Nakkcn

810

Tools for the Radio Man
By Robert Hertzberg

812

Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformers.
Radio Outfit in a Head -Set
A Word About Panels
By Sidney E. Finkelstein, A.AI.i.R.E.

813
814
815

Remote Control
By A. P. Peck, Assoc. I.R.E.

816

novEMBER

More Kinks for Chemical Experimenters
By Raymond B. IVailes

824

Simple Wire Apparatus
Signal System for the Home
By Thomas IV. Benson

825
826

ing the phase difference and dielectric
constant of insulating materials. The
article is clarified by detailed illustrations.

LIQUID HYDROGEN. An interesting account of apparatus employed at the Bureau of Standards
for the liquefaction of hydrogen gas.
THE LULUDYNE. An exceptionally splendid article concerned with
the evolution and perfection of a radio
receiver, based on the ideals and high
character of a wonderful girl in whose
honor it was built.

TRANSMITTING

PHOTO-

GRAPHS BY CABLE. A discussion
of the method of photo transmission
used in the recent communication of
Gertrude Ederle's picture from England to America.

Improvements in Power Vacuum Tubes
827
828
High Voltage Testing Equipment
By E. T. Norris, Chief Designer, Ferranti,
Ltd., London
830
Electric Water Tank Heater
Junior Experimenter
831-832
Awards in the Electrical Wrinkle Contest.. 833
What Our Readers Think
835
Latest Electrical Patents
836
837
Short -Circuits
838
How and Why,
The Experimenter's Bookshelf
841
Experimenter's Patent Service
844

--i

ISSUE

PREPARATION OF DYES AND
PIGMENTS. A popular chemical
treatment of the difficult subject of
artificial dyes. The preparation of
fluorescein is treated in some detail.
TESTING INSULATING MATERIALS. A brief account of the
most up-to-date methods of measur-

The Experimenter Radio Data Sheets..817.818
By Sylvan Harris
A High Class Broadcast Type Microphone 819
How to Make Thermit Experiments
820
Sulphur Dioxide and Its Properties
822
By Eugene IV. Blank

Nit

No. 12

MAKING A SELENIUM CELL.
A profusely illustrated article on the
construction of a sensitive experimental selenium cell.

H. GERNSBACK, President
S. GERNSBACK, Treasurer
R. W. DeMOTT, Se eretary
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be added for additional postal charges.
check, money -order or registered letter if cash is Included. Subscriptions for less than
one year will not he accented. Send your name, address and remittance to OERSIOTT
PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., 53 Park Place, New York City. Mention the name
is entered as second-class matter, October 14, 1921, under act of March 3, 1079.
of the magazine you are ordering as we also publish RADIO NEWS. SCIENCE &
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Read!
Think!
Act!

Would You Like to Make
$10.00 An Hour ?

.-

Sounds like big pay, doesn't it?
But thousands of men, when they have climbed the ladder and figured back, have
found that the time they spent in spare -hour reading and studying paid them bigger

than any wages they ever earned.
Let's figure it out. There are at least three evening hours a day that can be used
in putting practical knowledge into your head. Suppose you used just a fair portion
of these, putting in, say, 500 hours a year for two years -1000 hours

1.y, .(
/

-

It

:s

in all.
The well-informed man in any business can expect to earn $2000
a year more than the uninformed one. In five years this difference
amounts to $10,000, or $10 for every hour of your spare -time employment.

The\\\ If/id
i.CROFTi

We are putting it conservatively. Many
have foundg their use of spare time
paid them as high as$25 to $50 an hour.
Spare -time investment is the biggest thing
you can undertake.
men

!LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY
A

combined reference library and home -study course

The Croft Library of Practical Electricity
Paves the Way for Bigger Pay for You
Thos. A. Edison, the great electrical inventor, writing to Terrell Croft, said:
"Your method of explaining by analogy with things everyone knows, and the simple
illustrations, make your work one of the best that I have yet seen."
In the Croft books you will find complete, detailed and up-to-the-minute information on
electricity, from the simplest principles to complete and economical operation of a central
station. You will be told the things you need to know about motors, generators, armatures,
commutators, transformers, circuits, currents, switchboards, distribution systems-electrical
machinery of every type, installation, operation and repair-wiring for light and power-how
to do it mechanically perfect in accordance with the National Electrical Code-wiring of
finished buildings-underwriters' and municipal requirements-how to do the complete job,
from estimating it to completion-illumination in its every phase-the latest and most improved
methods of lighting-lamps and lighting effects, etc.
Send for your set of these pay -increasing books today and judge their value for yourself.
Don't wait. You can make every evening hour worth $10 or more to you.

Free Examination-No Money Down-Easy Payments

,

\Ve want you to test our statements-we want you to compare the Croft books with others. Fill in and
mail the coupon attached and we will send you the entire set of eight volumes for ten days' Free Examination. We take all the risk-pay all charges. You assume no obligation-you pay nothing unless you
decide to keep the
books. Then $1.50
in ten days and
the balance at the
rate
of $2 a month.
If you subscribe for the Croft Library now Instead of waiting until later on. we will give you
Send the coupon
This is a
a premium for your promptness.
a copy of Taylor's Transformer Practice as
NOW
and see the
helpful book on the installation, connection and operation of transformers and static induction
books f o r your
apparatus. It is a book no man would expect to get tree. Yet it cornea to you free with
this pay -raising set of books-at the same low price-on the same convenient terns.
self.

FREE WITH THE LIBRARY

when your trst pasment of 11.50 is re-

BUT YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE NOW

.
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Seven years of thought, time and effort
were put into these great books.
In
them you will find all the essentials of
modern electrical practice.
Their thoroughness makes them the standard electrical reference books of today.
The books contain nothing but live,
practical material. They are kept up to
the minute by periodical revisions by
the author.
Every electrical worker
will appreciate the value of this.
Everything in the volumes is clearly
written-clearly illustrated. Every man
able to read and write can understand
Yet they are neither
and use them.

elementary nor amateurish.
The flexible keratol binding of the Croft
books makes them ideal for either workshop or home library.
They are easy
to handle-and they will last.
worth of any set of books is usual7 The
Over 40,000
ly indicated by its sale.
electrical workers-beginners and experts-are now using the Croft books.
There's a sound reason for this popu-

6

larity.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.
Seventh Avenue, New York City

370

r

'1"LRARY

.

,:i
hoR

_

r_....-

SEND THIS
COUPON

Reasons for Owning
the Croft Library

1 Every page of this 3000 -page Library
is taken from everyday electrical practice. Croft deals only with the kind of
problems you meet in your daily work.
author's knowledge of electricity
2 The
has been obtained through actual shirtsleeves practice.
Beginning as an apprentice lineman, he went through the
various stages of wireman, draftsman,
etc., until he attained the position of
electrical engineer with one of the big
electrical manufacturing comp an i e s.
Now he heads his own consulting com-

ceived we will send
vna your free copy of

Taylor's Transformer
Practice.
Y

7

Free Examination Coupon
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

370 Seventh Ave., New York City
Gentlemen-Please send me the CROFT LIBRARY OF
PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY (shipping charges prepaid)
for 10 days' free el.arninatiou. If satisfactory, I will send
$1.50 in ten days and $2 per month until $19.50 has been
paid.
If not wanted, I will write you for return shipping
instructions. (Write plainly and fill in all lines.) Upon re-

ceipt of my first payment of $1.50 I am to receive a copy
of Taylor's Transformer Practice absolutely free of charge.
N ante

Home Address

City and State
-1
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Firm or Employer
Occupation
Exp. 10.1.25
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THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU

Time and Postage Saver
IN

every issue of THE EXPERIMENTER you undoubtedly see

If the advertiser requires any money
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing
charges on his catalogue or descriptive
literature, please be sure to enclose the
correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for information on
their products.
This service will appear regularly
every month on this same page in

numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further
information.
To sit down and write an individual
letter to each of these respective concerns, regarding the article on which
you desire information, would be quite
a task.

THE EXPERIMENTER.
If there is any Manufacturer not ad-

As a special service to our readers, we
will write the letters for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products
about which you want information,
and to avoid error, the addresses of the
manufacturers, on the coupon below
and mail it to us.

vertising in this month's issue of
THE EXPERIMENTER f r o m
whom you would like to receive literature, write his name, address and
the product in the special section of
the coupon below. -

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their
issue of THE EXPERIMENTER.
product as advertised in the
NAME

ADDRESS

(Street-City-State)

Use this space if you desire information from a manufacturer

NADIE

If Catalogue
List here specific article on of complete
which you wish literature. line is wanted
check in this
column.

hose advertisement does not appear in this month's issue.

- -

ADDRESS
(Street City State)

Your name

Dealer's name

Your address

His address

If you area dealer,
check here.

State

City

_

State
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Your Opportunity
of a Life-Time

To Learn

from a

MASTER
at a Very Small Cost
yORN li BURGESS, famous all over this Country and in Canada as
will train you in your own home through his home study course.

a

teacher of electricity,

Ordinary workmen, who do mechanical electrical jobs in every large city are now paid
from $12.50 to $18.00 a day, and men \vho know the principles of electricity, men who have the
knowledge of this wonderful profession that is gained from the study of books of instruction,
have unlimited opportunities of securing some of the big positions that pay from $100 to $150 a
week. 1t will take you only from six to nine months to complete the Burgess Course and become
fitted to enter this pleasant field of work that offers such splendid opportunities to those who are
anxious to advance themselves.

Our Amazing Offer
\Ve offer you our complete Manual Course in Electricity, printed in 5 cloth bound volumes, a total of
87 lessons, at a price so low that no matter who
you arc, you can afford to pay it, if you were able
to pay 25 cents for the magazine, in which this advertising appears. This is the famous Burgess
Course, written by Yorke Burgess himself.
You get the complete course on the first payment of
$2.00, and your monthly payments will be only $2.00.

\Vith the course, we send lesson sheets, and every thing necessary to aid you in speedily becoming a
Master, and a leader in the Electrical profession.
Lessons will be corrected by expert teachers, and
sent back in one or two days after we receive them.
Now you owe it to yourself to send in today the
coupon at the bottom of this page, even if you arc
not quite ready to begin the study of electricity.
You will be more than surprised when we write and
tell you what it will cost you to become one of the
large wage earners of the country in which you live.

The lessons are easily learned, aiid if you can read
and understand what we say on this page, you can
master the Burgess Manual Course in Electricity
in 4 months, 6 months, 9 months or a year, depending on the time you are willing to devote to learning it.

Instruction
The instruction is no cut and dried book plan, but is actually prepared with a view of
fitting the individual. In this way one who is slow has the same advantage as others.
The course covers the various subjects front simple dry cells to hydro -electric operation,
particular effort being made on the really practical things and the things men need in
their everyday work, such as-storage batteries, wiring calculations, automobile systems, farm lighting systems, motor applications, motor installing, motor testing and
repairing, armature winding, transmission and power plants.

Study In Your Spare Time At Home
Yorke Burgess has been training ambitions men, both young and old, in practical electricity fur a number of years by his Home Instruction Method, and would like to send
you his catalog, which tells exactly what he does and HOW HE DOES IT. It also
tells why, when and where his students succeed and HOW THEY DO IT. The catalog costs you nothing-it obligates you in no way whatever, but, for your own good
send for it, as it contains things you should know.

Mail The Coupon Today
If

you arc one of the "LET'S GO" Type of fellows, send for our catalog today and
results that hundreds are getting by studying at home, backed up by BURGESS SER\ ICE. Write your name and address plainly on coupon so there will not
be any delay in the catalog getting to you.
see the

THE BURGESS COMPANY
DEARBORN STREET
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
127 N.

THE BURGESS COMPANY,
"N. 25," 127 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.
DEAR

SIR:-

Please send me your catalog "No. 25," which explains your
Home Instruction Course and the Burgess Service Method.
Name

Address
City
State
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The Greatest Advances in Radio
Design are Embodied in the

e

ULT'IWPE
MODEL L-3

the Ultradyne Model L-3 were merely another new
IFreceiver,
its influence in the industry would be little

felt.
But it is in reality the first step in the general revision of
radio receiver design which is bound to follow its
advent.
For the new Ultradyne Model L-3 is an entirely new type of receiver
-radically different in appearance and method of operation-gives
finer results from finer engineering. Employs 6 tubes, is completely
assembled and wired ready for the tubes and batteries.
It has no dials-no panel-no needless controls. T«o levers, an
exclusive Ultradyne feature, give you control of the entire broadcast
program. Its operation is practically automatic-simply slide the
pointer to the station you want and adjust the volume control, soft
or loud as you like.
Loud Speaker and "B" Batteries self enclosed in a beautiful cabinet
that is far from mechanical in design and an ideal mahogany furniture
piece for the most charming home.
This new Ultradyne Model L-3 gives you the best there is in radio
-truer reproduction than you have ever known before.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration. The contrast between the
Ultradyne and other receivers is so marked that the desire to own one
will be bred there and then.

Write for descriptive folder

EILTJADYPE
MODEL L-3

PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION
114H East 25th

Street

..

..

New York City

Developments which have taken
place in our plant over a period
of a year, under the personal
direction of R. E. Lacault,
formerly radio research engineer
with the French Signal Corps Research Laboratories, now stamp
the new Ultradyne as the most
remarakble radio receiver
remarkable in uniqueness of design,
method of tuning, compactness,
selectivity, clarity and volume.
To protect the public. Mr. Lacault's personal monogram seal
(R. E. L.) is placed on the assembly lock bolts of all genuine
Ultradyne Model L-3 Receivers.
All Ultradynes are guaranteed as
long as these seals remain unbroken.

-
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To Practical Men and Electrical Students:
Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name, has prepared
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical
man and those who are taking up the study of
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of
electrical machinery and connections, over two
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems
worked out showing how the formulas are used.
This data is taken from his personal note book,
which was made while on different kinds of work,
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged
in the electrical business.
The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes,
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers,
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connections for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,
Delta and Star Connections and Connections for
Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all
kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls
where Three and Four Way Switches are used.
The work on Calculations consists of Simple

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances,
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Information regarding Wire used for Electrical Purposes, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations,
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and Dynamo
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size of Pulleys.
Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding
Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency,
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors,
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line
Transformers.
The book, called the "Burgess Blue Book," is
published and sold by us for one dollar ($1.00)
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books,
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or
money order. We know the value of the book
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by returning your money if you decide not to keep it after
having had it for five days.

y.

/

i

t\ `

Dept. IT -720 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Come to Milwaukee
II\VEST1GATE-compare-write to any big business concern

in

Milwaukee for information about us-or to any of the big electrical
organizations in the United States-and you will surely decide to come to
Milwaukee, on beautiful Lake I1ichigan, for your training, at America's
Greatest Institution of Practical Electrical Education.

íl

The only school advertising in
this magazine that is authorized
to confer" the degree of Bachelor
of Science upon graduates of its
Electrical Engineering College.

IvscH010170L.
F

f

IN EERI

a u ke e

Built

on

the'

Cornerstone of
Personal, Individual Sect ice
to every student.

N

P

Short -Cut Your Training for Big Pay and High Position
In
one of
electrical work-there is a place at S. O. E. for YOU.
our many classes of students you can learn to he an Electrical
Electrotechnician,
Engineer,
Electrical
Engineer, Commercial
Junior Electrical Engineer, Practical Electrician, Motor Generator
Repairman, Electrical Draftsman, Automotive Electrician, Radio
,Salesman and Service -man.
We do not use our students to make secret profits for ourselves
by selling the work they do and the things they produce in the

Our equipment is the most elaborate, complete and t:7 -to -date of
any electrical school in America, and includes 1Viri:ag. Testing,
D.C. and A.C. Motor Generator, Armature Winding and Trans
former. Starting, Lighting and Ignition, Storage Battery- and
Chemical Laboratories, Drafting and Designing Room: and fully
equipped Radiocast station right on the grounds of the satoul.
Unique laboratory equipment originally designed and patented by
Our complete facil.
us, housed in concrete four-story building.
ities afford to every student ample opportunities
for actual practice.
No matter how young or old you are, no matter
how tittle or how much general schooling you have
had, no matter whether you want to tntster every
branch of electricity and become an Electrical
Engineer or want to become a highly skilled and
RADIOCAST
sceli-paid specialist at one particulcr kind 01

shops.

Don't even think of enrolling with any other school until you
have written direct to S. O. E. Headquarters for full information
about the particular kind of training you are interested in. Choose
iron the list below. Then mark and mail the coupon TODAY.
S. O. E. graduates make Big Salaries everywhere in the great
electrical field. Our Employment Department will help you secure
profitable employment with opportunities for advancement.

WSOE
STATION

ENGINEERING

Earn While You Learn

Electrical Engineering-B;

Light. Ileac

FROM

3 Yeeree
Bachelor of Science degree conferred on graduates. Full provision is made for making up deficient high school credits. It is the
Electrical Engineers who llave given to the world the thousands of
fortune making inventions in the electrical field. No man with
this training can fail to realize his highest ambitions in life.

WSOE

Home Electrical Laboratory Training

LECTURES ON

Electricity
GIVEN WEEKLY

12

For those who do not see their way clear to come to Milwaukee
now, we offer a very thorough and complete Home Laboratory
Course. Ask for details on how you can begin your electrical
training at home under our patented Home Laboratory Plan with
full size commercial electrical power and equipment valued at $500

I1ADIOCAST
STATION
Ask for FREE
SC HO LA RSH tP
Contest Information.

the student for entrance to our College
('ours. for Electrical Engineers. Junior Electrical Engineers are a ofspecial
modelectrIci U- to the demands
type of t44,4:1cal experts qualiOed to
ern ludustrY :mil for such positions as superintendent of maintenance, direcelertrlral
and
testing,
installation
of
superintendent
tor of 'eon:traction.
equipment salesman and automotive electrician and radio sales and service

This elaborate course prepares

ft

-LO.INED

work.

Electrotechnician-Learn

in

1

Year

elo nlsh to heThis course is especially adapted to meet the needs of those young men
ry nranre requirernine a Commercial Elertrleot Engineer but do not possess the neressa
In addition to the Practical Ccnimercial Electrical Engineeriaz studies, you
ments.
will receive academic subjects.

Engineering-2-m,
Commercial Electrical
commercial
with combined electrnterhntcal
end

This new profession demands young men
training. Course unexcelled-most complete, practical electrical training.

Practical and Theoretical Electricity
time nr money to enroll for

-6Ulnas",

more intensify
For the man or youth who cannot spare the
One
n
and higher training, this rouse is Ideal. We positively guarantee ti"" as
"dent of
matter
of Iliaclasses you win learn Practical Eleetrlritr In the shortest pastille time-no
you need to
an,:
sou
every
now much rnu nay for your Instmetinn.
teaches
ennrse
This
shop or as an
ken.* to go Into business for yourself either as the owner 01 an rlertrir.tl
electrical contractor.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE,
Exp. 1025. 415 Marshall St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Piense send me. seithout Mat nr ohlitat ten. your free illustrated
honk just off the press, and details of the course I have Indicated
below. (Bo sure to mention age, education and course of Interest.)
Course
Name
Address

State

City
Age

Education

í

Month.

We provide for a limited number of worthy men. half-time jobs
at good wages, and permanent positions with unlimited prospects
to al: duly qualified graduates.

Course

Engineering
Junior Electrical
to 30 Months
Learn in

9 to 12

our graduates all over the world.

These courses are intensely practical and .s.re
easily learned by anv man who can lead and
understand common English and simple erithnte
tic.

t'rteuoteta practical coarse in Electric
I: Learn In THREE Months:
and Toner Wiring anti Testing.
Course 2: Learn In THREE Months: Complete practical course in D.C. and
tVhpling
Armature
A.C. )tutors end Venerators.
'Course 3: Learn in THREE Months: Complete prarllrat course in %atnmoLlre Electricity-Starting, Lighting. and Ignition, ;toil Storage batteries.
Course 4: Learn in THREE Months: Complete practical course iii Redly
Sites, Service and Broadcasting.

Drafting- Learn in

Easy, interesting, pleasant work that is earning big salaries for

Courses

OF

MILWAUKEE

Electrical

Our Special Three Months
Practical Vocational

owned and operated by the
SCHOOL OF

Men

of
Action

Every

FREE.

Instructor

a

Specialist

These are some of the experts whose teaching has supplied thousands of high -salaried men to
the electrical industry through this school-many of whom In overalls and jumpers stand at
sour elbow teaching and explaining while you learn by doing. The only way you can tall to
learn is to refuse to learn: O. WerwaOt E.E. Francis A. Vaughn. B.S. Willard C. Mort
W. H. Meek,
Asher C. Ball. B S., LL.B.
man. A.11.. A.M. Chester C. Aiken, B.S.
lien. A. Bocce. P..5. E. L. ('nnsnurer. M.E. .1. T. Raker.
W. E. Reren, A.B.
U.S.
George B Harerson A.11.
Elmer A. Ihrke, B.S. Arthur A. Koch.
I. C. Flatter, It.S.
W.
A.H.
C.
E
1'ettingtll,
WM.
aLN Ch.B. Fred
Kritzer. A.It. Charles Nyberg,
Charles hl. Ptoetz. F. C. Itaeus. B.S. H. A. Rickeman, A.B. Chas. G. Simpson, Jt.A.,
5'. M. Murray. B.S. J W. Smith. A. L. Sudduth.
E. L. ttrledner.
Ph.11.

Fall Classes now organizing. Enroll today and tomorrow you will
actual electrical work in our big shops and laboratories.

be

doing

s

Mall the coupon tartly for our Free Illustrated Catalog lust off the press Tell us what
..nude interests yon most and see will send you !eerie! lnforniatlnn. Find out about the
great opportunity In Electricity tostar. Learn how we ran help you shnrtent sour training
fur BANK, HONOR and WEALTH. Don't put It oft! MAIL THE COUPON NOW?

C1-1011.
of of ENGINEERING

llept. EXP-1025,

Milwaukee

415

Marshall Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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PARE!

KENMAN 5 -MODEL 1926
Since 1913, twelve years, we have been manufacturing the finest grades of radio apparatus.
the reason why you, as a discriminating radio buyer, should prefer the Kenman 5 Receiver

For artistic design
For the fine quality of its engineering
For Power, selectivity, and distance
For clearness without howls, squeals or distortion

This

is

it.

See

Examine it.

Try it.
Hear it.

Then for price, with any other 5 -tube set -Compare it
Compare the Kenman 5 1926 model with any 5 -tube receiver at any price. Under
equal conditions, its performance will compare with or excel any receiver of
its kind on the market. You can pay more but you cannot buy more.

Your Money Back If Not Satisfied
Any Kenman dealer will be glad to demonstrate the exceptional properties
of this receiver without any obligation on your part, or if your dealer
cannot supply you we will ship you direct on receipt of price with
a full money back guarantee if you are not satisfied.

Features of the
Kenman Receiver.
Genuine 1Vestinghouse
Bakelite
throughout,
synchronized low loss
condensers, calibrated
transformers, a n d
other parts in keeping
with the high standard
we have set. The cabinet, 16" x 9", is a
work of art, not alone
a radio cabinet but
a
beautiful piece of
furniture, two tone
mahogany finish equipped with piano hardwe have done
ware.
away with the bothersome binding posts,
all outside connections
and loud speaker hookup arc made by clips,
installation is a matter
of seconds.
Another
novel feature is the
A-,
and Ground
all on one connection,
doing away
howls, squeals and distortion. Rheostats control voltage and volume, also filament control jack for phone use.
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Dealers Needed
to Distribute Sets
Already Sold
We have on hand many customer orders for which dealers will be required for distribution. Write for com-

'

2975d
little -buys

::/7

a lot"

plete details and terms.

KENMAN ELECTRIC CO.

INC.,

Dr. 296 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Radio Manufacturers Since 1913

Volume 4
no. 12

TPEIPIEW1011'12
Electricity - Radio - Chemistry

October
1925

,
H.GEIZNSBACK, Editor

T. O' CONOIZ, SLOANE, Ph.D,,xlssociateEditor

Publisker

Experiments To Try
I314

Hugo Gernsback

"An ounce of experimenting

is

VERY so often some experimenters begin to
conjecture what to experiment on next. As
I have pointed out many times heretofore.
there are experimenters who experiment for
the instruction of it. and those who experiment because they hope not only to gain fame or
recognition, but financial success as well.
It is of the latter that I wish to speak now. When
experimenting. in order to reap financial rewards, it is
of course, necessary to pick out or to choose a subject
for which there is or should be a big demand. It is
the things that are in big demand by the public
which are financially successful as a rule. It may not
always be apparent that an article will be very successful. because the public has not yet been agitated on it,
and no demand for same exists; and it is necessary to
create a market by making the public realize that here
is something better. The metal bottle top, the safety
pin, the typewriter, the telephone, and radio, are all
articles that were not necessary to the public before
their invention. As a matter of fact, all of these things
were looked at askance at first.
Nes ertheless we all know the moral contained therein, and when we are experimenting we should always
keep such goals in mind. In the radio field, for instance, a good line to tackle is the loud speaker. Radio
has now been so standardized that the broadcasting as
well as receix ing sets, while not perfected to the nth
degree, are certainly excellent but the one fly in the ointment is the loud speaker. Given a perfect loud speaker.
you should be unable to distinguish the human voice
from that rendered by loud speaker. In a good telephone receiver, and a good radio set, no distortion and
no blasting is apparent. The transmission is well nigh
perfect. But the minute you put on an average loud
speaker, a nasal twang, distortion, and blasting become
painfully apparent.
1 have always maintained that the diaphragm and the
horn type loud speaker is all wrong. Quite a while ago
in M'oDExv ELECTRICS for March, 1909, described Professor Peukert's experiments which had to do with talking dynamos and talking electro -magnets. Here we have
no diaphragm and no horn. All we have to do is to
hitch Peukert's electro -magnet to a resonant body, and
we should have excellent quality of reproduction. I
should be glad to hear from those who have experimented along these lines.
There is still another line of radio experiments that
might prove very fruitful. \Ve now use vacuum tubes
almost exclusively in our radio sets. However, there is
no reason why we should not use detectors of the crys;

1

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday at

9

worth

o

pound of theorizing."

tal variety exclusively. In order to receive a signal we
first, as a rule, rectify it in a detector, then amplify. We,
however, can also amplify it before we detect, by means
of radio frequency- transformers. The usual detector,
such as the galena, cannot be used as a potentially operative device. 'l'he carborundum detector; however, can
be used with a voltage, and therefore becomes a potentially operative device. the same as the vacuum tube
in some respects. It should not he impossible to devise
some means whereby such crystal rectifiers could be
used as amplifiers, just as we use the tube as an
amplifier without using it as a detector. That an exceedingly low-priced set which should also be a good
one could be produced with such a scheme is not impossible, though it seems so. The proper arrangement
would undoubtedly net a tidy sum to the successful experimenter.
One of the country's great banes is the insect know n
under the familiar name of bedbug. The other day,
in New York City, the health authorities had to evacuate a metropolitan theatre, which had become so infested with the insects that further performances were
called off. It became necessary to refurnish and redecorate the entire theatre at a cost of thousands of
dollars. While certain poisonous gases are now used to
rid private houses and large buildings, such as theatres,
of this pest, still not much headway is made, because.
while the insects themselves are killed, the eggs as a
rule are not. so after a short while the insects appear
again in greater numbers.
The same is the case in practically every apartment
house and a great many homes. The nuisance ís more
prevalent than many of us care to admit. This is a
chemical problem and it should be possible for a good
chemical investigator to do some experimenting by
breeding these insects in a safe place, under laboratory
conditions, and determining what chemical will exterminate them best.
To be sure, there are now so-called exterminators,
but while they kill the insects they do not kill the eggs.
They are usually in the form of a more or less harmless
fluid which can be applied without trouble to furnishings, drapes, etc., without discoloring them, but as soon
as evaporated the eggs hatch out and the trouble begins
anew.
What is needed, then, evidently, is a fluid of this kind
that has the quality of killing the eggs as well as the
insects.
Extended and methodical experimentation
here is necessary and a fortune can be reaped by the
experimenter who is successful in his quest.

P. M. from Station WRNY on various radio and scientific subjects.
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Ilew Things Electric
4-441*
The air mall route between New York and Chicago is marked by 75 signal
lights such as that shown at the left. Four Ford headlights are mounted on a
turn table revolving six times in a minute. This torn table stands on a tower
30 to 50 feet high. In adlttion to these live million candle -power beacon lights

seventy-five In number are posted along the route.

T'e

The Misses Elsa
Wells and Virginia
Darby invade the
sanctuary of the
Mall of Fame at New

York

with

University

w

portable radio set. Their four
a

tube reflex and re.
generative circuit is
here giving a musical treat to Peter
Cooper whose statue
is seen at the right.

É

.

E

An electric fan motor case
converled into loud -speaker
for radio. T. E. Styles of
~mitt, N. J., removed the
tor of an electric fan and
placed over the opening thus
made an ordinary loud speaker unit. The only additional
part necessary is a flange for
unit, but if the fan Is
guile small, even that is not
needed. At the illustration on
the left the completed table
talker is shown.
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The mercury in the largest thermometer in the
world located at Atlantic City, N. J., was renewed
recently while bathing girls posed on its framework. The -mercury" consists of new electric bulbs
which record the temperature at night. By day. the
mercury Is represented by an endless belt, each
degree being half a foot in height.

°

Y

c

WRNY makes use of this most compact of all broadcast station reto
mote control equipment. The valise at the right contains the re
control amplifier. In the top compartment at the left are the bead phones
light
of the control operator. Beneath thit is a specially constructed
40 ampere hour 12 volt "A" battery. In addition the valise contains the
two microphones need on remote control work and the "B" batteries
The lower right hand corner holds a compartment for tools.
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Maps bj Electricity on Airplanes
1314

H. T. Wilkins

AREMARKABLE

German invention
which in the near future may play a
prominent part in throwing open to civilization new and savage lands, hitherto unmapped by land and marine geographers, is the
Autocartograph, devised by a Dresden engineer, Professor Dr. Hugershoff. Ordinarily,
maps are built up on a framework of trangitlar surveys by theodolites on land. or by
various surveying instruments on the deck
of a hydrographical survey steamer. They
may also be based upon aerial photographic
views taken by an observer on an airplane
flying hundreds of feet above the earth. In
each case, the results of the observations are
transferred by hand to a series of field
sketching maps, the foundation of the subsequent finished charts.
Dr. Hugcrshoff's Autocartograph will, it
is stated, plot accurately by mechanical and
The photographs show a remarkable inven-

tion of

a German engineer, Dr. itugershol'f, by
means of which accurate maps can be prepared on an airplane }lying over the area
under investigation. Elevation and other topo-

f

grapldcal features are mechanically depicted
by means of this machine, which is called the
autocurtograph.
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e ectrical means a topographical map in one tenth of the time required by the older hand
methods. He looks not at the ground itself,
but at a steroscopic view of the same.

The Autocartograph consists of two periscopes, which, when set on an airplane aloft
in the ai-, pointing down vertically or
obliquely over a landscape far below, or on a
level with the earth (where an airplane survey is not in question), give a steroscopic
view of the territory it is desired to map.
The level or elevation of the two telescopes
is fixed during the survey, and any distortion
of the views of the landscape given by the
telescopes is corrected by hand -adjustable
planes and prisms set in front of the lenses.
Working in co-operation with the telescopes
constituting a giant-steroscopic

camera are two theodolites, coupled together,
and these latter aid the instrument in measuring heights, distances and contours on the
area below the observer, or at his level.
By rotating carriers holding the photoplates, horizontal distances on the ground
surveyed are obtained
and heights (or vertical angles) are
found by revolving
the mirror -planes in
front of the lenses of
the telescopes.
Both rotary movements of photo -plates
and mirror - planes
are registered on

A diagrammatic plan view of the autocurtograph with a sample
of its work shown at the right.

movable scales forming part of the map making system of the Autocartograph. It
measures heights, not by calculation, but
mechanically.
The observer who is watching the landscape through telescopes, has two hand wheels to right and left of his seat, and, by
moving these, as required, he can operate
mechanical plotting -pencils which map out
hills, rivers and the heights, distances and
contour lines of the country, so as to be reproduced on a chart at some distance from
his scat. If he wants to mark on the chart
details as to vegetation, minerals, rocks,
marshes, he can do so by the aid of a second plotting -sheet, operated from his seat.
Plans or elevations of landscape features
of tite terrain are obtained by easy adjustments of the scales and plotting arms of the

Autocartograph.

Map of Elterlein (Saxony)
drawn from aerotopographic views
(see fig. 3) by' the Autocartograph.
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[What Has Gone -Before]
A number of New York banks have been robbed.
The time is near the end of th.s century. The President of one of the banks star.ds by his son's bedside early in the morning and tells hire of strange
robberies. They fly to New York in an airplay e.
They find that throughout the f+narciol district
everyone has fallen senseless. Automobi.e engines
have mysteriously stopped.
Everything of jold,
watches, coins, gold leaf signs end the like have been
tarnished. The vaults of a number of banks have
been cut open, apparently by oxyacetylene, and
robbed.
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Powdered glass is found in the street to aid to
the strange events. Little lead rases came into the
Post Office by mail. Raduim salts were enclosed in
then:.
The airplane Merlin, the fastest of all airplanes,
takes an active part in the story. The mystery deepens when it is found that some millions of dollars
of securities have been returned to the beaks, het a
slightly larger amount of gold has been token.
Anaesthetic bombs are thouplt of. A provision
store has been robbed and money left !o pay for
what was taken. Thousands of gallons ,f paroline
have disappeared from a Standard Oil Station.
They go out on the famous Merlin in search of
the liner Parnass:c after having vainly tied to find
how The gasoline was taken 'ronu the .station, they
hear that there was a cabiuu in the air when the
robbery was being perpetrated. Going out to sea,
they land neon the Parnassic. Everyone on her is
recovering from a trance, the Captain loes :o the
treasure safe and finds it robbed.
Lord Almeric, a well preserved ran of 60, joins
them. The crew recovers. A discussion ensues and
it is concluded :hat the raiders used an airplane.
The Merlin starts off after the ship's el.gines begin
to turn, with bliss Torrance Lord Altneric's niece.
Now news comes that Louisville has been attatked, and at hour and forty minutes laAr.s the
Mcün to Louisville, where :he New York rcid has
been. duplicated. Nest the Atlantic is crossed to
Europe.
A robbery of the Bank of Engrane: is investigated. !Mysteriously, only a relatively small emount
of gold was taken. Gasoline has been taken from
the 2nglish tanks. The House of Commons uas subjected to the soeorific agent and when they recovered members an the Treacury bunch found their

CHAPTER IV
The Deluge
I

"The Ark of the Covenant

floalyd down the main cavern
on her own chewer. . . For a
moment she hung steady over
.

the entrance basin.

;: 011
a%

with brunt cork. Paris and Berlin
are raided On the same day. Radium left by the
raiders is still a mystery.
A search for the mysterious airship or raider
The Merlin shortly after the
begins in earnest.
take -off from England reaches American and Gar of the enemy. And now
sight
without
Bay
diners
our hero wants a roving commission for a near
his
own and his associates'
out
to
carry
Merlin
views as to the raider. He proposes to arm his
prepared
for attacking and for
airplane and go off
An appointment with the President of
defense.
the United States is made and the Merlin goes to
The interview with the Presithe federal capital.
dent follows, a very cordial one, as young Boon's
father is a friend of Mr. IYhitcomb, the President.
Bliss Torrance has been pleading the cause of the
Merlin at the iVhite House.
The search is prosecuted and the enemy is
sighted. Eager to attack, a gas defense by the enemy
threatens.
An airplane is launched from as English cruiser
to join the attack. Signal flags transmit messages
back and forth between the cruiser and the Ark of
Then canes a description of the
the Covenant.
landing of the Merlin on the deck of the English
cruiser, and the Ark of the Covenant meanwhile
In England
has disappeared at amazing speed.
there is a business panic; the Government falls.
The Merlin and her crew at last return to America.
Information conies directly from the raider that
she desires to stop all war.
The northern coast of South America is patrolled
in search of the great dirigible-she is seen-but
A strange desolate
escapes the crippled flerlin.
district is discovered by her crew in South America,
the radio -active
rhodolite,
presence
of
and the
mineral, accounts for the desolation. And now
telling
all about
begins the story of Sholto Seton
the history of the Ark of the Covenant and the
efforts to annihilate war.
Now comes the story of the formation of the
League and the gathering of a crew. A new element and a new gas have been discovered: the
earth is drilled for the gas. The great dirigible
proposed is described, and tests with the spectroscope and electroscope reveal strange substances in
the earths of the South American cavern.
faces blackened

u

..

.

JT

for me. Sholto Seton, one-time
commander in His Majesty's royal navy,
and always more man of my hands than
of the head, to venture an explanation
of that marvelous polythalamous geological
freak known as the Plateau of the Red Scar ;
nor is it mine to fathom the processes of
nature which brought the treasures, culminating in the radium 'pocket, to the casual
and groping hands of the members of the
League of the Covenant. I am fain to rest
content, as was my Master, that the gifts
is not
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were there for our seeking, and to accept
them with reverence in my heart. But to
those who seek explanations-whether it be
that the work of their lives bids them ask
or that they are possessed of an idle, if itching, curiosity-the slight notes of my Chief
have been edited and amplified by men of
science, and lie open to all who have the
wit to understand.
The task that lay to my hand there in the
heart of the Amazon forest was plain. I had
to keep the crew cheerfully at work, maintain a real, though carefully veiled discipline,
and find ways and means for bringing the
dream of the Master to realization; to second,
in my blundering fashion, in a bewildered
fashion sometimes, the working -out of the
amazing conceptions of his untiring brain.
Of the concrete, then, I have the knowledge at least to speak fairly. Of the abstract and theoretical, I can only set down
the results I saw. And with motives, personalities, characters, I must-to lapse wittingly into Scots-just hirple along.
It was like the Master to be concerned
over the possible effect of the radium rays
on Lin Greensleeve and me. The little man,
who could not heal the great burns so far
advanced on his own frail body, made both
of us strip and undergo a medicated bath
and ointment preventive treatment of his
own preparing.
For some time no day
passed but that he would have us appear for
examination.
Nothing, I am convinced, held terror for
our fragile little Chief as concerned himself,
but, under his habitual repose of manner,
I in and I thought we read a mortal terror
for us. However that may be, in the end
we were pronounced to be without scathe.
making a Lead Shield for Handling the Radium
Members of the crew were strictly forbidden to enter the passage or go near the
cave until we had taken steps to secure the
contents of the radium cache, which the
Chief on inspection declared to hold an
astonishing quantity. We had no lead in the
cavern, but one of the mechanics remembered that the floor of the Clutha's engine room was covered with the metal, and some
men were sent down to the wharf to rip it
off and bring it to the cavern.
The Chief designed a leaden shield. This
had two ingeniously jointed arms ending in
box -like mitts. which permitted the handling
of a little spade by one, and the holding of
a thick lead case in the other. A view of
the operation of case and spade was given
by a periscope. and light was thrown on the
subject by electric bulbs attached to the top
of the leaden screen.
When this contrivance was ready, Lin
Greensleeve and myself cleared away the
débris on the cave floor, by working with
spades from behind two lead shields. The
débris was removed, the working screen was
pushed against the aperture of the cache, and
Lin, whose hands were more fitted in size
for the box -mitts than my great fists,
spooned the precious salts into the case, and
when the crevice was cleared, the lid was
dropped home. The treasure, worth an enor-

mous fortune, was deposited in a little cave
right in the heart of
the cave system.
'N
Lin Greensleeve now
and
instruments,
made a survey with proper
found the right spot for breaking through
into the other passage. Within a day or two
the passage to the radium cave was impassable by reason of the fumes from Lin's furnaces. He was not cheated, for when the
dampers were up, the roar of the draught
through his furnaces rivalled the waterfall
in filling every cranny of the caverns with
noise.
Membership of the Covenant for Peace
The position of affairs with the League
at this time was so:
\Ve had, apart from the Master, sixteen
men signatory to the Covenant for PeaceDevonridge, Greyson, Fitalan, Haynes, Lippencott, Curtis, Greensleeve, Whittaker,
Grumstock, Higgins, Dane, Thet ford and
myself-thirteen at work in the cavern. Outside were Travers, Lippencott and Brooks
in America, Smithers at the storehouse down

.-

I

A,_

i

river.
We had perfected the Chief's laboratory,
harnessed the waterpower of the fall and
provided ample electricity for all requirements; we had secured our oil supply, and
were able to refine it and store the pure
spirit and lubricating oils, and we had wax
for our electrical instruments; the gas for
lifting our airships was available in great
quantity, and we were able to reduce it to
its liquefying constant and to store it; our
engine -shop, up to date in every particular,
was in full working order; we had the building slips ready for the erection of the dirigibles, and we had the living accommodation
for our full complement of fifty men all
ready for occupation.

-45

Development of the tnaestiietizing'Gas

The plans for the Chief and his experiments were well advanced. He had standardized his formula for, and was ready to
manufacture, the anesthetizing gas. He
assured me that he was nearing the end of
the development of the power that was to
bring the world into line with the ideas
of the League. In addition to this he and
Thetford, as a relaxation for the Chief,
had prepared numerous instruments for the
(Continued on page 841)
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just around the corner of

the street was a stopped motor
truck, over the dashboard of
which two men sprawled uneon.cious .
,
I
entered the gondola and w a s
pulled up with
the rest of the
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An array of miscellaneous meters which are Indispensable for laboratory work: wavemeter, ammeter, ultra -sensitive galvanometer, voltmeter,
multimeter, thermo-couple ammeter and various other indicating meters.

F

LECTRICAL measuring instruments

are generally called meters. There
are a large variety of these instru-ments, and they are designed to
measure three classes of currents and voltages-direct and alternating and radio frequency.

Electrical measuring instruments used on
either direct or alternating current may be
classified as indicating, integrating and recording. The first type of instrument gives
the value of the electrical quantity at the
moment of observation. The second type
takes into account time as well as the electrical quantity, the two constituting a rate
unit, as for example in the watt-hour meter
which gives a reading proportional to the
product of the average power and the time,
giving the quantity of energy that has passed
through it in the time between readings.
Die third type, or recording instrument,
draws a curve or other graphical representation which depicts the variation of an electrical quantity with time.
Radio frequency meters are mainly of the
indicating variety. True, we are familiar
with the cathode ray oscillograph which is
a recording meter and others of its kind,

but their use is restricted to the research
laboratories chiefly for the reason of their
prohibitive cost.

Direct Current Meters
1 here are many types of instruments which
ha:e been designed for the measurement of
direct current and voltage, but the very
best and the one which has found the widest
application is the pivoted -coil, permanent magnet, direct reading instrument. Its principle of operation is readily understood. Balanced in the field of a fixed permanent magnet, which is provided with soft -iron pole
pieces, in order to give a uniform radial
field in which the coil moves, there is a light
coil free to turn. The motion of this coil
is opposed by a counter force of two spiral
springs which also serve the purpose of
carrying the current to and from the coil.
For the necessary measurements of direct
currents in a radio transmitter, such instruments as the following are available:

Filament Voltmeter..0 to

Ranges
3, up to 0 to 12

volts.

Filament Ammeter... (Getting to be obsolete.)

Plate Voltmeter
Plate Milliameter

milliameters.
Before going any further and into the discussion of alternating current instruments,
it will be well for us to review the use of
each particular instrument.
The life of any vacuum tube depends on
the way it is being handled. It is a wellknown fact that the life of a tungsten fila-

ment tube is increased fully 100 per cent. by
cutting down the current to 3 per cent. less
than normal. Similarly, the life of a tube
is shortened 50 per cent. if the current is
increased to 3 per cent. over normal rating.
It has been found that voltage control is far
preferable to current control, as it can be
shown that the filament with the former will

operate at more nearly constant temperature
and its economic life will be longer. Further, for a given change of the filament
rheostat, the voltmeter will show about
double the change that will be indicated on
the ammeter, which meats that twice as
close a check can be kept for proper operation at specified characteristics. Thus the

0 TO 250 D.C.
MILLIAMMETER

OTO2.5
TH ERMO -COUPLE
RADIATION AMMETER

0 to 100 up to 0 to
3,000 volts.
0 to 3 up to 0 to 1,000

(Continued on page 839)

O

WAVEMETER--?

`0 TO 100
CURRENT SQUARED
GALVANOMETER

0 TO 10 A.C.
VOLTMETER

TO

A

110

V

AC.

-

i'

.Q9Q0Q.Q,
0 TO 1000

D.C.

VOLTMETER

transmitter completely equipped with the necessary meters as shown, is bound to "reach out."
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Conducting an Amateur Station
By L. W. Hairy,
PART II
BREAKIN
This is a genuine time-saver.
Breakin is a term referring to the ability
to receive while sending, which makes it
possible for one operator to break into the
transmission of another and stop him if
necessary. In ordinary communication, it is
necessary to wait until a man is through
sending to talk back at him. Interference
may make it impossible to hear him, yet he
continues his transmission until through.
Breakin makes it possible to call him while
he is talking, warn him that he cannot be
heard, tell him to wait and tell him when
to go ahead again. The time it is possible
to save in thus avoiding repeats is obviously
Breakin has its proa decided advantage.
cedure; particularly abbreviated, very effective and certainly a necessary bit of

is used: e. g.. 5KK 5KK u 2KK 2KK bk
ga wl u tri QSR Europe. etc. The break

request does not stop transmission. an actual
interrupting call by 5KK could do that. If
5KK can ftse breakin he will make a single
long dash or a series of dots and then call
2KK shortly, say "bk ok k" and copy 2KK,
prenlred to break his transmission when
The series of dots is the preferneeded.
able way. for it allows the breaker to listen
between them for the stopping of transmission uy ,he other station. As soon as the
sender stops. the breaker can give his reaQR3f
son for the interruption; as
Perhaps this "wait" will
. (wait).
be for:wed by other "waits" as warnings
and to r -event worry until the breaker can
finally say k again. There should be no
need for the using of calls in a breakin

OX

communication. Partly because it should not
be used save where good received volume is
present and partly because it would prove
clumsy and unnecessary. After a break and
the go ahead following the stoppage, the
man stopped resumes transmission, beginning with the word lie stopped with.
The beauty of breaker shows up when
it is necessary to ask for repeats. Instead
of waiting for the whole message to be sent
if a word is missed, one breaks when one

,
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knowledge.

HOW TO BREAKIN
Most breakin systems suggested are very
complicated. They require relays and other
trick layouts. While these are good, they
are also clumsy and, often, expensive. Besides, there is a breakin system that can be
used which will cost nothing. It consists in
leaving the antenna connected to the transmitter at all times and receiving without
any on the tuner. This works particularly
well with the wave -lengths below 85 meters
and with increasing effectiveness as we go
down, but it will work well on the 150-200
meter band.
A second method is to use another antenna connected to the receiver. This second aerial should not be very long nor very
large. It can be 25 or 30 feet long with
rather good separation between it and the
transmitting aerial. It works partly of itself and partly through capacity to the
larger aerial. Some operators use bedsprings. electric light socket antenna plugs
and similar trick arrangements to achieve
the ability to receive while sending. This
does not mean that one can receive when
holding down the key. It ís to be admitted
that the general text of this has sounded
that way, but we were leading up to this
explanation. This means that one can receive in the silent spaces between dots and
dashes or between words. Too much energy
is imparted to the receiver, whether in tune
or not. from the nearby transmitter. to allow
reception when the key is down. That the
transmitter outside can be heard at all is
the necessary thing to make possible breakin.
BREAKIN OPERATING PROCEDURE
Assume a station has been called. Assume
he is familiar with brrakin procedure. Assume that he has not only been called. but
that he has answered with an OK acknowledgement. To find out if he can or will
use breakin, the breakin abbreviation "bk"

1

a

258.5 METERS -1160 KILOCYCLES
I
Experimental Call-VIAL after 12 A.M.
HOTEL ROOSEVELT
Maddhon Avenue and 45th Street, N. Y. C.

misses, repeats the last word copied, follows it with a "?" and gets it repeated with

the text that follows; e. g.,
sailed ? k. The man broken into restarts
with "sailed" and continues.
If 2KK, sending, was getting interference
on the wave of 5KK, with whom he was
working, so that he could not hear 5KK if
he should attempt to break, he should warn
5KK. The warning is easy to give. Assuming QR11 to be the trouble, the following example shows how to go about it
(starting in the middle of a fictitious conQRIII no bk
versation) : "yes OM
the wkd 6KK last nits es he
pse

- ... - --.. -gabkoknw-....

.

saidQSA

rrtebbc 1c'k every dist ton it e, etc." Thus you
that the receiver is warned first not to
break and later that he can break because

see

of better receiving conditions.
Breaking another fellow becomes inter-

esting when used in casual conversation.

He

can be interrupted with snappy come-backs,
comments and such, all in a manner that
gives the code -talk all the pleasures of actual
conversation. The dozen and one conveniences that breakin adds to the game can
By all means
be realized only after trial.

try it.
GENERALITIES-USING ABBREVIATIONS
The way of code is always long and often
weary. Abbreviating and abbreviations are
a necessary evil, that often causes confusion
in the minds of the uninitiated. There is
only one rule: abbreviate where possible,
but not if confusion will result. Another
thing to remember is that the number of
abbreviations are few and abbreviations do
not include the majority of common words.
In other words, you do not need an "approved" abbreviation for a word to shorten
it. Shorten the word in question to suit,
provided it remains recognizable. For instance, if one were to start to say via radio
this: I'm going to buy a new hat for ten
dollars. He would very likely change it
to read about like this: Inc byg new hat fr
10 dirs. The only reason for not dropping
the e from new is that nw is the generally
used abbreviation for now.
There are many words so common that
they have acquired nearly standard abbreAmong these are: Now-nw;
viations.

thanks-tnx; please-pse; way-wa; youu; weather-wx; where-ware; to-2; that
-tt; going-gg; see-c; why-wy; yoursurs ; distance-dx; hear-hr; with-wi; be -

fore-b4; there-tr; what-wat; are-r ;
your-ur; whether-wtr; been-bin; and
-es. There

are some others, but these arc
the more ordinary and serve to give you an
A little time spent on the air will
idea.
give a much better idea as to how abbrevia-

tion of words actually occurs. One more
example will not be amiss. This sentence
will do: 1 vrrc xarupl zed nt b antis. The
older operators are less guilty of abbreviating than the younger ones. The older
man would rather be right than repeat.
KEEPING LOG
This is a very important part of a station.
It is up to the owner how the log is finally
kept and up to the writer to give a concrete
plan to start on. By no means are you to
form the conclusion that some one system is
recommended above all. Start off with a
system by all means, but let it grow into
your own.
Commercial companies who require a complete log have a very simple sheet. A similar arrangement would prove excellent for
the amateur station. Notice the illustration.
Amateurs cook up their own with additional
columns referring to "volume" or similar
items of interest. However, the "Remarks"
column leaves plenty of space for all this
added information without the actual need
of ruled columns. It is a simple and complete log.
A single day is allotted at least one sheet,
and never less than one. This last is true
because it very much simplifies a search
through the log for a check-up. However,
some do not do this because it is more
economical not to. This is mainly true
when the log sheets are purchased printed
ones. However, the loose-leaf log, while undoubtedly convenient and very likely the
best, is not a necessity. Low-priced composition books with stiff board covers make
first-class logs. They certainly have the
adlantages of cheapness and compactness. A
four or more column log, similar to what
we have shown, can be kept in them. When
a book is filled it call be filed away easily
and conveniently, being a handy unit of so
many weeks or months. In the book, as
well as with the unit pages, a new day
should start a new page.
Every log day starts at midnight and is
kept through to the next midnight. Do not
start the log through the tenth and continue
into the morning of the next day under the
tenth heading. This causes unnecessary and
unpleasant contusion and is inaccurate.
Above all, keep a useful log. The log
should record all the radio activities of the
station. If you change power, mark it in
the log.
the antenna is disconnected and
the clothesline used. make an entry of the
fact. If the tuning of the transmitter is
changed, make a log note of it. Then, if
something unusual results, you have something to check back to. on which can be
laid the blame. A correct and complete log
of your station activities will tell more
about it than all the guesswork or memory
practice in the world. And unrecorded log
data is only memory practice-poor practice
at that, too.

If

OPERATING HOURS
This is something you will adapt to suit
you -self, but some suggestions will not be
amiss.

Stay up all night once or twice and learn
when the fellows who bother are not on the
air. Be on when they are not. That's the
best bit of advice in the bunch.
In general, mornings are the best time to
(Continued on page 839)
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Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification
13y

Theodore H. Ilakken*
PART II

IN

the preceding article a short explanation was given of what constitutes
sound, how sound is transmitted by
vibrating air particles and is detected
by the ear. Great stress was laid upon the
fact that the vibrating air particles communicate a composite vibration to the ear -drum
and the hearing mechanism, and we were told
how to actually analyze this complex sensation into its components.
From this it follows easily that if only
we succeed in duplicating these composite
vibrations in some way or other, it is not
at all necessary to use the air exclusively as
the sound -carrying medium. It is only
necessary to cause the air particles in the
vicinity of the listener to execute the same
vibrations, to create sound. Thus, if we
convert the vibrations causing the sound into
some other form of energy, later reconverting this energy into air vibrations, we have
recreated sound. Moreover, if this double
conversion has been done in a purely neutral
way, i. e., if the conversion has been completely faithful, the sound recreated can in
no way be distinguished from the original
sound, and we would have perfect reproduction.
This is the constant aim of all those experimenters, whose studies bring them in contact with sound phenomena, and there is not
the least doubt that perfection will be attained in the near future, even as today a
very high degree of perfection has been attained. And in no small measure this approach to perfection has been made possible
and was stimulated by the comparatively
young science of radio broadcasting and
radio reception.
\Ve may say in short that in radio reception two main processes are involved: The
first is the conversion of the sound to be
broadcast into electrical energy in such a
form that it can be radiated, at the broadcasting station. The sound waves after their
first conversion into electric currents are
then used to influence high frequency oscillations which are radiated into space in the
form of so-called electromagnetic waves.
The second process is the conversion of
the energy arriving by means of these electromagnetic waves at the receiving station
into electrical vibrations and then into air

vibrations-into sound-and thus the actual

reproduction takes place at the receiving
station. We are here concerned solely with
the reproduction, with the receiving station,
and therefore will try to give suggestions
as to improving some parts of the apparatus used here, and thus we must dismiss
the transmitting process with a very few
remarks. Transmitting engineers are constantly striving for perfection in this branch
of the art, because there is still place for
many little improvements, and after all even
the most perfect receiver depends for quality upon the quality of the program received.
Every improvement at the transmitting station automatically benefits the quality of reception in all receiving apparatus.
\Ve will now briefly analyze the different
functions in the average receiver, which will
bring us to the subject in hand: audio frequency amplification.
From the broadcasting station are sent out
the electromagnetic waves mentioned before,
which serve as a carrier for the sound currents, hence the name "carrier waves."
These waves have an extremely high frequency, far above the capacity of the ear;
and this is necessary, as otherwise these car-

rier waves might interfere with the quality
of reception. Hence when we, can "hear"
.

'Research Engineer, Radial] Co.
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the carrier wave in a receiver, it is an indication that the carrier wave is not pureand then the carrier wave impairs some of
the quality of transmission.
Right here is
one of the problems which transmitting engineers arc constantly trying to solve with
a view to improve transmission.
\Vhen these carrier waves pass an antenna, which has been tuned to their frequency, they cause alternating currents to
flow in that antenna. As the waves are
radiating ill all directions, it does not matter at all where the receiving antenna is
located. These alternating currents correspond in every respect to the characteristics
of the passing waves, and thus if the carrier
waves vary in accordance with the sound
currents, the oscillating or alternating currents in the receiving antenna will vary in

exactly the same way. Of course the alternations are of a frequency too high to be
heard, so if a sound-reproducing instrument
is placed in the path of these currents, there

will

--

Fig. 4. Rear clew of the superb amplifier. Note especially the
neat lac out of the instruments. also phone jack connectors instead
of binding posts.
you want quality, build it.

be no response whatsoever.
Generally, in order to receive signals as
strongly as possible, the currents in the antenna due to the passing waves are amplified
in some way or other, and this process is
called radio frequency amplification. In this
process (when proper design is employed)
there generally is little or no distortionhence we will not go into this subject.
Whether or not radio frequency amplification is employed, we must then in some
way or other separate the actual sound currents from the carrier currents, in order to,
use the sound currents to actuate the reproducing instrument. The currents so obtained are called the audio frequency component. This process of separating the audio
frequency component is called detectionwith which we will deal more in detail later,
because in this process lies one of the main
reasons for distortion in reception.
The sound currents obtained by the detecting process are mostly too feeble to effectually operate a loud speaker instrument,
and therefore these currents are generally
amplified to such an extent -that they have

the desired magnitude, after which they are
used to operate the loud speaker.
Both in
the amplifying process and in the loud
speaker we find more reasons for distortion,
and thus we have to pay the closest attention
to the instruments used here.
As nearly no independent constructor can
build a satisfactory loud speaker, its purchase is largely a matter of buying the best
the market affords. In this respect there is
no real advantage as between instruments
equipped with a horn or the so-called cone
types ; in both classes there are instruments
that attain the best reproducing qualities as
yet offered. An absolutely perfect type suitable for the home receiver does not exist at
the present time, but to all intents and purposes some of the better types give a quality
of reproduction that far surpasses any other
type of sound -reproduction. Yet slowly but
surely the loud speaker is approaching its
filial stages of evolution, and it may be assumed that in a few years the loud speaker
will cease in all respects to be a source of
distortion, and of faulty reproduction.
This then leaves the pure audio frequency
amplification process, in general all that happens after detection of the signal, to he dealt
with, so that now we can approach this process with a full appreciation of its importance
in relation with the other processes.
The true amplifying instrument is the
vacuum tube. It alone opens up untold possibilities, which we are realizing to but a
small extent undoubtedly, and one of its
properties is amplification-a thing only de-

sired but considered impossible a few short
years ago. We will review in short its construction and operation.
In a highly evacuated glass bulb we find
a fine metallic filament, surrounded by a long
metal wire, generally wound in a spiral,
which after completion may be flattened.
This spiral is supported by one or two stems,
and is carefully insulated from the filament. This structure is called the grid. Sur:
rounding both filament and grid we find a
plate, again supported separately and insulated. Plate, grid and the two legs of the
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causing the tube to distort. This is the
main reason why it is necessary to prevent
the grid from ever becoming positive.
From these considerations we can understand that if we succeed in applying the
sound currents obtained in the process of
detection to the grid in such a way that
the potential of the latter is varied in pro -

tend outside of the tube. These leads are
connected to four prongs with which the
tube is provided.
When now in some way the filament is
heated, in practice by means of an electric
current, it emits electrons, which we might
call small particles; in fact, the smallest we
know of, carrying negative electricity, or
constituting electricity itself. Being negaTRANSE
OUTPUT
tive, these electrons are attracted by any positive body in their vicinity, while they are re4.1
pelled by negative bodies.
INPUT
As is generally known, the plate of th,
tube is now made strongly positive by means
of a so-called plate or B battery. Thus the
BATT
electrons are attracted by this plate and all
C' BATT
of them would at once fly towards it, if the
grid were not present.
This grid, however, is kept at a negative
"A"GATT
or zero potential, and thus repels some or
Fig. 2. Showing the relation of a "(" battery
all of the electrons; in other words, prein an amplifier circuit. The "(*" battery saves
considerable "B" battery current.
vents some or all of the electrons from
reaching the plate. When the grid is made
strongly negative, it repels all of the elec- portion to the current fluctuations, we will
trons, so that none reach the plate, and thus
then observe corresponding changes in the
no current flows in the plate circuit. As
plate current of the amplifying tube. And
the grid gradually is made less negative, its these plate current fluctuations will be much
repelling action slowly decreases, and thus
stronger in the majority of cases than the
it allows more and more electrons to pass
original currents used to cause voltage variathrough it to the plate, in this way establish- tions on the grid, hence the amplification
ing a plate current. Thus it is seen that
obtained. Now as long as the tube is operthe grid completely controls the amount of
ated on the straight part of its curve, it will
current flowing in the plate circuit. At a amplify without distortion.
certain moment all of the electrons are alAs stated before, we must prevent the
lowed to reach the plate, and then the soflow of any grid current, or rather we must
called saturation point has been reached.
prevent the grid from ever becoming posiNow in a well made tube a certain change
tive, and thus absorbing electrons. Why this
in grid potential always causes a definite
is can be easily seen by the following arguchange in plate current, except of course ment: If the grid is made positive by an
in the condition when no plate current is
impulse and momentarily attracts electrons,
flowing or when the saturation point has been
these electrons will cause a drop in potenreached. These conditions are, however, not
tial of the grid, and hence the increase of
sharply defined, but approached in a slow the plate current will not be proportional
manner, so to say, and therefore the tube is to the voltage originally applied to the grid.
rarely operated at these points. How the which means that distortion occurs. And so
tube behaves is generally expressed by its soit is imperative to give the grid such a negacalled characteristic curve, such as the one
tive potential, that under no circumstances
pictured in Fig. I. In that drawing we see
impulses applied to it in the positive directhat any change in the grid voltage is ac- tion will cause it to have a positive potential
companied by a definite change in plate curwith respect to the filament, and this negarent, at least between points A and B on tive potential we can provide very easily by
the curve, which is called the straight part connecting a so-called "C" battery between
of the characteristic. The way of finding filament and grid, the positive pole of the
the current flowing at any potential of the
"C" battery being connected to the filament,
grid is to trace a line from the grid voltthe negative one to the grid. We must then
age 'indication vertically till it crosses the at the same time adjust the plate voltage
characteristic-and then from the crossing in such a way that the tube normally funcpoint horizontally to the left, where the plate tions in the midpoint of its characteristic
current is read.
curve. In this way, then, the plate current
can be caused to decrease and increase to
an equal amount by the action of the grid,
and all distortion due to grid current is preB
vented. It is comparatively easy to find the
proper plate voltage and "C" battery potential, as instructions for these factors are
always packed with every vacuum tube.
Generally the use of a "C" battery is called
biasing of the grid, and its potential is called
the grid bias.
The practice of biasing the grid has a
secondary effect, which is extremely useful.
It limits the amount of plate current, and
A
thus helps conserve the plate batteries. But
the main reason for its use is always the
fact that it is necessary for distortionless
GRID POTENTIAL
Fig. 1. The straight part of the characteristic
amplification.
between A and B, is best for amplification purWe will now see how we can cause small
poses.
currents to influence the potential of the grid
of our tube in order to
an amplified
But-and this is an important point-when plate current variation. obtain
There are several
the grid becomes positive, it starts attracting ways of accomplishing this, and in this
artielectrons itself, just as the plate does. This cle we will deal with one of them transcondition can become so pronounced that the
former coupling.
plate current actually decreases on account
A transformer suitable for use with audio
of the number of electrons absorbed by the
frequency currents consists of an iron core,
grid and therefore no more become availupon which are wound two
of wire.
able for the plate, current. Now when grid When now in one of these coilscoils
the
current flows it always results in the true alternating currents or fluctuating primary,
currents
proportionality between grid voltage varia- are flowing, there will flow a so-called
intion and plate current becoming lost, thus
duced current in the other one, the secon-

-

II

dary, whenever a change in the current in
the primary occurs. In this way we are able
to transfer electrical energy from the primary to the secondary, and in this respect the
instrument is marvelously efficient. When
well constructed. it is possible to obtain from
the secondary more than 97 per cent. of the
power in the primary-an efficiency that
stands unique in the whole world of power
trans fer.
Nov not only is power transferred from
the primary to the secondary, but we can
also change at will the voltages of the cir:
twits, because the voltage ratio in the two
coils depends only on the ratio of the number of turns in primary and secondary; ánd
so, if we give the secondary the greater
number of turns, the voltage developing currents are higher than that in the primaryand we have stepped up the voltage. By
giving the secondary the smaller number of
turns, we can step down the voltage.
\\ e have seen that the grid of the amplifying tube operates by voltage only, as we
take preventions against current flowing in
the grid circuit-and therefore we will try
as a matter of course to apply the highest
possible voltages to this grid, and if our
coupling to the amplifying tube takes place
over a transformer, we will almost without

FREQUENCY

Fig. 5. What happens when a by-pass condenser is shunted across the primary of a transformer.

exception employ a step-up transformer. The
way the transformer is coupled to the tube
under application of a "C" battery is shown.
in Fig. 2.
We see there that the secondary in series
with the "C" battery is placed between the
grid and filament of the vacuum tube, and
therefore when currents are flowing in the
primary, every variation of these currents
will cause induced currents in the secondary,
and the grid potential will fluctuate accordingly, thus causing the plate current to vary.
in accordance with the fluctuations of the
grid potential. The currents for the primary are mostly obtained from a preceding
vacuum tube, and we may employ the current variations obtained in the plate circuit
in any way we wish to operate a loud talking instrument, or also to flow in the primary of a second transformer, whose secondary acts upon the grid of a second amplifying tube. In this way we obtain a twostep amplification.
We will now look into the demands which
must be satisfied by the transformer in order
to get distortionless amplification, and thus
obtain quality reproduction. As was stated
before, the current flowing in the plate circuit is governed by the grid potential, and
it appears that the tube has a certain internal resistance. This internal resistance
is that which exists between filament and
plate. When normal filament heating is employed, the usual value of resistance lies in
the proximity of 20,000 ohms for the "A"
type of tube. Of course, the heavier the
electronic emission from a filament, the less
plate -filament resistance and therefore the
greater will the plate current be. This .will
result in a heavier drain on the "B" batteries and unless biasing "C" batteries are
employed, the cost of operating such tubes.
becomes high.
Now it is necessary, in
(Continued on page 840)
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Tools for the Radio man
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"A good worker is no better than the tools he works
with." Expensive tools are not necessary, careful use of

them, is. The photo shows a well selected set for the radio
constructor. The set of dies and taps are not essential.

ONE of the qualities that makes radio
experimenting such an alluring hobby
is the fact that it calls for neither
an extensive knowledge of mechanical processes nor for an expensive layout of mechanical tools. This feature of the pastime,
probably more than any other, is what makes
possible the home construction, by inexperienced persons, of so many excellent and successful receiving sets.
However, some tools are required for the
work, and the man who finds himself fascinated by radio can make no wiser move
than to equip himself with them at the outset. In fact, he should buy tools .first and
radio instruments a fterward; if he favors
the radio instruments first he will quickly
discover, upon his first attempt to assemble
the parts, that fingernails make poor screwdrivers. scissors indifferent wire -cutters and
breadknives ineffective hole borers.

The actual tools required for the home
radio laboratory arc few and inexpensive.
Those mentioned in the following list will
fill every requirement that set -assembly or
set -repair will present.
(1) Hard drill with chuck to take drills
up to /-inch; assortment of drills from -?`inch to 4 -inch. Small drill stocks especially suited for radio work and costing only
about $3.00 are made by all the big tool
firms like Yankee, Millers-Falls, etc. The
drills themselves should be of the best steel ;
cheap ones are useless after one excursion
through a hakelite, hard rubber or celeron
panel.

(2) Electric soldering iron; 2 or.. can of
Nokorode or other solder paste; pound roll
of soft wire solder. There are dozens of
small irons designed for the fine soldering
jobs encountered in radio work. A good
one costs between $2.00 and $5.00.
(3) Small detachable vise. The jaws
should be 21A -inch or 3 -inch wide, and the
clamp large enough to fit comfortably on
the edge of a table or window sill. It should
cost not more than $1.50.
(4) Hacksaw. A perfectly good one can
be bought for as little as fifty cents.
(5) Three pairs of pliers. These are important items, as pliers are the most frequently used tools in radio construction. One
pair should be of 6-inch size, side -cutting,
and with square, heavy jaws: the second
should be 5 -inch size, side -cutting, and with
jaws that taper to a point; the third should
be 5 -inch, non -cutting, and with tapered,
round -nose jaws.
The imported nickleplated junk should be carefully looked over;
the bright finish covers weak steel. Good

r

,o

pliers are made in this country by Krauter,
Pexto, Utica and others.
(6) Three screwdrivers. These are also
important tools. One should have a 5 -inch
blade, another a 3 -inch one, while the third
should have a very slim blade that will fit
set -screws and the like. Cheap screwdrivers
are poor investments; there are screws without number in radio parts, and they can be
properly tightened only with strong tools.
(7) Small ball -pent hammer. Nails are
rarities in radio sets, but there are many
holes to be center -punched. A most excellent all -metal hammer can be purchased in
any of the Woolworth emporiums for the
munificent sum of ten cents.
(8) Carpenter's square, 6-inch sic. One
is indispensable for marking instrument locations. A good one is obtainable for a dime.
(9) Three files. One should be flat and
about an inch wide at the base; the/ second
should be three -cornered, about 34 -inch on
a side, and the third round, about
-inch
in diameter. All three will cost thirty cents.
(10) Strong jack knife. One of the
"Boy Scout" type is extremely handy.
(11) Small pair of scissors. Scissors are
cleaner and quicker than a knife for trimming insulation and cutting tape; they cost
only two nickels.
(12) Steel center, punch. One is necessary for locating holes in panels.
(13) Brush. A round, long-haired one
helps clean dust and shavings out of inaccessible corners and crevices.
(14) Set of "Spintities," or socket
wrenches, a very necessary adjunct.
That's all. The writer's own tool box
contains these instruments and no others,
and with them, during the past eight years,
he has constructed receiving and transmitting sets embodying practically every circuit
that has appeared in print.
The entire absence of wood working tools
such as rip, cross -cut and back saw, brace
and hit, chisels and a plane will be noted.
Although it is unituestionahly a good thing
to have these on hand, the little woodwork
radio sets require does not warrant .their
outright purchase. Completely assembled
cabinets and nicely squared baseboards, all
cut to fit standard panels, are priced so cheap
that it will avail the home mechanic nothing to attempt to duplicate them in his kitchen
workshop. Besides, planing can he done properly only if the work is securely fastened in
a large vise which in turn is solidly bolted to
a husky timber work -bench, and such an arrangement is decidedly impracticable in the
average apartment or small house.

The lack of things like taps and dies also
invites inquiry. These items are not costly, but frankly they are unnecessary. Fully 99
per cent. of the threaded fittings on radio
parts are of 6-32 or 8-32 size, and attachments of these dimensions are available in
such number and variety that the radio experimenter need never worry about fussing
with his own threading. The writer has
had a complete set of taps and dies up to
%-incli for more than five years, and the
only time he ever used the devices was when
he wanted to remove the rough edges from
a batch of new condenser mounting screws.
The tang of the flat file makes the best
reamer imaginable for working out large
holes for condenser shafts after the largest
drill in the hand drill set has been used.
The steel at the tang is slightly annealed,
and therefore will not break off if the tool
is twisted too suddenly. This is also very
convenient for enlarging holes that are just
too small to pass instrument fastening screws,
especially if the panel has already been
mounted and cannot be clamped down securely for another drilling.
The soldering iron, of course, is an absolute necessity. So much has been written
about the art of soldering in general that
nothing need be said here about it. The
writer wishes only to admonish the embryo
experimenter to learn to solder well before
he even looks a radio catalogue in the face.
The pliers need little explanation. The
pair that will see the most service is the
5 -inch tapered nose pair, as it can be made
to reach into awkward corners to hold wires
being soldered, to tighten all manners of
small nuts, to adjust springs, and to serve
a dozen other purposes. The heavy pair
is generally useful for wire cutting and for
securing larger nuts. The round -nose pair
is reserved entirely for making loops in bus
bar, and for this function alone it justifies
its cost. It should not be used for tightening things, as the thin, round jaws will
spring out of shape and will frequently cause
the handles to bite a piece of flesh out of
the user's palm. This has happened more
than once to the writer, so he knows, painfully, whereof he speaks.
The long brush is a surprisingly useful
object, and is something no owner of a set
should be without. It gets into all dust collecting corners and crevices and cleans
them out as thoroughly as if a vacuum
cleaner had been applied to them. It is
many times more convenient than a rag, for
rags have an annoying habit of pushing dust
and dirt into cracks and under little ledges;
it can be forced into right angle bends that
no finger -stiffened cloth can possibly reach.
The tools described in this article arc by
no means the only ones that find use in an
experimental radio laboratory, but they will
fully satisfy all the usual needs of the radio
experimenter of limited means. If a man
can afford such delectable luxuries as a
power drill press and a lathe, for which
most "fans" would give their right hand,
he should by all means purchase them and
install them in his workshop. He will find
them exceedingly helpful, but not absolutely
necessary.
What some workers can accomplish with
an ordinary knife and screwdriver, others
cannot duplicate with the most expensive apparatus or machinery. The knack of using
a tool in the correct manner comes not only
from experience, but from learning from
others. To use a hacksaw blade as a file
or the sharp point of a drill as a punch is
as bad a practice as drilling a hole with a
chisel.
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article was written with a double
THIS
purpose in view: to help the experimenter in his selection of audio frequency transformers, and to arouse

ever, it goes without saying that ally notes
produced in this way can not have the
naturalness and proper relative weight that
the original may have. Let us then strive to
obtain the original as near perfection as
possible.
Since the grid of a tube is essentially a
voltage operated device, we should try to

sonic interest in the problem of audio amplification in more technical minds. Such
interest should lead to the publication of information useful to us all.
Whenever you read a paper on A.P. amplification, you are always certain to find
this statement in one form or other. "For
maximum amplification, the input impedance
of the transformer should equal the output
impedance of the tube." This statement is
true and can be substantiated both mathematically and experimentally. Such statements are in general based on a single frequency. Telephone engineers, for instance,
base their calculations on what they believe
to be the average voice frequency, namely,
800 cycles per second.
What radio engineers should strive for
is quality of reproduction, not maximum amplification, and I wish to show that strict
adherence to the above -mentioned law does
not produce best quality.
If you match impedances at 800 cycles,
then the condition for maximum amplification does not exist for other frequencies.
This is so because the tube output impedance
remains practically constant, while the input impedance of the transformer varies

FIG.

/

1

E9\zoZT)

Analysis of the existing impedances and voltages in an amplifier circuit. From the above. It
can be readily shown that for maximum amplification, It is necessary to hare the input impedance of the transformer equal to the output
impedance of the tube.

place the maximum possible voltage on the
grid for all the frequencies in the voice
range.
(The voice frequency band is now
generally taken between 60 and 8,000 cycles).
This can be accomplished by making the
transformer input impedance as high as
possible.
The slight loss in amplification

(for the law of maximum amplification is
violated) is more than worth while, when the
improvement in quality coincident with such
loss is considered.

The following tables and curves have been
made on the assumption that the voltage
ET across the transformer primary is proportional to the ratio of its input impedance
ZI to the total impedance Zo -}- Zt of the output circuit. It is to be remembered that the
plate circuit of a tube can be represented as
a circuit in which the generated voltage,
µEg, the tube impedance Zo, and the transformer input impedance Zt are connected in
series. See Fig. 1. Two commercial transformers are considered, one whose primary
inductance is 5 henrys, and another whose
primary inductance is 50 henrys.
Incidentally, there are only two or three transformers on the market having a primary inductance of 50 henrys or more.
CASE

I

Ratio3:1

L=5henrys

Pri.

=

Zr

Zo

of tube

27rfL

assume 20,000 ohms

Let µEg

=

1

volt
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Graphical representation depicting
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1000

'Chief Engineer, Grimes Radio Engineering

2000,- (IC

Co.

-

tic of

transformer

a

primary

Secondary
voltage

ET

esec

3,140
31,400
107,000

.14

.42

.61

1.84

.84

2.53

II

CASE

Pri. L

=

=

20,000 ohms

=

1

volt

Voltage

Primary

across

primary

impedance

Zr

31.400
314.000
1,070.000

4000

Secondary
voltage

CT

EseC

.61

1.84

.94
.98

2.82
2.96

Although the above tables are not strictly
correct they show clearly what it is desired
to emphasize; namely, that the frequency
characteristic of a transformer is tremendously improved by the use of a high impedance primary.
Notice particularly the
increased amplification at the lower frequencies.
It is possible to design the core and
control the distributed capacity of the winding in such a way that the overall amplification does not increase from say 1,000 cycles
up. This is done in many cases, and results
in a very flat and uniform amplification
characteristic. Let us now consider the question of turn ratio. What is the correct
ratio? 10 to 1 ? 5 to 1? 2.7638 to 1? In
my opinion there is no correct ratio. However, the whim and fancy of the public must
be satisfied after some one has misinformed
it and the manufacturers are almost forced
R,=2
R2=3
1/VWvv`
ER,

ERZ

R-R,+RZ
E

R,=

ER,=

E

5

FIG.

E

ALSO ERZ=

5

E

2

Circuit analogous to Fig. 1 showing that in
this characteristic series circuit the current
is
the same

in all parts, but the voltage across
each resistance varies according to the value of
the latter.

to produce all sorts of ratios. I do not wish
to create the impression that the use of two
different ratios in an amplifier is foolish. It
has its advantages, when low impedance
transformers are used. The characteristics
in general will not be similar, so chances are
the overall characteristic curve will be flatter. Where several stages are used, it may
be necessary to use lower ratios in order that
the total amplification is not sufficient to
seriously overload the last tube.
From the standpoint of maximum voltage amplification with the least number of
stages, the higher the ratio the better. The

only drawback is that it is extremely difficult to produce a good high ratio transformer. If a transformer has a primary
inductance of about 75 henrys, it would
require a tremendous secondary winding to
produce a 10 to 1 transformer. Even if such
a transformer were made it is almost certain
that the distributed capacity of the winding
would be so large as to ruin the amplification at the higher frequencies. In general,
then, distributed capacity, physical dimensions, and

cost

secondary turns.

will limit the number of
In that case, the manu-

ratio.

1000

50 henrys

ZT=2irfL

facturer of such a transformer has a good
and legitimate reason for producing an odd

SECOND

2000

considerably

is Vastly improved.
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voltage

rises

and that the frequency characteris-

across

Zr

Ratio 3:1

1,000
5,000

Voltage

Primary
impedance

5,000

per sec.
100

GRAPHS SHOWING EFFECT OF INCR(ASCD
PRIMARY IMPEOANCC ON FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS.

SPACE

per see.
100
1,000

Frequency
cycles

3-

MORE

Cycles

Let µEg

with frequency. This condition
must necessarily affect the quality received.
The greatest loss is at the low frequencies.
At 100 cycles the mis -match in impedance
is 8 to 1. Fortunately above 800 cycles the
effect of mis -match is not so serious, because a greater portion of the voltage generated in the tube appears across the terminals of the transformer. This will be
clear later if it is not already so.
Were it not for an "aural illusion" this
loss of low frequencies would be very serious. Occasionally transformers were measured which showed a real loss at 100 cycles,
and yet when used in a receiver these transformers actually seemed to pass 100 cycle
tones. A noted engineer has shown that the
ear could affect the brain with notes that
did not exist. If 200, 300, 400, etc. cycle
tones were sounded simultaneously it was
found that the ear also seemed to hear the
common difference frequency; namely 100
cycles. If an instrument, then, is rich in harmonics, even though the fundamental is low
and does not pass the audio amplifier, their
common difference, equal to the fundamental,
will make it appear that the fundamental is
actually present, which accounts for some
of these poor transformers giving better
results than they theoretically should. How -

NOTE

Frequency

Zo

directly

FIG

Florian J. Fox*
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(Continued on page 840)
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Radio Outfit in a Headset
By

Phillippe

No. dear reader, this
picture is not one of a
Martian, but s how s
what the well -dressed
radio man will wear in
the near future. Imagine a complete radio
receiving set contained
within a headset surmounted by a small
but efficient loop antenna, and you have the
correct version. No extra antenna or ground
connection to be annoyed with and the author guarantees good
results within a radius

A.

Judd
VARIABLE MICA CONDENSER

L0
é,

\4,

of ten miles.

f(E

One of the receiver
shells contains a miniature variable condenser, the details of which
are given in the drawing on the right. Only
careful work will result in a good job and
as the success of the
tuning lies with lime ac-

curate construction of
t h i a Instrument, good
workmanship is stressed.

FIG. 4

lid+

yOU

Drawings by the Author

DETAIL OF COIL MOUNTING
AND WIRING

(%

j.

INDUCTANCE ^.5 MH.(APPROX.)
75 TURNS Ns 20
e&s., D.s.C.
WOUND DUOLATERALWISE ON
A FIBER OR
BAKELITE HOOP

have had,

countless freak

during the past year,
receiving sets thrust

upon your attention. These sets have ranged
in size from miniature ones built upon finger
rings to monstrous instruments built for advertising purposes. Some of them worked
-some of them did not. Now, my dear
reader, pray have patience, for you are about
to be introduced to one of the freakiest of all
freak sets. Meet the Receiving Set set in a
Headset. Looks kind o' goofy, doesn't it?
But-it really does deliver the goods! That
is, it'll pick up anything on the air within a
radius of ten miles.
Fig.
shows the set assembled and in
use.
Tuning is accomplished by means of
the specially constructed variable condenser
which is shown occupying the templar position on the right side of the old gent's
cranium. A telephone receiver, of the standard type, and having a crystal detector
mounted upon its back, covers his auditory
appendage upon the other side. The Icing
Tut -like insignia seen projecting above our
friend's dome is nothing more or less than
an eight inch diameter duo -lateral wound
loop, which serves as the inductance of the
1

STANDARD

-BAND.

HEAD

2000
OHM

OR

3000

RECEIVER

20 PLATE, .00025

}If

RADIOCITE

VARIABLE CONDENSER
BUILT IN PHONE SHELL

FIG.

DETECTOR
MOUNTED ON BACK;'
OF. PHONE SHELL.'

2

The constructional
details of the complete receiver are
shown above.
Note
that the loop is wound
in duo -lateral fashion
and consists of a
large number of turns
of wire. Small rivets
are used to fasten the
various parts.

Slow the crystal detector is mounted on
the back of one of

set.

Constructional details are given in Figs. 2
5 shows the hook-up used.
The condenser has a capacity of .00025
mfd., and is built in a phone shell. This
necessitates a very compact arrangement of
the plates, and is accomplished by using.
twenty plates of copper -plated mica. The
mica plates arc first carefully cut to shape.
and are then rubbed with a lead pencil, so
that they become covered with graphite.
(Continued on next page)
and 3, while Fig.

5

MH. INDUCTANCE
DETECTOR

.00025 MFD.
VARIABLE COND.

the phone shells. Be
careful, in the selection of the crystal,
to get a very sensi-

tive one.

~el

FIG.5
The simple wiring diagram of the unique
receiver. Simplicity and results are its slogan.
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Word About Panels

A

13y

THE radio art has seen

a great number
of stimulating successes which play on
the credulity of the uninitiated and result in renewed increase of sales and enthusiasm. The introduction of the short
waves, of low loss condensers and of low
loss inductances and many other new and
interesting features have greatly influenced
the buying public and have, in a large measure, increased radio sales.
One of the articles which has enjoyed considerable publicity and advertisement is the
radio panel. There are quite a variety of
panels now on the market, and for each are
claimed certain specific points of superiority.
Just why do we use insulating panels?
Why use them at all, or why not use metallic
panels? In the face of these questions it
will bee well to carefully review the facts.
In the first place a close scrutiny of the
mounted apparatus will reveal that in modern practice all rotors, whether they be from
variometers, couplers, variable condensers or
rheostats are at ground -potential, or plainly, grounded. Except of course for apparatus in the plate circuit of the receiver the
above holds good for both primary and secondary circuits. Again, since shielded panels
are used, why use any insulation at all? It
certainly does sound and is ridiculous!
There is, however, one valid reason why
insulating panels arc used, which is because
their use greatly enhances the appearance of
any receiver. To date it has not been possible to create a lustre, gloss or finish on a
metal panel which is comparable to those
on hard rubber, bakelite, celeron or formica.
True, fanciful designs and pleasing color
combinations have been created, but as yet
one has to see an approximation to the appearance of the original insulating panels.
The set builder who is looking for a good
and substantial panel must bear in mind to
look for a material which will fulfill the
following requirements:
I. Desirable color.
2. Desirable surface finish.

3.

Low phase difference.

4.' Low power factor.

Low dielectric constant.
High specific resistance.
A definition of the terms included between
numbers 3 and 6 are in order and are given
herewith so as to enable the reader to fully
comprehend the meaning of the various terms
and their relationship.
Phase Difference. An insulating material
when placed ín a region of electrical stress
will absorb small amounts of electrical
energy which results in the generation of
heat. The absorption is expressed in angular measure-in degrees. The ideal insulation, dry air or perfect vacuum, would give
5.

6.

Sidney E. Finkelstein, ,R.M.1.R.E.
all angle of 90°, while for all solid or liquid
insulation it will be less than 90°, as a re-

sult of energy losses. This variation from
90° is known as the please difference. Thus,
for example, a pure grade of hard rubber
when new has a smaller phase difference
than some phenol -resin materials. Metals
would then be perfectly useless as panels
and an insulating panel of the lowest phase
difference is most, suitable.
Power Factor. Another way of expressing phase difference is to use the term power
factor. The power factor is the sine of the
angle of phase difference. Phase difference

WARTED
ELECTRICAL articles on automomobiles, also electrical short-cuts,
kinks and handy turns for the car and
the man who goes camping.
There are thousands of little ideas
of use to the automobilist, tourist and
the camper, and it is such ideas that
the Editor of MOTOR CAMPER AND
TOURIST requires, which are paid for
at the regular space rates.
In order to acquaint yourself with
what is wanted secure a copy of the
magazine from your news dealer. If
he cannot supply you write for free
sample copy to

Motor Camper & Tourist
53

Perk Place,

New York City

11111.414143111..111.111041.431011~14.1

and power factor arc often expressed in per
cent.
Dielectric Constant. This term is a factor
and is also known as Specific Inductive
Capacity. It is best understood in this way:
Under given conditions a condenser having
air as the insulating medium between its
plates will have a certain capacity. If the
air is replaced by another insulating material, a different value of capacity is obtained. The dielectric Capacity of the material is expressed as the ratio between the
latter and the former. It is thus an abstract
number. The lower this number is, the
better is the insulating material.
Specific resistance of a substance is the
resistance that a piece one sq. cm. in cross
section and one cm. long offers to the flow
of current. It is sometimes referred to as
the resistance "per cubic centimeter." The
unit of resistance being the ohm, and a megohm being one million ohms, it is interesting to note that the resistance of an average
panel is in the neighborhood of a million
megohms per cubic centimeter. The higher

the specific resistance, or as sometimes called
the volume resistivity of a panel, the less
the leakage that is liable to occur.
Those properties which have been dealt
with were purely of an electrical nature. It
would be well to consider those physical and
chemical properties which are necessary and
constitute the essentials of a good panel.
A good panel must have mechanical
strength, rigidity, and must not warp. It
should be non -hygroscopic, it should not
bleach in sunlight and must not give or
flow under the pressure of tightening bolts.
Besides being easy to manipulate and drill,
it should be chemically inert to the extent
that it will not deteriorate with age. Of
course, resistance to ordinary acids which
may accidentally be spilled on it, is a very
desirable property. It should be able to keep
its gloss or lustre for a long time.
For the average size panel, which may
range from 7 by 14 inches for a three -tube
regenerative set, to 7 by 42 inches for an
eight -tube superheterodyne, a thickness of
t'et!is of an inch will serve the purpose.
Tit:ttner or thicker material is not necessary, or, in fact, advisable, since the mechanical requirements do not warrant it.
The only things which may be said concerning metal panels are first, that it is
preferable to use a metal having high conductivity, painted with enamel so as to prevent oxidation and corrosion; second, that
all parts above ground potential must be
carefully insulated with bushings, and third,
that all inductances should be kept as far
away from the panel as possible_in order that
undue absorption may not be caused.
There have recently appeared on the market several radio receiving sets without a
panel and although their appearance is radically different from what we have been accustomed to seeing, it is safe to say that,
like the automobile industry, the radio industry will produce different styles of sets
from year to year.
Wood panels as used in early days have
almost entirely disappeared. They are used
once in a while by the experimenter who
desires to mount a combination of various
pieces of apparatus and who is not willing
to risk spoiling an expensive panel until he
has decided upon the correct design.
Many amateurs use wood panels in short
wave receivers and get very excellent re-

sults. Warping, surface leakage and looks
evidently hold no terror for them.
In conclusion, the author would place particular stress on keeping the panel of the
radio receiver free from finger prints, dust
and lint, as the appearance of a highly finished panel ntay be greatly impaired by such
defacing marks.

Radio Outfit In A Headset
(Continued from preceding page)

They are then placed in the usual copper
bath and are electro -plated. They will require a relatively heavy coating of copper.
The phone shell is drilled as shown in
Fig. 3, to take the 4/32 brass machine
screws. Eighty-four brass spacing washers, .025 inch thick (outside diameter
9/32, inside diameter 4/32), are used in
assembling the plates. The shaft is a 4/32
machine screw. The piece (0) is an
adapter, threaded to take the shaft, and also
to fit the knob (N). (M) is a brass bushing taken from the base of a binding post;
it is shellaced to the phone shell (L). The
dimensions of the plates will, of course, depertd upon the case used.

The inductance, a coil of 75 turns of No.
20 D.S.C. magnet wire, wound, duo -lateral wise, upon a fiber hoop, 1 inch wide and 8
inches in diameter, is mounted atop the headband by means of the pillar (A) and the
brackets (C), Fig. 2. The coil's capacity
(A) is a hard
is .5 mh. (approximately).
rubber bushing through which a 6/32 machine screw passes, thus clamping the coil to
the brass strip (B), which is in turn riveted
to the head -band. The two brackets (C,C)
are bent up from buss bar wire and are
also riveted to the coil and the head -band.
The detector is mounted on the back of
the composition receiver shell. Details of
its construction are given in Fig._3. Two

small brass angles (F) are used to support
the crystal cup (G) and the tension screw
(I). (H) is a nickeled brass pointer, bent
as shown in the detail, and is used in place
of a cat -whisker.
All wiring is accomplished by means of
copper ribbon, 3/16 inch wide by .005 inch
thick, incased in cambric tubing. This is
led up over the head -band, as shown, and
is held in place by the rubber bands

(D.D.D).
With a little patience and care, one will

be able to duplicate the unique set and have

something which, besides being a novelty,
will actually give excellent results under
favorable conditions.
-
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Remote Control
P. Peck,
BEFORE entering upon a discussion of

the various methods of accomplishing
the remote control of a transmitter, let
us see why such type of control is sometimes
necessary or desirable.
It often happens that the transmitting apparatus of a station because of lack of room
or other necessity, is located in some part
of the house that is not heated in winter or that is too hot to work in, in summer.
Then again, many transmitting amateurs have
entered matrimony and the "better halves"
object to tlieir spending evening after evening in the radio room. If, therefore, you
move your transmitting set to a distant location so that she (the "better half" of course)
will be happier, and install remote control,
everything will be fine and you will still be
able to operate your set continuously.
A third reason for remote control is that
your own yard may be so arranged that a

amo,

.Assoc.

1.

R. E.
(K1) were also installed for convenience. It
can thus be seen that the entire transmitter
can be completely controlled from either end.
By all means do not forget to use fused
switches at both ends. The fuses are indicated by (F) and F1). The use of 6 am -

control addition or connected to it, is shown
to the left of the dotted line. The only instruments and apparatus that are used in
the control room aside from the receiving set
are shown at the right of the dotted line.
It will be seen that five leads are brought
from the apparatus to the control. It is
a wise precaution to use what is known as
BX cable for these leads. and, in fact, the
wires that carry 110 volts A.C. will have
to he of this type.
The first thing to figure out was how the
two transformers could be controlled, as they
must be turned on separately. It was found
that the Allen-Bradley primary rheostat
(R) in Fig. 1 could, after being once set
in the required position, be left there indefinitely. Of course, line voltage fluctuates
somewhat and therefore it is a wise precaution when using a five -watt tube to set the
filament voltage at 7 or with a 50 -watt tube

PRIMARY

,

TO FILAMENTS
OF

pere fuses here will protect your lines and
prevent trouble.
Since the milliammeter is the trouble -indicator of a transmitter, some provision
should be made for its location at the operating end. If anything whatsoever goes
wrong with your transmitter, the plate amperage will fluctuate, and by noticing the
reading of your milliammeter occasionally,
you can readily see whether or not everything is going on as it should at the other
end. Therefore, two milliammeters were installed at 3M0. They are indicated by
(MA) and (MA1) in Fig. 1. Tvo leads
are run from the apparatus to the control
and the two meters are connected in series
as shown. (The meters are, of course, not
in the oscillating circuit.)
Now let us refer to the unique two -wire
system used by IBM. The circuit diagram
is shown in Fig. 2.
If You wish to use a
milliammeter at the control end, and this addition is by all means advisable, connect it in
the same way as shown in Fig. 1. Inasmuch
as this circuit is not part of the real remote
control circuit, no changes will have to be
made in Fig. 2 for the installation of an
extra meter.
In the operating room, a 6-volt storage
battery B-a switch, S-a resistance. RI-a
key, K-and a 6 -volt signal lamp, L-arc
installed. The additions to the transmitting
apparatus are a relay. R-and a home-made
piece of apparatus indicated by X-. The
latter is detailed in Fig. 3. It merely consists
of an ordinary transmitting key and sounder
mounted on a base. The ke_y is elevated
above the base by means of a large wooden

FlECtIFIER

FILTER

IOU AC.

TUBES

F T.

FIG.

A good system of remote control using current supply at both the
operator's station a n d
at the transmitter itself.
A second milliammeter
is employed as well as a
signal light to denote
that everything Is going

In good shape when the
"juice" le turned on.

J

IN APPARATUS ROOM

IN OPERATING
ROOM
1

good transmitting aerial cannot be erected.
Possibly a few hundred feet away there may
be space where you can put up a good antenna. This is what happened in the case
of IBM, whose remote control system is
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. He built his
antenna more than one thousand feet away
from his home, erected a shack directly under
it for housing the apparatus and ran only
two leads to his house and to the operating
room. In this way, after once tuning the
transmitter, he could enjoy all the comforts
of home combined with the delights of radio.
At 3M0 the actual transmitting apparatus
was installed on the third floor of the house.
It was put in in the winter time, but as
the summer months came around, it was
found that the room was too hot for comfortable operation. Remote control was immediately figured upon, and the system shown
in Fig.
was worked out and installed. Perfect satisfaction has been obtained and the
results are all that can be desired. In the
writer's opinion, the system shown in Fig. 1
is superior in many ways to IBM's, although
the latter holds some advantages of its own.
In thq first place there are no comparatively
high voltage leads running over long dist'tnces as in the system used by 11311. This
is a great advantage where the operating
room is more than 30 or 40 feet away from
the apparatus room. However, in the case
of 3M0, the operating room was directly
under the apparatus room and the leads used
were only about 25 feet long.
Let us now go into a detailed description
of these two systems. Undoubtedly if you
need remote control, one or the other of
these systems will suit your purposes. If
not, the ideas as given will undoubtedly enable you to evolve a system that will work
under your own peculiar conditions.
In Fig. 1, that part of the transmitting
apparatus which is affected by the remote

~e,
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The excellent method of remote contra oilman
above should be used wherever possible. A Mingle switch and a key used in conjunction with
two relays, are needed.

ttA.l
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at 9. In this way any rise in the line voltage
will probably not be sufficient to push the
filament voltage above maximum and your
tube will he safeguarded in this way. Be
sure that you connect your rheostat in the
position shown. If you connect it in the
common lead between the two transformers,
fhe filament voltage will drop considerably
when the key is pressed.
You may wonder why two keys. two
switches and two sources of power are shown
in Fig. 1. The reason for this is that complete control was desired at each end of the
system. This facilitates tuning and operation to a great degree and fully repays the
operator for the additional trouble of installing the extra key and switch. Of course,
it must be remembered that under any conditions, switch (S) must be opened when
switch (S1) is to be closed and vice versa.

1

SOUNDER

Showing the detailed
construction of the electromagnetically - e a n -

trolled key as denoted
by "X" in Fig, 2. It can
he worked at high

KEY BASE

WOOD BLOCK

speed.

-_

f
FIG. 3

When working in the operating room you
will always have the light of the tube to
remind you that the switch is closed. There
is nothing like this at the remote control
end, and so we will make provision for it.
A signal lamp (SL) in Fig. 1 is connected
across (Si). When this switch is closed,
the lamp lights. It also lights if switch (Sl)
is opened and switch (S) is closed. Therefore, it serves to tell you whether or not
you need to close switch (S1) before starting to operate. The two keys (K) and

block and is placed at such a height that its
lever will be on a level with the sounder
lever. These two are then bolted together
as shown and the apparatus is ready for
use. It can be made in a few moments and
with little if any trouble. The purpose of
this little instrument is to close the primary
circuit of the plate transformer in accordance with the pressing of the key (K) at
the remote control end. The relay, -R,
serves to close the filament circuit.
(Continued on page 854)
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paths, one path through the condenser and the other through
the coil. The coil and condenser are therefore connected in
parallel. It must be noted, however, that in flowing from
a to h, the current must first pass into the resistance, then
out of it, then into the parallel arrangement, out of it, and
thence hack to b.
If we therefore regard the combination of coil and condenser as a single unit, as would be the case with a coil
having distributed capacity, we could say that the coif, the
resistance and the parallel combination are all in series. The
whole question, therefore, is decided by the number of paths
the current can take in flowing between the terminals of
the source of ernf.

1

series connections which occur in the tuning circuits of a
radio receiver.
In speaking of parallel or series connections, the circuit
is always considered with respect to either the enrf's in the
circuit or the paths that the current can take in flowing from
one point to another. The series arrangement can conveniently be considered as a cascade arrangement, in which the
source of etuf and all the other pieces of apparatus are connected in a complete series from one terminal of the source
of coif to the other terminal. The current has to flow into
one piece of apparatus, then out of it and into the next,
out of this and into the next, and so on, until the circuit is
completed. There is only one path which the current may
take in a series circuit.
In the parallel arrangement, however, there are several
paths which the current may take in passing around the
circuit. Thus, suppose we have the arrangement shown in
below. In flowing from the terminal of the source
Fig.
of etnf, a, to the other terminal, b, the current can take two

AGREAT deal of confusion has always existed among
radio fans as to exactly what are the parallel and
I

14-20

in a complete way, will involve the
application of about as much mathematics as almost any
other branch of science does, excepting perhaps astronomy.
But it is not necessary for most of us to go any further
into the theory of radio transmission than what will be
covered by the application of what may be termed high
school mathematics. This includes algebra and trigonometry. But even all this is not quite necessary for most of
us, who are not making a living at radio, but who are merely
interested in it as we derive pleasure and recreation from
the study. A great deal can be done by the experimenter
if he has only a rudimentary knowledge of algebra.
To help those who wish to be able to apply some of the
simple formulas which continually arise in radio design, we
will review from time to time some of these elementary
principles. Very few are required for our purposes.
The first thing to understand is what a formula, or equation, as it is also known, means. A formula or equation
is merely a statement of equality between two quantities.
For instance, if there are 10 coulombs of electricity flowing
into a condenser per second, and this flow of electricity continues for 2 seconds, there will obviously flow into it a total
of 20 coulombs.
If we let "I" represent the number of coulombs per second
which flow into the condenser, and also let t represent the
number of seconds, the total quantity will be I .r 1. The
formula may be expressed as
1
X t = Q
in which we let Q represent the total quantity. Thus if us
above I is equal to 10 coulombs per second, and t is equal to
2 seconds, then Q will be equal to
10 X 2 or 20 coulombs.
Likewise, if I is 30 and t is 4, we have 30 X 4 = 120
coulombs. For convenience we usually omit the multiplication sign and simply write the formula as It = Q.
The conception of current as explained in this radio data
sheet is a very important one to get straight. It will he
tinted that current is the "rate of flow of electricity," that is,
the rate at which quantities of electricity flow through a
conductor. The conception is somewhat similar to that of
the capacity of a water pipe. The capacity of the water
pipe may he expressed as so many gallons of water per minute, signifying that during each minute so many gallons of
water are carried through the pipe, just as during a second.
so many coulombs of electricity are carried in a wire in an
electrical circuit.

THE study of radio,

I

I
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means equal increases of wave -length with equal increases
of dial setting. This uniform change rate is characteristic
of all straight-line (or linear) charts such as the one shown
here.
This form of curve will be very nearly the same as that
of the calibration curve of a receiver, the tuned circuit of
which includes a constant inductance and a condenser of
this type.

INcondensers,

radio data sheets 5-10 and 5-11 the classification of
according to their use, and an explanation
of the straight-line capacity type, were given. In this data
sheet we will discuss the straight-line wave -length type. For
reasons which will be explained later on, it often becomes
desirable to make the plates of condensers of such shape
as to cause certain quantities in tuned circuits to vary in
a predetermined manner.
For instance, suppose, for various reasons, we should wish
to be able to tune in on our radio receivers wave -lengths
which vary uniformly with respect to the setting of the
condenser. This corresponding division on the dial would
represent corresponding meters of wave -length. The upper
limit of the broadcasting wave range is 550 meters and the
lower limit is slightly below 210 meters. The whole 100
divisions on the dial must therefore cover a range of 550. 210 or 340 meters, which means that to have the various wavelengths uniformly distributed, there will be 3.4 meters covered by every division on the dial.
The calibration curve of such a condenser is as shown
in the figure. It will be noted that this is a straight-line;
hence the name "straight-line" given to the condenser. It
will also be noted that the line has a uniform slope, which

[Straight Line WaveLength Type]
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circuit. The ronf, the coil and condenser are therefore in
series. The grid to filament resistance, however, is considered as in parallel with the condenser, for obviously there
are two paths through which the current will divide in passing from a to b in Fig. 5, one through the condenser and
the other through the grid filament resistance.

(I,

/

t
t
t
This rule holds for every form of equation. We can
transfer any quantity from one side to the other, simply
by changing its position from upper to lower or vice versa.
It must be understood, however, that it must be a complete
quantity. If / were represented by the sum of two quantities, such as I, and
we would have

It

It would not have been necessary for us to perform the
reasoning in the above paragraph, if we but knew the rule
which would enable us to convert from the one form to the
other. Note that the only way in which these equations
differ is in that the letter t has been removed from the left
hand side, and put on the right, at the saute time changing
it from the upper position to the lower. In other words,
we have divided both sides by t ; on one side the is cancel
out, for anything divided by itself equals unity. Thus:

It=QandI=

a total of 20 coulombs of electricity has flowed into
the condenser in 2 seconds, obviously there are 20/2 or 10
coulombs of electricity flowing into it per second. This is
the rate at which the electric charge is flowing. The formula is expressed as
Q/t = L
Now compare this equation (or formula) with the preceding one (sheet 14-20). Thus:

At the same time we are learning elementary mathematics
we are learning the laws of electricity. The equation It = Q
is known as Coulomb's law, and the letter (or symbol) is
the current ill the circuit. In electrical parlance, then, if
there are Q coulombs of electricity per sec'ond flowing in a
circuit, then the current in the circuit, represented by /, is
Q/t. The current is expressed in amperes. It will be noted,
therefore, that the current (called amperage) is the rate of
flow of electricity. It is merely a measure of the rate at
which the electric charge or quantity is passed along through
the circuit.

In Fig. 3 we have a
parallel connection where the current coming down from the
antenna has two paths through which to flow. In Fig. 4
we have a series connection, for the turf, which arises within
the condenser formed by the antenna and ground, causes a
current to flow successively through the antenna (capacity),
the coil, and the condenser. In Fig. 5 we have another series
connection. This is the secondary tuning coil in series with
the variable condenser. This may look at first sight like
a parallel connection, but it must be remembered that the
emtf is generated within the tt indings of the coil, and therefore it can be regarded as in series with the rest of the

ance and the phones are all in series.

-'

plete circuit. This path is from one terminal of the
battery, through the filament, through the resistance and
back to the battery. Another series circuit is shown in
Fig. 2 in which the plate coil, the plate to filament resist-

NOW suppose we state the problem the other way: if

1884

V

LC

5-13

The shapes of condenser plates coming from this relation are shown here. There are two shapes. These were
discussed in detail in the August R'oto NEWS.

which has been explained before, and in which X expresses
the relation between the gave -length in meters of the circuit, its inductance (microhenries) and its capacity (micro farads). Now, in tuned circuits, we generally use a con"stant value of inductance, so that we can take this value,
extract its square root, and then multiply this into the number 1884. This will give a ceratin constant which we will
call K, and the formula becomes X = K V C. To obtain a
linear (straight-line) equation connecting the wave -length
with the dial setting, me can let the capacity vary according to the square of the dial setting. If we do this, we
will obtain the relation X = K, D in which K, is another
constant, and D is the dial setting. This is the linear equation, which we wanted. But it must be noted that this required the capacity to be proportional to the square of the
dial setting. It is from this relation, therefore, that we
get the name "square law" which is often applied to this
type of condenser.

=

in this study is, what conditions are imposed upon the plates as to their shape.
Also what quantities are they, upon which these conditions
depend. The answer is found in studying the formula

THE next question that arises

[Straight Line Wave..Length R'ype]
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FIG. 1 is seen to be a simple series circuit. There is only
one path the current may take in passing around the com-
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A HighoClass Broadcast Tiipe microphone
8y M. Joffe
BESIDES being

a useful article at an
amateur transmitting station, the microphone described on this page is very ornamental, and adds a businesslike appearance
to the place. However, its use is not limited solely to a transmitting station, but it
can be used in conjunction with a two -stage
audio 'amplifier as a loud speaker system.
The microphone is built up from various
odds and ends generally to be found lying
about the workroom. It consists of the base
from an old desk stand telephone, its microphone button and diaphragm and outer brass
supporting shell. The casing, which gives a
resplendent air to the instrument, is the
moulded bakelite form of a low -loss type
variometer or fixed coupler from which the
windings have been removed.
If you will note carefully the photo at the
bottom of this page you will see that the
microphone button and diaphragm are suspended by means of four heavy rubber
bands. These bands are fastened to the
main framework by clamping them between
the two variometer segments and are attached to the microphone proper by means
of the screws contained therein. The rubber bands are tightened just enough to allow
the microphone to vibrate freely. They
furnish an excellent means of support and
completely eliminate noises produced by jars
and other vibrations.

After the microphone has been assembled.
its interior is carefully fitted with fine mesh

copper gauze. Then the bakelite shell and
enamel base are both rubbed with a light
oil to give a high glossy finish to the instrument. Equipped with a phone cord,
it is impossible, except for its unique and
pleasing design, to tell it apart from a
standard and expensive microphone.
To demonstrate its practical utility, the
microphone was connected in series with
the primary of the input transformer of a
two-step transformer coupled audio frequency amplifier. The same storage battery
which supplied the filament current for the
amplifier tubes was used to supply the micro -

Showing how the microphone. two stage amplifier nd loud speaker are Looked up. With such
an arrangement the voice is amplified many fold and it Is possible to address large audiences.

phone current. A loud speaker was connected to the output and with 250 volts potential on the plates of the tubes, sufficient
volume was obtained so that the voice could
be heard for some distance.
Here are a few suggestions as to what
can be done with such an outfit:
1. If the microphone is placed at one's
bedside, and if the loud speaker is nestled
in a corner of the maid's room, all one needs
to say is. "Nora, I'll have breakfast in bed
this morning."
2. At parties, it is possible to use the device and have loads of fun with it. Thus,
with the loud speaker and microphone hidden, questions asked of an idol or other
symbolic figure can be answered with rapidity and accuracy.
3. When, in colloquial terms, one is told
to "hire a hall," he can bring his loud
speaker system with him and address the
audience without feeling as though those in
the rear cannot hear him.
4. In offices, where large assemblages are
to be spoken to, all requirements are filled
very nicely by this loud speaker system.
And so it is possible to enumerate many
other useful channels in which this instrument may be used.

In the wiring diagram it will be noticed
that a single switch controls the battery current and the operator must remember to
shut off the 'current when the instrument is
not in use.
Although not shown in the wiring diagram, a volume control in the shape of a
200 ohm potentiometer connected across the
microphone terminals can be used to advantage. This will allow of a surprisingly
fine control and it will become possible to
use the outfit to better the effects of singular parlor tricks which can readily be performed. Phonograph music can be made
to roll up to great volume after having
started from what appears to be far -distant
and very faint music. Fanciful ghost stories
can be told with awesome impression, as on
a Hallowe'en evening when "spooks" are
supposed to be running around freely.
The ever enthusiastic amateur can add a
red and green pilot light, together with a
switch control and a number of other refinements which will occur to him as he
uses it and by placing the receiver of the
house telephone in front of the microphone,
he can allow all the members of the family
to listen -in on his conversation with his
best girl!

The parts used in the construction of the microphone can be
the center. the microphone in' the process of "evolution" at
the left and the compléted "mike" at the right.
seen in
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How To make Thermit Experiments
AMONG the most important developments in metallurgy of the last few
decades has been the treatment of
metals, principally of iron, in the
line of what is called autogeneous soldering.
Elihu Thompson did fine work in his electric welding process, and since those days
the use of the blow -pipe flame, oxyacetylene and the like, have led to remarkable
results in the joining of pieces of metal.
The Goldschmidt Thermit process is very
interesting for our readers because it is a
veritable triumph of metallurgy, and while
applicable to the heaviest type of work, producing heat of extremely high degree and
concentrated absolutely at the place where
it is required, it can be operated within the
laboratory on a very small scale as a matter of interest and even to secure practical
results.
The process is simplicity itself ; finely
divided metallic aluminum is mixed intimately with the powdered oxide of the metal to
be produced. We will assume it to be iron ;
in such case magnetic oxide of iron, Fe,O,
gives excellent results. These are mixed in
their proper proportions, calculated from the
atomic and molecular weights; thus eight
atoms of aluminum will be required to react with three molecules of the above iron
oxide, the aluminum combining with the
oxygen forming aluminum sesqui-oxide and
liberating nine atoms of metallic iron. The
exact weights required to produce a given
quantity of metallic iron are a matter of
simple chemical calculation. The ratio of
the weight of the oxide of iron to that of
the aluminum used in the process should be
roughly 3 to 1.
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Preparing to unite two metal bars. Tile bars

.

o

I

streams out a n d
the plug is melted
and disappears. A
little bit of
gnesium ribbon ni a y
he stuck into t he
leflagrating in i x tore and lighted.

Other metals, however, have to be dealt
rívith, and in each case an analysis of the
raw material, as the oxide may be called,
has to be made. The process is simplicity
itself ; metallic aluminum with its great
affinity for oxygen, if mixed with an oxide
of most other metals, forms a deflagrating
mixture, and if the deflagration is started in
any one part of the mixture, it spreads
rapidly through it, enormous heat is produced, the melted aluminum oxide rises to
the surface as a slag and the pure reduced
metal, iron or other metal lies below it.
The operation is done in crucibles, so-called
magnesite crucibles, and ordinarily intractable metals melt and become as liquid as

are embedded in sand with a collar of wax surrounding their juncture. The wax is melted
out a ith a blow -pipe and the aperture at the
bottom is closed after this is done; the hot
metal is poured Into the mould, and unites
with the bar, leaving a collar of metal around

-,,

:-

The tbermit deflagration. A piece
of magnesium ribbon is used to start
a little deflagrating mixture bedded in the tbermit
mixture and t h i s
causes the Ibermit
mixture in the crucible to violently
dellagrute;
t h e
aluminum reduces
the metal oxides
mixed 3rilh It generating enormous
Lent. To withdraw
metal from the
bottom the iron
plug is driven u p
and the metal

water.
If we consider that 'this process puts it
in our power to produce a mass of iron
ordinarily almost impossible to melt, and to
get this iron as liquid as water so that it can
be cast, and the degree of heat is such as to
enable it to act on other metals merely as a
heating agent, it will be seen what a powerful instrument is here.
Our illustration on the cover gives an
idea of how it may be used in the laboratory

for experimental work. By means of it various metals, cobalt, nickel, copper, manganese,
iron and others, can be brought into a pure
metallic state ready for casting into ingots
or in moulds.
The first thing to be done is to perform

the calculations.

Suppose that pure Fe,O,
to be reduced to metal. The equation is
of the simplest order in this case
is

Al,

+Fe,0,=A1,0,-I-Fe,

We have used subscript numbers throughout. It will be seen that each atom of aluminum, whose atomic weight is 27, liberates or
reduces to the metallic state 1 atom of iron
whose atomic weight is 56, so that the ratio
of the metals will be 27 to 56. But as the
molecular weights of Al, and Fe,O, are as
54:160, this ratio gives the working figure.
The iron oxide must be in powder and intimately mixed with the aluminum. The mix
s placed in a magnesite crucible with a hole
drilled through the bottom like a flowerpot, and a little plug inserted therein. This
may be a little bar of iron or even a bit
of a large nail, and when in place is coated

and covered with some magnesite composition. The crucible is now filled perhaps two-
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So far we have spoken of bottom castings,
but an unperforated crucible can be used and
the metal can be poured from the top, in
which case it will be accompanied by the
slag. Top pouring can be used where the
melted metal is used only as the producer
of heat. Suppose two iron pipes are to be
joined. The ends are cut off so that they
will fit closely, one against the other. The
pipe is held between two blocks of cast-iron
with recesses turned out so as to hold the
pipe and form a hollow, cylindrical space
around it. There is an opening for pouring
the metal in and one for it to escape by.
Pouring front the top the melted slag first
enters the mould and coats the pipe with
alumina. Next comes the metal, but this
cannot come in contact with the pipe on account of the coating of slag, so all it can
do is to heat it to an intense heat. At the
proper time by means of screw clamps, the
ends of the pipe which are butting together
in the cast-iron mould are pressed together
and they are so softened by the heat that a
perfect joint .is produced. which sometimes
is so exact as to be almost invisible.
The temperatures attained in the thermit
process are so high that they are above the
measuring range of any pyrometer, and
therefore cannot be measured directly. Professor Richards, of Lehigh University, has
calculated that in the reduction of magnetic
iron oxide (Fe,O,) by aluminum the temperature reached is at least 5,000° F.
The temperature varies, of course, with
the particular oxide that is being reduced
and also with the fineness of the mixture of
oxide and aluminum, as this last controls
the speed of the reduction. The finer the
mixture, the quicker the reaction and the
higher the temperature. With some oxides
the reaction is extremely rapid. For example, with cobalt oxide (CoO) the action
is so violent that about 8% pounds of cobalt
is all that can be made in one reduction.
One large manufacturer of cobalt, who filled
an order of 100,000 pounds of the metal,
(Continued or page 841).
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Welding pipes together by the thermit process. Top

pouring

causes

slag to issue and
fall noon the pipe;
then when the me-

tal strikes the
juncture, the slag
prevents it from
thereto
welding

and by the screw
clamps the ends of

the pipe are

together
pressed
and unite.
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thirds full with the mixture and a little
cavity is made in the top of the dust -like
contents, and in this a mixture of barium
binoxide or potassium chlorate with powdered magnesium is placed. Other substances may be used for this purpose.
Next a piece of magnesium wire is ignited
and the burning end is touched to the mixture in the little cavity. The effect of this
is that an intense deflagration takes place
in the mixture in the cavity; this spreads
with great rapidity to the contents of the
crucible. The reduction described takes place
in a few seconds, and if the plug in the
bottom of the crucible is knocked upwards,
the melted metal will stream out and can
be used in various ways. As we show it,
it is supposed to be making a small casting
for a motor pole -piece.
One very interesting and curious feature
is that if a small quantity is operated on,
the magnesite is such a poor conductor of
heat that a crucible containing liquid iron

can be held in the hand.
1f two bars of iron are to be united end
to end, they are placed in a sand mould
with their ends perhaps half an inch apart
and abutting against a cheese -shaped cylindroid of wax. The whole is bedded in sand.
When all is ready, the wax is melted out
by an acetylene blow-pipe flame; a little
gate is provided at the bottom of the mould
for this purpose. The wax of course melts
readily and pours out. The hole or gate
Next
is plugged up with moulding sand.
the melted metal, which should be as much
as possible of the exact composition of the
bars if a uniform result is required, is run
into the mould through a gate at its top
from the bottom of the crucible in which
the thermit reaction is taking place. This
fills the little cavity left by the melted wax
and the enormous heat causes the ends of
the bars and the metal just introduuctd to
become one. The bar can be bent and twisted
at this point without giving way; it is as
good as any other part of the piece. The
little annular projection which surrounds the
bar can be chipped, turned or milled off if
desired. In many cases it is required to
leave pieces attached to the object being
treated, in which case the mould is shaped
so as to cast them to exactly the proper
shape and size. The most varied results can
be produced in this way, and all these things
too can be carried out by the experimenter in
the laboratory.

(
The slag of the thermit process is melted
alumina, the substance of the ruby. The process suggests the possibility of making synthereproduced a magnified
tic rubies, and above is the
crystals.
photograph of some of
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Top pouring
again is used in
the open upon a
metal bar. It will
be seen that the
uses of t h e process are endless;
here they are used
to cut metal as if
it were wax.
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Sulphur Dioxide and its Properties
By Eugene W. Blank
SULPHUR dioxide

is a gas with a characteristic odor reminding one of burning sulphur. It is a poisonous gas; a
very small amount in the air affects the
eyes, while a large quantity, such as is given
off in copper smelters, will kill the surrounding vegetation. It is absorbed by the
blood, forming sulphuric acid, which finally
poisons the body. It is found in small quantities in the fumes of volcanoes. Joseph

Collecting sulphurous oxide by upward displacement of air. The gas is a little more than
twice as heavy as air and therefore can be thus
collected. The funnel tube need not dip Into
the liquid because of the stop -cock.

Priestly produced the gas in 1770 by the
action of hot concentrated sulphuric acid on
mercury.
It can be prepared by placing some cop' per gauze in a small flask and adding a small
quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid.
Heat the flask carefully with a small flame
and when the reaction begins to take place,
cautiously smell the gaseous product. Silver, mercury, copper, or charcoal can be
used to produce it; the last named substance
is the one used on an industrial scale.
Another method of preparing the gas consists in heating a mixture of manganese dioxide and sulphur. The mixture can be
most readily heated by placing it in a dry
test tube and applying heat. The action is
as follows:
MnO, + S,_-MnS + SO,
Manganese dioxide + sulphur -s manganese
sulphide + sulphur dioxide
Although the gas can be prepared by the
foregoing methods, the following reaction
takes place more readily and safely. It consists in decomposing sodium bisulphite with
dilute sulphuric acid. Arrange the apparatus
as the illustration shows and place in the
flask some sodium bisulphite covered with a
small quantity of water. Add sulphuric acid
through the thistle tube and collect the
evolved gas by the upward displacement of
air. this being necessary since the gas is
very soluble in water. The gas is twice as

ides to form sulphates.

Place a small quantity of lead peroxide in an ignition tube and
heat while sulphur dioxide gas is passing
over it. The lead peroxide will glow brightly. forming lead sulphate.
Place a small amount of dry sodium peroxide in an old salt shaker or container with
a perforated top and shake it into a bottle
of the gas. The tiny particles will glow
owing to the rapid evolution of heat.
Collect a bottle of sulphur dioxide gas
and place a glass plate on the mouth of
the bottle. Now prepare a bottle full of
hydrogen sulphide gas by the reaction between iron sulphide and sulphuric acid.
When a bottle of hydrogen sulphide gas has
been collected by the upward displacement
of air, place it mouth downward on the
bottle of sulphur dioxide gas and slip the
glass plate from between the two bottles.
Sulphur is deposited when the two gases
mix. This is believed to account for the
deposits of sulphur found in volcanic regions. If the gases are thoroughly dried,
the reaction does not take place.
2H,S + SO,.-i.2H2O + 3S
Hydrogen sulphide -- sulphur dioxide
water
sulphur
When an electric spark is passed through
a cylinder of the gas, it dissociates or breaks
down and sulphur is deposited on surrounding objects. If a strong ray of light is
passed through a cylinder of the gas, it
appears transparent, but in a short time the
gas dissociates and misty strata form in the
tube. This disappears if the gas be left in
the dark for a short time. The dissociation
can be explained as follows:
3SO,_-..2SO, + S
Sulphur dioxide...* sulphur trioxide
+ sulphur
Tyndall was the first to observe this
change and it is accordingly sometimes called
Tyndall's effect.
The gas is a powerful reducing agent., It
reduces red potassium permanganate to a
light colored manganous salt, chromates to
chromium salts and ferric to ferrous salts.
Allow some sulphur dioxide gas from the
generator to bubble through a solution of
potassium permanganate. In a short time
the dark red solution will become colorless.
Prepare a solution of potassium bichromate and to it add a small quantity of alcohol. Warm the mixture and pass in some
sulphur dioxide gas. In a short time the
orange color of the solution disappears and
a green chromium salt is formed.
An aqueous solution of sulphur dioxide
gas is strongly acid and behaves as an acid.
The solution is thus commonly known as
sulphurous acid and the gas itself as sulphurous anhydride. Sulphurous acid is a

-
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The old-fashioned
phuric arid. carried
out in the laboratory. The flask provided with its safety
tube, represents the
lead chamber. The
gases are evolved by
the two flasks on the
right and steam is
supplied from the
flask on the left.
way of making sul-
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heavy as air and is a non-supporter of ordinary combustion. Metallic potassium and
magnesium will, however, burn in it. Ignite
a piece of magnesium ribbon and lower it
into a bottle of the gas:
Sulphur dioxide unites with many perox-

.lo

powerful bleaching agent and is widely used
to bleach sponges, flannels and various articles of food. The bleaching action is due
to the reducing power of the acid and the
colored compounds are not permanently removed, but only reduced, and on exposure

to the air the color gradually returns. In
a bottle of sulphur dioxide gas place some
moistened colored fabrics and a red rose.
The articles in question gradually lose their

color.
An interesting experiment can be performed if the experimenter can procure a
small amount of rosaniline hydrochloride
(fuschine hydrochloride). Dissolve about .2
gram of the dye in 15 cc. of water and pass
in a stream of sulphur dioxide gas until the
liquid is saturated. The red solution will
become colorless; dilute to about 200 cc.
with water and keep in a dark bottle. If a
small amount of the solution is allowed to
remain in contact with the air, the color will
return. This solution is used as a test for
aldehydes. Add a small quantity of formaldehyde to some of the solution; the original
color is restored.
Sulphur dioxide gas is easily liquefied; at
-10° C. (14° F.) the gas liquefies at atmospheric pressure Thus it is readily liquefied
by thoroughly drying the gas and passing it
through a tube immersed in a freezing mixture of calcium chloride and snow. Arrange
the apparatus as shown and prepare the gas
by the reaction between sodium bisulphite and
sulphuric acid. Pass the gas through the
drying bottle, which contains sulphuric acid,
and then into the U-tube immersed in the
freezing mixture. A good freezing mixture
to use consists of 2 parts of crystallized
calcium chloride with half its weight of
snow or ice. This mixture lowers the tem-

Condensing sulphurous oxide gas to a liquid
by refrigeration. The U-tube Is surrounded by
a mixture of calcium chloride and snow.

perature of surrounding objects to a temperature between 0° C. (32° F.) to -43° C.

(15.4° F.). As the gas passes into the
U tube. it condenses to a clear, transparent,
limpid liquid which boils at -8° C. (17.6°
F.) and solidifies at -70° C. (-94° F.).
Liquid sulphur dioxide is much used commercially and comes on the market in thick
glass or iron tanks. The containers are
never quite filled to the top. The liquid
sulphur dioxide readily dissolves phosphorus,
iodine and sulphur.
Sulphuric acid is made by oxidizing sulphur dioxide to sulphur trioxide and dissolving the latter substance in water or in
dilute sulphuric acid. The oxidation of the
sulphur dioxide is accomplished by passing
the dried gas mixed with oxygen or with air
-to -supply the same-over platinized asbestos (contact process) or by mixing the sulphurous oxide and air with nitrogen oxides
in large lead chambers (chamber process).
To duplicate the chamber process on. a
small scale the apparatus consists of a large
flask fitted with a rubber stopper through
which several tubes pass. One leads to flask
(see drawing) which contains copper
and sulphuric acid for preparing the sulphur
dioxide gas. On a large scale the gas is obtained by roasting iron pyrites or by burning sulphur. A second tube. connects with
'flask-B- containing copper and dilute nitric

-I)-
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acid to produce nitric oxide. A third tube
leads to a flask half filled with water.
To start the experiment flask-B-is gently
heated and the nitric oxide passes into the
large flask, where the greater part of it
combines with the oxygen of the air forming red nitrogen peroxide. This large flask
represents the lead chambers which are used
in an acid plant. Flask-D-is now heated
and the sulphur dioxide which is evolved
passes into the large flask decolorizitig the
red fumes, nitrosyl sulphuric acid being
formed. Finally steam is passed into the
flask and the nitrosyl sulphuric acid being
decomposed gives rise to the sulphuric acid
which collects at the bottom of the flask.
To prepare the acid by the contact process
arrange the apparatus as shown in the illustration. The wash bottle contains concentrated sulphuric acid and the drying tower
contains pumice stone saturated with sulphuric acid. Sulphur dioxide and oxygen
gas are passed into the drying bottle, and
from thence the dry mixture of gases passes
into the combustion tube where under the
influence of some plantinized asbestos heated
to approximately 400° C. (752° F.) combination takes place between the gases. The sulphur trioxide passes on and is either absorbed
in dilute sulphuric acid or water. Instead of

the expensive platinized asbestos ferric oxide,
copper oxide pumice stone, etc., have been
used, but they are not as satisfactory as the
platinum.
The oxygen for the above experiment is
most readily made by the action between
sodium peroxide and water. Place the peroxide in a flask and allow the water to drop
on the compound from a separatory funnel
or dropping funnel. For our experiment an
approximate temperature is only needed, but
on an industrial scale the temperature must

By W. ,A. Sperry
THE amateur who does much qualitative a support and the injector tube
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is connected
to a water tap. while the exhaust tube is
continued to one neck of a Wolfe bottle.
The other neck of the bottle receives the
funnel stem, in which the filtering is done.
A generator for hydrogen sulphide and
other gases is quite essential for work in
qualitative analysis, but one contrived from
a test tube usually lacks sufficient capacity
and necessitates the frequent renewal of raw
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be very carefully regulated since the trioxide dissociates under an excess temperature. If the experimenter does not have
platinized asbestos, it can be readily prepared. Select some clean asbestos and separate the fibres to a certain extent, allow
to soak in a solution of platinum chloride,
place in a crucible and ignite. When cool,
the platinized asbestos is ready for use.
The sulphurous oxide is supposed to be
produced by the action of sulphuric acid on
sodium bisulphite.

making Magnesium in a
Tobacco Pipe

Ana113 sis

which will render continuous service, and is
capable of lowering the pressure in the filtrate vessel to 100-200 mm. of mercury and
possibly even less, requires very little in the
way of materials and even less in the way
of skill. The pump proper consists simply
of three pieces of glass tubing and a one hole rubber stopper. This is drilled laterally
so as to reach the central hole from the side,
and the tubing is forced in and made tight

+ H5O4

The contact process of making sulphuric acid experimentally carried out in the Laboratory.
The perfectly dry mixture of gases is catalyzed by platinised asbestos.

Time Savers In Qualitative
analysis finds that as a general thing a
great deal of time is wasted in filtering and
in other necessary manipulations.
The possession of a standard filter pump
or water injector is very seldom enjoyed by
the experimenter, but as a time saver it "Can't
be beat." The construction of such a pump,

PUMICE STONE

PLATINIZED ASBESTOS

HCi
'RING
STAND

Eugene D. Lieber
AGNESIUM

is practically prepared by
the electrolysis of carnallite, a double
chloride of magnesium and potassium and
having the formula \IgKC1,.6H O. If carnallite cannot be procured, a mixture of magnesium chloride and potassium chloride may
he used.
A solution of 20 parts of crystalline magnesium chloride, 8 parts of potassium
chloride and 3 parts of ammonium chloride
is evaporated to dryness on a platinum dish
over a water bath, and the residue fused over
a blast burner. Pour the molten liquid into
the bowl of the clay pipe heated over a Bunsen burner as shown in the illustration. The
knitting needle is put down the stem of the
pipe and the carbon rod sunk into the bowl.
The needle is connected to the terminal of a
direct source of E.M.F. so as to become the
cathode while the carbon is made the anode.
The molten mass is now covered with a
layer of charcoal dust and the current turned
on (about 10 volts and 8 amperes should be
used) The current is allowed to run for
a half an hour while keeping the mass molten
by means of the Bunsen burner. The whole
is then set aside to cool.
\Vhen the mass is
broken up in a mortar. the small globules of
magnesium metal scattered here and there
throughout the melt can be picked out and
washed clean by means of alcohol. The
object of the charcoal powder is to protect
the metal from oxidation.
1aa y`°.+
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A sulphuretted hydrogen generator, If the
connections are followed out it will be seen to
provide for the accumulation of excess of gas
in the lowest of the three flasks.

WATER OUTLET

very simple filter pump which can be constructed by anyone from glass tubes and corks
with rubber connections.
A

with sealing wax. This acts as a "tee." If
desired, the exhaust tube (a) may be sealed
directly to the drop tube (b) allowing enough
of the drop tube to project above to form
the injector tube (c), thus making an integral
glass assembly.
It is best to make the drop tube as long
as is practicable. The pump is clamped to

material. The generator described here, however, being a reproduction of the Draper modification of the familiar Kipp principle has
all the advantages of the latter, yet can be
easily assembled in a short time from standfication of the familiar Kipp principle can
be easily assembled from standard laboratory equipment. The illustrations are selfexplanatory, and it should suffice to say that
by shutting off the cock (p), the increasing
gas pressure in (m) forces the acid away
front the ferrous sulphide, FeS, thus stopping the action.

NNITTINL
JNEEDLE
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CARBON ROO

rust° CARNALLI I
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CLAY PIPE
'NI;19/r
T
I

RING STAND

I

p

CATNODC

BUNSEN OR BLAST
BURNER

lz;5)
Making magnesium in a tobacco pipe. Electrolysis Is applied and globules of magnesium
metal will be found after the fused mass has
been treated for half an hour.
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More Kinks for Chemical Experimenters
By Raymond B. Wailes
BLOW

RUBBER

WASBESTOS

MAT

CONNECTOR

-,-THISTLE TUBE

YPERFORATED'
LEAD DISC
TO PRESSURE

APPARATUS

RAW
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.-RUBBER
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SOFT RUBBER
WAX PENCIL
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TUBE
RAZOR

SLIT

CORK 'OR
GLASS PLUG

FLORENCE
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2

FIG.

FIG. 3

4

Fig. 1. A simple extemporized pressure gauge using a graduated thistle tube to give the scale. Fig. 2. Effectual drying apparatus using
the simplest material for its construction. Fig. 3. Valve for a wash -bottle so that the outflow will last for somo time without mouth blowing.
Fig. 4. Apparatus for rapid filtration with a suction pump.

MANY devices have been described in
past issues of THE EXPERIMENTER
for producing varying degrees of air
pressure in the laboratory. A simple gauge
to determine the exact pressure is shown
in Fig. 1. This water gauge consists of a
bottle fitted with a cork carrying a thistle
funnel and an L tube to which the gas under
pressure is connected. The thistle funnel is
marked in inches and quarter -inches with a
colored wax pencil, or by slightly filing a
mark at the exact inch and quarter -inch
marks with a dull file. The bottle is
charged with about 1 inch of water. Pressure from outside source applied to the L tube forces the water up the thistle funnel
and the pressure in inches and fractions of
FLASK

TIN BUCKET
CONTAINING
COTTON SEED OIL
AND BEESWAX

BUNSEN

BURNER

FIG. 5
A mixture of cotton seed and oil and
beeswax is used for heating chemical vessels.
The mixture is solid when cold so there is no
danger of spilling.

Fig.

5.

inches of water are read at the water meniscus. For higher pressures use mercury in-

stead of water.
Many experiments require perfectly dry
gases for their carrying out. To dry a
gas it is generally passed through strong
sulphuric acid or calcium chloride (dry
solid). Of course, ammonia gas could not
be dried by passing it through strong sulphuric acid, for it would react and combine with it. An efficient drying apparatus
can be made from a test tube, a bottle and
two lengths of glass tubing bent at right
angles at one end. Insert one glass tube
through the cork of the bottle and then into
a test tube. Fill the test tube with granu-

lar calcium chloride and insert the whole
into the bottle. Fill the bottle with calcium
chloride and insert the second glass tube
through the cork and into the calcium chloride in the bottle outside the test tube. Pass
the gas to be dried througlt the inlet tube
and ít will issue from the other in the dry
state. The gas, passed through tube (B)
will pass up through the calcium chloride
in the test tube, which dries it partially, and then passes down through the
calcium chloride in the bottle and issues
from tube (A), making a double passage.
Dry lime (unslaked) can be substituted for
the calcium chloride if desired in the drying of some gases. Gas may be led in
through (A) if desired.
The experimenter does not have to keep
blowing from his lungs into the wash bottle
in his "lab." By means of a simple valve
attachment, one gust of breath is forced into
the wash bottle flask, which, due to the
valve, cannot escape.
The wash bottle proper consists of a
Florence flask fitted with two tubes, as Fig.
3 shows, one of them ending near the bottom of the flask. The flask is filled with
water. Blowing into the shorter tube forces
water out of the longer tube. If the short
tube is fitted with a piece of rubber tubing
1% inches long, which has a longitudinal
razor slit in its side and whose end is
plugged tightly with a cork or closed
length of glass tubing, the air from
the lungs will issue through the razor slit,
but will not be able to escape backward, thus
causing a steady stream of water to issue
from the long tube. A short length of open
tubing can also be thrust through the cork
if desired, the finger being placed over its
upper end when starting and lifted from it
to stop the stream.
Filtering with the aid of suction speeds
up laboratory work. A perforated disc of
lead laid horizontally in a funnel will support a watery paste made with finely divided
asbestos, which is poured over it. The water
will drain through the disc and leave a mat
of asbestos. Applying suction at the short
tube of the flask removes some of the air
from the bottle and sucks the asbestos
tightly against the perforated lead disc.
The apparatus is then ready for filtering
solutions by pouring them into the funnel
and then starting the suction.
Flasks can be safely heated in an oil bath

instead of in a water bath, or on a sand
bath, if high temperatures are to be applied
to them. The flask is partly immersed in a
vessel of oil and the pail is heated by the
Bunsen burner. Oil is liable to spill out
when not in use, so, by using cottonseed oil
containing beeswax ill the proportions of
2 or 3 of wax to 8 or 10 of oil, a bath
can be had which is solid and non -spillable
when cold. It can be used up to temperatures of about 300 degrees, when it reaches
the flashing point.
The laboratory bench usually leas a sllel'f
above it. By clamping a burette clamp to
this shelf and then putting an iron rod. ill
the clamp jaws and, in turn, placing another
burette clamp upon the rod, a support can
be had which will carry the average apparatus for heating, titrating, filtering, soldering, etc.

Many of us digest our solutions by heating them in a beaker covered with a clock
glass, the glass preventing loss by spattering. Frequently it is not advisable to use
a beaker for the reaction, which might be
violent. In this case a flask is generally re (Continued on nest page)

Flg.
a

6.

A

quickly constructed burette holder,

substitute for the regular permanent stand.
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Simple Wire Apparatus
By Ronald T. Symms
THE few examples of laboratory appa-

ratus illustrated will not only prove useful in themselves, but will suggest to the
mind of the experimenter many similar articles for kindred purposes.
Most of the appliances may be made of
tinned wire, since it possesses sufficient stiffness to spring well and to hold its shape, and
at the same time may be bent into any desired form. Besides, the tin coating makes
the wire unoxidable and gives a good appearance. The only tools necessary are a
small vise, a pair of pliers and several
cylindrical piece sof wood, broom handles or
dowel sticks.
Fig. 1, a tripod stand, easily formed by
twisting three wires together, is used for
supporting various articles to be heated.
Fig. 2 shows a pair of hinged tongs useful for handling heated articles, and when
provided with two notched corks, as shown
at C. are adapted for holding test tubes and
flasks. These tongs are made by winding
the wires of one half round the wire of the

FIG.1
The familiar wire triangle of the chemist is
shown to Fig. I; it has its legs bent down so
as to form a small tripod.

other half to form the joint, as shown in
detail at B, and bending each part at right
angles. The form of the ring end may be
changed to adapt the tongs to other uses.
Fig. 3 shows a spring clamp which may
be used for holding small articles to be soldered or as a pinchcock.
Fig, 4 represents an easily constructed
stand for test tubes. It may be used to
accommodate any number of tubes and the
legs may be screwed to a wooden base to
make the stand more stable.
Fig. 5 is an excellent form of pinchcock
opened by pressing the two thumb pieces.
Fig. 6 shows a stand of adjustable height
for supporting the beak of a retort or to
hold conducting tubes in position.
Figs. 5 and 7 show stands of adjustable
height for supporting the beak of the retort or to hold conducting tubes and a very
simple retort stand with several sizes of
rings.

In Fig. 3 is shown a convenient tongs, made
of wire, whose pivoted joint may be constructed
as shown at (B). By introducing corks into
the rings at the end of the jaws, (C) a test tube
holder is produced. Fig. 3 is a spring pinch cock. For its construction care must be taken
to have spring tempered wire. Brass wire is
excellent. Fig. 4 shows a very nice construction
of a test tube rack made of wire. In Fig. 3 is
shown another construction of pinch -cock and
below are two stands, one a regular retort
stand and the other a stand for holding the
beak of the retort. It wilt be observed that
both are adjustable for height.

FIG.

6

and 7

More Kinks for Chemical Experimenters
(Continued from preceding page)

CALCIUM CHLORIDE
DRYING 1"...J BE

SOLUTION TO BE
CONCENTRATED

FLASH

FIG.7
The calcium chloride drying tube is used to
prevent spray from escaping from a flask when
a solution Is being boiled therein.

sorted to. An ordinary calcium chloride tube
inserted in the flask will prevent any material from being thrown out.
Elimination of obnoxious gases from the
experimenter's laboratory is a problem.
Many of the gases, such as sulphur dioxide.
hydrogen sulphide, chlorine, hydrochloric
acid gas, bromine, etc., are soluble in water.
By passing these gases through water the
disagreeable odors can be avoided. An extremely simple method of removing the
gases, is shown in one of the illustrations.
A funnel, inverted, is used as the hood and
the reaction vessel generating the gas to be
eliminated is held under the funnel. The
funnel is connected with a wash bottle by
means of a rubber tube. Suction is applied
to the wash bottle and sucks the gas through
the water, in which it dissolves. Of course,
more than one bottle of water can be used,
and several may be connected in series.
Reacting substances can be placed in the
water too. For instance. if hydrochloric
acid gas is being generated, it will dissolve in the water until the water becomes
saturated and then the water will actually
give off the gas. By adding lumps of lime

or sodium hydroxide to the water, acid
vapors can be neutralized.

BURETTE
CLAM P
SUCTION
CORN

WATER
STAND

FIG. 8
A substitute for an evaporating chamber; for
work on a small scale an arrangement of this
sort is excellent.
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Signal. System for the Home
13y

R'homas W. Benson

THIS system started

in a very peculiar
manner and was devised to meet a
unique condition at first, but its usefulness caused it to be gradually extended till
it is in regular everyday use and has proven
a necessity.
The writer's better three-quarters was in
the habit of putting the baby to sleep in
the little coach on the porch. Then if she
had occasion to do the washing in the basement, it was difficult to tell whether the baby
was awake and crying when the washer was
running. After imagining she heard a cry,
and running up to see and finding it a false
alarm a dozen or so times, she put it up to
me as the acting genius in the concern to
devise ways and means to eliminate the running.
Naturally .a telephone with the transmitter on the coach and the receiver in the
basement occurred to the writer and a pair
of wires were run from the porch to the
laundry. Bayonet sockets were used at both
ends of the pair of wires so that the transmitter could be plugged in at one end and
a battery and simple telephone receiver plugged in at the other end. The scheme worked
to perfection, two dry cells mounted in a
plain box furnished the current and a simple single pole switch served to close the
circuit when the house chief wished to listen

in.

And next she wanted the system extended
to the bedroom, so that when the lad was
put to bed at night she could listen in on
him from the porch or the kitchen. This
simply meant art extension to the pair of
wires with additinal outlets and again its
usefulness was proven.
Then the possibilities of the system were

PLVC5 AND SURFACE RECEPTACLE

LUG ANO TERMINAL

POSTS

Types of bayonet
sockets which may be
u s e /1 in connection
with home signal system described in this
article. The one shown
at the left is of the
double contact flush
bayonet type.

_

'í

11.11-1114
'

11tisl/,,

A portable signal box which may be attached in any room of the
house to the signal system.
With the switch thrown to point 3 the instrument
to a microphone located at some other
part of the system. Nvhile contact point throws a connects
signal
bell
into
circuit.
This bell may be operated by a push-button in another room.
1

brought out clearly and ít was overhauled
and a few more devices were built to make
the present signal system. It can be duplicated by anyone for a few dollars and will
he money well spent.

The basis of the system is a pair of wires
running to every room in the house with
outlets located at convenient points. The
outlets may be bayonet sockets as employed
by the writer. These come in several styles,
both flush and surface mounting, and a neat
job is readily made. Where a less expensive job is desired, terminal blocks can be
matte up 'from small strips of fibre with
two binding posts as shown in Fig. 1, which
also shows the two types of bayonet sockets
that will meet most conditions. With the
sockets the regular plugs are used, while

lugs serve to make connections when binding posts form the terminals. Ordinary annunciator wire. No. 18 D.C.C., serves admirably for this system and is reasonable in
price. All the outlets arc connected in
parallel and the splices should be soldered
and taped to prevent poor contacts.
The signal box is the next thing to be
considered and can he made up to suit individual ideas: the box used by the writer
is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a plain
wooden box, the back of which is removable and held in place with four screws.
Two battens one-half inch square are placed
behind the front panel to hold the dry cells
away from the panel, and a cleat across the
back is located at such a height that the cells
are held firmly to the base. On the front
of the box is mounted an electric hell or
buzzer, a three-point switch and binding
posts for a watchcase receiver, and hook to
support it. The instruments are wired as

shown in Fig. 3 which gives all the details
of the assembly of the box To connect the
signal box to the system a six-foot length
of flexible cord is fitted with lugs or a
bayonet plug according to the type of terminal used. This is the principal accessory
required.
In addition there is required a telephone
transmitter fitted with a clip made front
spring brass and riveted or bolted to the
back of the transmitter shell. The type of
clip used by the writer is shown in Fig. 3
and was made from an 8-inch length of %inch wide brass strip Ile of an inch thick,
bent to the shape shown. The 8 -foot length
of flexible cord is connected to the terminals of the transmitter and of the proper
attachment mounted on the other end of the
cord. The remaining part of the system is
an 8-foot length of flexible cord fitted at
one end with a pear push button with a plug
or lugs onfhe other end.
Now as to how these instruments are used.
In the case of the youngster asleep on the
porch or in his room the transmitter is clipped to the coach or to the side of the crib
as the case may be; the other end of the
cord is plugged into the nearest receptacle.
At any other place in the house where observations are to be made, the signal box is
plugged in with the switch in the off position. To supervise the baby it is only necessary to throw the switch to "point 1" and
listen. Care should be taken to return the
switch to the off position or the batteries
will be run down. This use of the apparatus
has saved thousands of steps and helped keep
peace in the home.
(Continued ott next page)
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Improvements to Power Vacuum Tubes
13q

BRASS

TUB

Harry R. Lubcke

tubing 1% inches outside diameter, 5 inches
long, was used. A solid brass disk was
soldered to the top; another with a 1-ittclt
round hole was soldered to the bottom. A
-inch hole was drilled near the top in
which a q -inch brass tube, 1% incites long,
was soldered as shown for the vacuum connection.
For the water jacket a tin can,
291 incites in diameter, was secured and was
cut off so as to be only 2 incites high. A
"Campbell's" soup can fits these specifications. Two %-inch holes were drilled for
the water inlet and outlet on opposite sides
into which pieces of 1/1 -inch brass tubing

E

SOLDER

were also soldered.
From a piece of sheet

with

"tin" (sheet iron

a tin coating) a circular piece 2%
inches diameter was cut and provided with
a hole in the center 1% inches in diameter
so that it would fit down over the brass tube
and form a cover for the water jacket. This
was soldered to the tube and to the tin -can
water jacket. A piece.of wire was soldered
in as shown for the plate connection. When
made according to these dimensions the tube
will be compact and stable when placed in

The illustration shows a mollified form of a
two -electrode power vacuum tube, a modification of one originally designed by Dr. R. (:.
Harris and described in a previous issue of
THE EXPERIMENTER. One of the Improvements suggested in this article is the use of a
standard incandescent lamp base by means of
which the power tube may be conveniently connected to a lamp socket.

IN

the December, 1924, issue

of the Ex-

description of a homemade power tube was given by Dr. Russell
G. Harris. As will be noted by referring
to the article, the tubes were mainly of the
two electrode type, being for battery charging rectifiers and similar appliances. The
tubes as shown were rather laboratory instruments than practical "tungar" tubes.
As a result, upon constructing one for
practical purposes the writer developed the
type shown ill Fig. 1. In this tube the construction iss simplified, and, by means of the
standard plug at the bottom, it can be inserted in an ordinary socket which serves
as a support besides providing convenient
filament connections. Instead of the glass
"windows" at each end of the tube as in the
laboratory model, tite top is soldered tight
to a round brass disk. Only one sealing wax
joint is needed, and that at the bottom, so
only one water cooler or "jacket" is required.
In constructing the tube a piece of brass
PERIMENTER, a

the socket.
The 'mash" and lead-in wires were obtained front a 75- or 100 -watt lamp as explained by Dr. Harris, but instead of cutting off the base it was retained along with
about one-half of the globe as shown in the
figure. By this procedure we gain several
desirable features in one stroke. These include a vacuum tight mash for the lead-in
wire assembly; a standard base, rigidly connected to the mash, and a modified "window"
through which the degree of 'ignition of the
filament can be determined.
The bulb can be cut very successfully by
a hot resistance wire. What is left will be
the bulb proper and will make a very good
flask as already described in Tite EXPERIMENTER.
The glass supporting column
found between the two lead-in wires is broken
off in the middle with a pair of pliers so
that it will not interfere with the filament.
For spot-welding the filament to the leadin wires a pointed flashlight battery carbon
.vas found to be much more satisfactory titan
a nail which Dr. Ilarris recommended. With
the nail the filament wire would weld to the
nail rather than to the lead-in wires.
After the filament was spot-welded in
place, a piece of sodium metal was placed
in the tube proper and then the lead-in unit
was put in place and sealed with sealing wax
as described above. A piece of rubber tubing will be necessary on the vacuum connection for connection with the pump. This
should be put on with shellac and bound with
cord to make it vacuum tight. A pinch -

cock must be placed on the tubing to close
it after the vacuum is obtained.
Commercial pinch -cocks were not stronglt enough
to give a vacuum -tight seal, so one was made
using two pieces of %-inch brass 5/16 -inch
wide and 1% -inch long, provided with two
8/32 bolts which screwed into tapped holes
an the ends of one brass piece, the other
having holes drilled in it large enough to
pass the bolts without binding.
WVitit the author's tube a commercial aspirator pump produced the vacuum. An air
pressure of about V2 -inch of mercury was

secured. A mercury vacuum indicator was
made of the mercury barometer type. The
top of the tube was left open and connected
in the vacuum line. The degree of vacuum
is indicated by the height to which the mercury rises, which was as high as 2911 -inch
with the author's apparatus.

It

is recommended

that metallic sodium

used to remove the oxygen.
Metallic
calcium was tried, but it was impossible to
be

heat it enough to remove the oxygen properly. Calcium melts at 800° C. (1472° F.),
a temperature which cannot be reached, because the solder of the joinings would melt,
as its melting point is about 440° C. (824°
F.). Sodium melts at 96° C. (204.8° F.),
a little below the temperature of boiling

r
A photograph of the finished power vacuum
tube nuuanted in a lamp socket for filament
connections. The screw base carrying the anchor leads for the filament is sluown at the left.
Notice the rubber tubing at the top. The tube
is evacuated through this vent which is then
clamped air tight. During operation, a cooling
stream must flow through the water jacket. A
stiff rubber tube must be used, which will only
close when stiffly clamped.

water, and hence it can be liquefied easily,
effectively removing the last traces of oxygen. It was found that the sodium vapor
is also necessary to furnish ions for the
conduction of current from filament to plate,
for with the calcium no plate current could
be obtained when the tube was used as a
rectifier.

Sicrnal Snstem for the Home
(Continued front preceding page)
When there is sickness in the home, the
push button cord is plugged in near the sick
bed and the signal box plugged in wherever

WIRING DIA4RAM OP SIGNAL BOX

By means of the switeh either a telephone receiver or a signal hell may he connected to any
plug in the signal system. To watch the baby
located in another room, the receiver is used in
connection with a microphone mounted near
the crib.

the person liable to be called may be. During the night it is in one of the bedrooms
and moved downstairs during the day.
In the summer months radio reception is

wanted on the porch. It is a simple matter
to fit the loud talker so it can be plugged
into the porch receptacle while another cord
fitted with a jack and plug connects the
radio set to the system. In a similar manner the loud speaker can be operated in any
room in the house.
Then in between times the system is used
to wake the tardy riser in the family, and
for this purpose the "boss" has discovered
that the push button rig is unnecessary and
simply sticks a fork in the kitchen outlet
and wiggles it around till it closes the circuit. Sometimes I think the system works
too well.

The microphone provided with a brass clip by
eleans of which the transmitter may be attached
to perambulator or crib. The flexible cord is
nade about eight feet long and carries a bayonet plug at its other end.
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High Voltage cresting Equipment
By E. T. Rorris, A.M.I.E.E. ,Assoc., A.LE.E., Chief DeEigner,

Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
THE trend of electrical power trans-

mission during the last forty years has
been steadily i,t the direction of higher
voltages. Elec r:cal and mechanical difficulties, which at one time seemed insuperable, have been overcome until at the present time pressures up to 220,000 volts are
used commercially for transmission purposes,
and in many countries pressures of 110,000
to 150,000 volts are common. Although such
high voltages have not as yet been found
necessary in England, any English manufacturer of high voltage apparatus competing in British and foreign markets finds it
necessary to study intensively the insulation
pr.oblems and electrostatic phenomena associated with these pressures.
Electrical apparatus suitable for a working pressure of 154,000 volts, say, requires
test pressures up to at least 500,000 volts,
whilst experimental and development work
will increase this figure still further. The
production, therefore, of pressures up to
1,000,000 volts to ground has become an industrial necessity.
In 'the design of testing transformers to
meet these requirements, the insulation problems involved in the construction of transformers for working voltages become greatly accentuated. Voltage stresses represent -

i
e

i

A 1.012,0(10 volt discharge in the laboratories of Ferranti,
Ltd., England. This spark bridges a gap, nine feet six inches
long. This Is achieved by the cascade connection. This as
4 well as the other photographs on this page were taken at
night by means of the arcs themselves.

it2.
t

1(4

A sustained arc at about 970,-

volts across a gap of 109 in.
The cobweb effect noticeable in
the discharge is caused by the low
frequency alternations of the current. Each white line indicates
the crest of a current wave.
000

0,7

A discharge over the bushing of a power transformer at
potential of 390,000 volts. The
high voltage testing equipment
shown on this page was designed especially for such insulator test.

a

;+ice->
between the
tank of one transformer and
the connecting lead to the priA

flash -over

mary of another transformer.
The total high tension pressure was 920,000 volts, and the
voltage between the flash -over
points 305,000. The corona discharge extends over 20 inches
from the metal cap of the high
tension terminal.
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ing three or four times the rated value for
power transformers become normal working
conditions for testing transformers. Experience gained in the construction of these
transformers is thus directly applicable to
the design of power transformers, and indeed. has influenced it to a large extent for
working pressures down even to 6600 volts.
It is part of the normal duty of a testing
transformer to puncture insulation and to
flash over insulators and spark gaps, thus practically short-circuiting its high tension winding. Such abrupt changes in the electrical
circuit conditions set up transient voltages
and high frequency oscillations which may
cause abnormal stresses in parts of the winding. Voltages between turns and coils of
a transformer winding of ten and twenty
times normal have been actually measured.
These transients may be very considerably
reduced by protective devices and by suitably proportioning the internal inductance
and capacity relations of the windings.
Cascade Connection
Many testing transformers in single units
for voltages up to 500,000 volts have been
successfully built by Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.,
and electrically much higher voltages could
be obtained. For pressures above 350,000
volts, however, the cost of a single unit increases rapidly, and mechanical difficulties
arise. Abnormally large sheets and pieces of
insulation are required; transport and erection on site become real problems. These
difficulties may be avoided by a system known
as hte cascade connection. In this method
two or more transformers are connected in
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such a way that their high tension voltages
build up to the required pressure. Each
transformer commences where the previous
one left off so that a pressure, say, of
1,000,000 volts to ground could be obtained
front three similar transformers each of
333,000 volts. Fig. 1 shows the diagram of
connections for such an arrangement. Each
transformer has the usual primary winding
to
and high tension winding To
one
end of which is earthed or connected to the
tank and the other end insulated for 333,000
volts. A tapping T. is brought from the
insulated end of the H.T. winding such that
the voltage between leads T, and T, is equal
to the primary pressure to -t,.
These two
leads are brought up through the H.T. terminal and connected to the primary winding and to the uninsulated end of the H.T.
winding of the second transformer. Since
these leads are at a potential of 333.000 volts

-t

3

-T
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FIG.

I

Fig. 1. Diagram
showing the cascade conection.

All
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a r e
mounted on supports of porcelain
or Bakelite. T h e
lead Ti of trans-

transformers
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former .No. 3 hs a
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volts to ground.
Fig. 2 show,. an alternative arrangement.
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above ground, the whole of transformer
No. 2 must be insulated for this voltage by
mounting it on supports of porcelain, bake-

lite or other insulating material. The leads
T, T, of transformer No. 2 will now have
a potential of 666,000 volts to ground and
are connected in a similar manner to the
primary winding of transformer No. 3,
which must be insulated for this voltage.
The lead '1', of transformer No. 3 will then
have a potential of 1,000.000 volts R.I.S.
to ground, although the maximum winding
insulation in any transformer is only for
333,000 volts.

An alternative arrangement using the cascade connection even more economically is
shown in Fig. 2. Specially wound transformers are employed, having the mid -point of the
H.T. winding connected to the tank and each
end provided with tappings suitably insulated.
For a million volt set of three transformers
each unit would be wound for 333,000 volts,
but the maximum pressure to be insulated
for would only be 167,000 volts. All three

transformers will now require insulating
from ground. This, however, presents no
difficulties even for the largest transformers.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the electrical connections only and are not space diagrams of
the windings.
While the cascade connection simplifies
the insulation and electrostatic design, it may
present unusual electromagnetic problems.
The small portion T, -T, of the II.T. winding of the first transformer in Fig. 1 must
carry the combined no-load currents and
rated K.V.A. load currents of transformers
Nos. 2 and 3.
Under these conditions the leakage reactance between the relatively small winding
T, -T, and the primary winding is so high
that compensating windings are necessary to
maintain the voltage. Moreover, the no-load

K.V.A. of

a high voltage testing transformer
greatly affected by the internal capacity
of the windings. This is distributed in so
complicated a manner that it is difficult to

ís

calculate and must be determined by actual
measurement. In order to study the magnitude and importance of these factors and
their effect on the operation of the cascade
connection, a number of testing transformers
in construction were fitted temporarily with
the necessary cascade windings for experimental purposes.
1,000,000 Volt Tests
Three of these transformers-forming part
of a 300,000 -volt testing equipment for
Messrs. The \Vestern Electric Company, Ltd.
-were connected as shown in Fig. 1. The
second and third transformers were mounted
on temporary insulating supports composed
of wood structures and bakelite paper cylin-

ders.

The space available was limited and it was
difficult to get sufficient clearance between the
transformers.
Preliminary tests were carried out to
check the high voltage measurements. At

300,000 volts the H.T. voltage was measured by spark gap, electrostatic voltmeter
and by voltage ratio to the primary winding. All three readings agreed within one
per cent. Higher voltages were measured by
ratio and by point spark gap as spheres of

sufficiently large diameter were not available.
It is probable that the voltages thus obtained were correct within 2 per cent.
Fig. 3 shows a flash -over between the tank
of No. 2 transformer and the connecting
lead to the primary of No. 3 transformer.
The total H.T. pressure was 920,000 volts,
and the voltage between the flash -over points
305,000. As there was no protective device
or ohmic resistance to limit the discharge, the
arc was pcwerful and of intense brilliance.
The corona discharge extends over 20 inches
from the metal cap of the H.T. terminal
and is very pronounced. The surface of the
cap was smooth and of large radius.
Fig. 4 shows a sustained arc between
points spaced 9 feet 6 inches apart. The
humidity at the time of the test was 69 per
cent., the barometric pressure 30 inches and
temperature 17° C. (62.6° F). Under these
conditions the flash -over voltage between
points D inches apart may be expressed in
the

form:

KV

=

20

+

8.7D

This gives a pressure of 1.012,000 volts
R.M.S. to ground for 114 inches spacing.
A limiting resistance was connected in
series with the spark gap on the earthed
side.

When the arc had been maintained for some
seconds, flash -over occurred between the foot

of the tank of transformer No. 3 and the
side of the testing pit, and can be plainly
seen in the photograph.
Here again there
was no limiting resistance. and the flash was
explosive in character. dazling white and fat.
It is probable that this discharge was due to

transient disturbances. The distance of 90
inches indicates a pressure mach in excess
of 667,000 volts, the normal potential of the
tank above ground. Apart from the resistance in the main point gap circuit. no high
frequency protective devices were used to
damp out transients or high frequency oscillations in these tests.
The discharge broke down the insulation
of a 220 -volt D.C. motor control switch
mounted on a pillar behind the II.T. terminal. The resultant power arc is clearly
shown.
A sustained arc at about 970.000 volts
across a gap of 109 inches is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The cobweb effect caused by the
fifty period alternating supply can be clearly seen. Each white line indicates the crest
of a wave: The distance between two adjacent lines represents 1/100 of a second.
For short durations. where the arcs are not
superimposed, the time of a discharge can
be calcultaed from the number of these lines.
A dry flash -over at 380,000 volts of an

oil -filled power transformer bushing
in Fig. 6.

is

shown

Transformer Construction
The transformers are of a special core
type construction developed especially for
high voltage testing work. The H.T. and
L.T. coils are concentric, the L.T. coils being
single layer spiral coils extending the whole
length of the core leg. The H.T. conductor
is covered with manilla paper after the manner of a paper insulated cable, and wound
in cross -over or disc coils. These coils are
mechanically rigid without depending on the
strength of the H.T. conductor.
The insulation between H.T. and L.T.
windings consists of oil spaces interleaved
with bakelite cylinders; the latter as much
for mechanical as for electrical strength.
The remainder of the insulation is chiefly
presspahn specially treated and impregnated.
In the arrangement of insulation between
the H.T. winding and frame the main consideration is to control the dielectric field
so as to avoid uneven stressing of the material due to field direction or strength, or to
unsuitable permittivities.
An interesting illustration of the general
application of these principles lies in the fact
that the method of insulation originally developed and adopted for these high voltage
testing transformers has been directly applied to ordinary power transformers from
5 K.V.A. upwards with distinct increase in
economy and reliability.
For voltages much above 200,000, the insulation clearances necessary for the H. T.
connections and testing areas make the cost
of the building an important item, particularly if a crane has to be provided for handling the transformers, apart from the cost
of the crane itself. The present type of
transformer is so arranged that no crane is
required, either for erection or for examination or inspection after installation. The
transformer is mounted on rollers running
on rails forming part of the tank. To remove the transformer, the tank endplate is
unbolted and the terminals disconnected; the
transformer itself can then be rolled out
without disturbing the H.T. terminal.
The transformer is assembled in its tank
c,unpletely filled with oil under vacuum before leaving the works. The H.T. terminal
is oil filled and acts also as a conservator
vessel for the transformer, the oil level rising and falling inside the terminal. An oil
seal calcium chloride breather is also fitted.
The transformer is arranged on its side
in the tank to reduce the overall height.
The H.T. lead and winding insulation both
form part of the H.T. terminal arrangement, thus still further reducing the height.
It is possible to transport by rail a testing
transformer for pressures up to 350,000
volts, assembled in its tank, and completely
filled with oil. so that no drying out or other
attention should be necessary on site.
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Electric LUaterrTank Heater
By
,A- N.

Capron
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FIG. 6

lb
Dimensional drawings of the ditrerent party of an electric heater for heating water. Figures 1 to 3 cover the construction of the
water jackets,
is heated and through which it circulates. Figures 4 to ii show the construction of the heating coils and
core.

within which the water

IF

we take a 1-k.w. transformer and place
around the primary a continuous metal
cylinder, there will be induced therein a
low potential, but a very heavy current will
flow, owing to the low resistance of this cylinder; in a very short while this cylinder
will be red hot.
When we short-circuit the secondary of
a transformer, a large displacement takes
place in the return flux, thereby causing
severe losses; but, if we place a leakage
gap between the cores, this will not only
keep the primary current to a reasonable
amount but will compel the displaced flux
to thread through the cast-iron cylinder, producing eddy currents, and-more heat. All
this heat is utilized by the water flowing
through the cylinders. result -99° efficiency.
The water -heater shown is rated at 1 k.w.
and can easily be made by an amateur
mechanic, excepting the welding of the cylinders. This welding must be perfectly done.

I.

Mgt

as the cylinder

must be water -tight, even
under 10 pounds' pressure.
The yokes should be made after the cylinders, cores, etc., are mounted and the piping
fastened. The last pieces of piping should
be right- and left-hand threaded; it is not
advisable to use union couplings, as they
retard the flow of water.
The whole assembly is very neat and commercial in appearance, the cores and yoke
of the transformer are held together by the
channel -iron clamps and should be tightened
up properly. The cylinders might be covered
with an insulating asbestos jacket to keep in
the heat, and the appliance fitted to the
water -tank with 1/ -inch piping.
The following is the list of materials required for the construction: 350 feet of
No. 12 B. & S. enameled copper wire; 400
feet 1/16 -inch asbestos thread; 45 pounds
iron strip, 29 gauge, 21/ inches wide; l01/2
pounds iron strip, 3 inches wide, 10/ and

8 inches ; micanite, 16 inches wide, S mils
thick, 100 inches long, iii pieces 36 and 64

inches, respectively; two cast-iron cylinders,
inches outside, 8 inches inside, 15 inches
long; two cast-iron cylinders, 4 inches outside, about
inches inside and 15 inches
long; four cast-iron discs, 8 inches iii diameter and t/ inch thick; two pipe nipples, 1
inch inside and 2 inches long; eight 1/- to 1 inch reducing elbows; eight 1 -inch elbows;
six
-inch pipe tees; 3 feet 1 -inch pipe;
feet
-inch pipe; four channel -iron
yoke clamps, 2 inches wide, 19 inches long;
eight -inch bolts, 4 inches long, with nuts.
Cylinders are to be welded at edges to discs,
the nipples being first welded to the outer
cylinder; the inner surfaces are ground
smooth. Cast-iron is the material recommended for the cylinder, but other pipe material can be used. The central cylinder must
he large enough to go over the primary winding and micanite insulation.
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Fig. 9 is a section of a single heating element;
Fig. 10 shows the two elements, side by side,
one in section and one in elevation, with pipe
connections; Fig. 11 shows the two heating elements in section.
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Standard Lamp

should be thin. The slight difference makes
the rubber ring on the shaft a perfect adjusting element. It may appear that the
base is a little small; this can be extended
if desired by three projecting feet made of
little rods of wood screwed to the base, or
a larger board might be selected.

By T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D.
HE base of the lamp which we illustrate

is a round disc of wood about 7/8 -inch
thick and 9 or 10 inches in diameter. Discs
of this description are sold in hardware
stores as breadboards to be used on the
table; while the one which is shown in use
in this lamp is quite plain, having only a
slight beading around its edge, they can be
procured of quite high decoration, with carving around the edge. If possible it is well
to get one of larger diameter than specified.
On this is mounted the reflector of an
automobile headlight; in the lamp illustrated
a Ford headlight reflector is used. In the
exact center of the disc, a hole which may
be 4 -inch in diameter is bored a corresponding hole is cut in the center of the reflector, which hole may be a little larger.
The size of these holes depends on what
sized material is used in the construction.
The upright standard which carries the
lamp is in two pieces; the lower is a piece
of seamless tubing, and in the lamp illustrated the upper piece was made of a curtain pole. It is here that the fine point of
the construction enters. Tube and pole must
be so selected that the pole will slide up and
down the tube without friction and yet with
a snug fit.
As these lamps are made, the tube may be
from 2 ft. 6 incites to 3 feet in length, and
the pole is a little shorter.
The hole which is cut in the exact center
of the Ford reflector must be of such a size
that the tubing wlil fit it very closely. Into
the lower end of the tubing a wooden plug
is driven, and this fits the hole in the board,
the tighter the better. The tube is thrust

-

through the reflector, the plug

is driven into
the hole in the base board, and sighting along
the edge of a door, the pole is moved until
vertical, and the reflector is screwed firmly
in the position which best :folds the pole.
Four round -headed. blue st.el screws are
quite enough to hold the reflector, and it
will be seen that it is the reflector which

Secret Contact Push Button
PUSH BUTTON

v

SECRET

BELL

RESISTANCE

SPRING

II

BRASS
CONTACTS

BAiT.

BUTTON

The diagram explains the construction of this
secret button; no one would ever see the hidden
push-button and the resistance makes the one
bell give two sounds; It will be known whether
it is an inmate or a stranger who is ringing.
TIIE illustration shows the construction
of a two -contact button, which can be
connected with the bell system in the home.
The advantage of this device is that when
an outsider presses the regular button the
bell rings full strength, but when a member

of the family presses the secret button the
current goes through a resistance which
weakens the sound of the bell.
Contributed by THO11ns MCCARTIE.

Baking Pan and Flower Pot
Loud Speaker

FROM a German contemporary we take
the following description of a loud

speaker made with a flower pot and baking
pan.

(K) is fastened by pressure
the central tube or truncated
cone of the pan and the space around it is
packed with wadding as shown. Over the top
pot is inverted and supported on corks
at its rim. The hole at the bottom is closed
with a cork cut off so that no parts will
project through the bottom.
The telephone is now connected to the
receiver and the position of the flower pot as
regards its height above the cone of the
baking pan is so regulated that it gives the
best loud speaker effect. There are three
corks equally spaced around its rim.
A telephone
in the base of

f

RUBBER
RINGS

SEAMLESS

I-

\ view of the lump showing its site in proportion to the ligo re. 11 is now is use and has
tilled it very nice place in a little sunuuer cottage in the Asir
lacks.

WOOD SHAFT

RING CEMENTED
TO TUBE

TUBING
FORD HEADLIGHT

REFLECTOR

The floor lamp rests upon a cake hoard.

On

is a Ford reflector, It will be seen that
under the arrangement as depicted the standard
is held very rigidly, Its lower end passing
through Into a hole in the cake hoard. Its appearance, if well done, is quite attractive.

that

determines the vertical position of the
standard.
Two heavy India rubber rings were found
which exactly fitted the pole. one of which
was a very tight fit for the tube. One was
secured to the tube with shellac varnish;
the one on the pole could be slid up and
down by the hand and fitted tightly enough
to serve for adjusting the height. Threequarters of an inch upward gives a sufficient diameter for the standard and the
easiest way to secure the two pieces is to
use a piece of the pole as a template when
you buy the tubing. In the lamp illustrated
the curtain pole had to be reduced perhaps
ti -inch in diameter, and this was done with
rasp and sandpaper and a perfect fit was
secured. Any kind of lamp fitting may be
fastened to the top.
One great point in the construction of the
lamp is to get the india rubber ring of the
right size. A ring which is a very tight fit
for the tubing will he a somewhat loose ht
for the wooden shaft; the tubing of course

BAKING TIN

CORK

FLOWER
POT

CORK

TELEPHONE

WADDING.

The well known baking pan with the conical
piece in the center surmounted by a flower

p.t
a

carried by corks provide the elements for
loud -speaker.
It is a substitute for the

trumpet or horn.
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a small wire nail, with the head clipped off,

Straight..Line Ammeter

as a plunger.

construction, is, nevertheless, extremely
It eliminates all springs,
sensitive.
cases, magnets, etc. It is composed of a
baseboard, a solenoid, two binding posts, a
wire support, a small wooden block, a
straight-line scale and a suspended iron wire
and pointer.
The following materials will be needed
for the construction: A cardboard tube
taken from a burnt -out flashlight battery;
about 40 feet of S.C.C. or S.S.C. wire, No.
20; a short length of iron wire, about No.
12 gauge; a /-inch board, 2x5 inches; a
small piece of cardboard for making the
scale; a block of wood 2 inches long and
11/16 -inch thick by /-inch wide; a short
piece of silk or cotton thread; 6 or 8 inches
of No. 20 or 22 iron wire. Two iron core
wires taken from a Ford spark coil will do
for this part.
Punch a small hole in the side of the
cardboard tube, about /-inch from one end;
push about 6 inches of wire through, bend
25 TURNS N. 20 WIRE
CUT MERE

MOLES

CARDBOARD

TUBE

A

SOLENOID

N"

12

IRON WIRE

SUPPORT

~MOW' z
2
SCALE

LOOP

NAIL

HERE

FIG.

Details of the parts of a straight line ammeter, showing the construction of the coil, the
scale, and the wire support which carries the
movable member. The scale as the name of the
apparatus implies has uniform divisions, and
so is easily read.

prevent slipping and commence winding the coil around the tube.
The number of turns is 25. When the coil
is finished, punch another hole, push the end
of the wire through and cut off all but a
short piece.
The tube can now be cut down until it is
but a little longer than the coil. The coil
and tube can be given a coat of shellac or
paraffin wax. Take a piece of iron wire
(No. 20 or 22), about 1/ inches in length,
and bend a loop in each end; also bend it in
the center, to make a sort of stirrup. Tie
a piece of thread to the middle, then run
about 5 inches of iron wire through the
end loops and squeeze the loops together so
that they will hold the straight wire securely.
Bend down one end of this wire, about Minch from one end, to serve as a pointer.
By means of a piece of tin /-inch wide,
strap the solenoid to the baseboard. Connect
the ends of the solenoid winding to the
binding posts. Nail or screw the small
wooden block to the baseboard in a line
with the center of the solenoid and glue the
piece of cardboard to it. Nail the wire
support to the baseboard and, after finding
the correct height, tie the thread to the
loop in it. Compare readings with those of
a standard ammeter and mark the scale in
tenths of an ampere. It will be seen that
the wire index moves longitudinally in the
line of its length as varying currents in the
it on the inside to

solenoid affect it.
A voltmeter could be constructed in the
same way, but, instead of No. 20 wire, it
should be wound with 500 or 1,000 turns of
No. 36 wire.
This ammeter costs but little and the amateur could, therefore, afford to make several
of them.
Contributed by EDWIN N. BREEDLOVE.

The solenoid is mounted on

a brass bracket, which is bent to the shape
shown, and screwed to a wooden base.

THIS ammeter, while of very simple

Through this bracket, directly under the
hole in the spool, a hole is drilled for the
plunger. The spool is held on the bracket
securely by wood screws driven in from
underneath. The height of the bracket
should be a little less than the length of the

L

FIG.2

A view of the assembled line ammeter. The
device though constructed of very simple parts
is considerably accurate.

Electric 'Insect Killer
By R. W. EVES, Kingston, Jamaica
ALTHOUGH the 110 -volt house lighting
potential is ordinarily not fatal to the
human body, it is very effective for electrocuting small animals and insects. Once the
apparatus shown is set up, it requires little
or no attention, as it is automatic in its
action, and there is no danger in having it
always connected.
The device consists of a 10 X 12 -inch slab
of slate or marble with copper wire wound
on it; the edges are nicked with a file to hold
the wires in place. Care must be taken to
get the nicks about %-inch apart, so that
the wires will run close to each other, but
do not touch.
The wire used for this purpose is preferably No. 18 and must, of course, be bare.
Two separate lengths are wound side by side
so that the alternate wires will be of opposite polarity when connected to the circuit.
The ends of the wires are securely fastened to a pair of 3/32-inch brass screws at
opposite corners of the slab to prevent the
wires from unwinding; the heads of these
screws project far enough below the slab
to prevent the wires from touching the surface of the table upon which it is laid, and
single screws are provided on the other two
corners so that the slab will rest solidly.
It is not advisable to connect the wires
of the slab directly to the lighting circuit,
as a small piece of metal, accidentally
dropped on the wires, will blow the fuse, so
that a circuit-breaker in series with one of
the wires should be provided to prevent this.
The construction of a simple one is shown:
It consists of a solenoid made by winding
an ordinary thread spool full of No. 22
single cotton -covered copper wire and using
N= 22 S.C.0 WIRE
BRASS PLATE

BRASS
BRACKET

110 V.

.r-

EDGES
NOTCHED

WITH FILE

Nº

18

BARE WIRE

plunger.
A small brass plate is fastened to the
base so that the plunger rests on it when
in its normal position, and a thumb -nut is
provided on the screw that holds this plate
in place. A second screw and thumb -nut arc
provided as a separate terminal on the base,
and to this terminal one end of the solenoid
is soldered. Connections are then made to
the lighting circuit and to the killer.
The action of the solenoid is as follows:
Current passes through the solenoid and
over the bare wire of the killer whenever
any two wires of opposite polarity are
brought into electrical contact with each
other, either through the body of the insect
or a piece of metal, shorting them.
As soon as the current becomes excessive.
as it would naturally be in the latter case,
the plunger is pulled up into the solenoid.
and this breaks the circuit. The moment
the current is broken the solenoid is demagnetized and the plunger drops again to
its normal position, but if the same current
still flows, the process is repeated continually, causing the plunger to vibrate rapidly.
In operation, the killer should, therefore, be
set on a slant, so that every time an insect
is killed it promptly falls off, preventing
any long-continued operation of the circuit breaker.
The device can be left connected without
any danger to the house wiring. If desired,
a fuse can be inserted in the circuit.

Measuring Internal Resist,
ance of a Cell
By DAVID

From the readings of the galvanometer n

when key K, only is depressed, and when K,
and K, are both closed the resistance of the
battery B may be computed. The resistance of
the shunt S is known.

THE following

is a description of the
best arrangement by which the internal
resistance of a cell may be determined.
It consists in placing a condenser (C)
(the capacity of which may be from % to 1
microfarad) in circuit with the battery (B)
to be measured, a galvanometer (G) and a

tapping key (K,).
At any point between the battery and the
condenser is arranged a shunt (S) connected
to a second tapping key (K,). To use this
arrangement (K,) is pressed down and the
deflection (d,) of the galvanometer noted.
still keeping the key (K,) depressed. (K,)
is also depressed and the deflection (di),
which takes 'place in the opposite direction,
is read off. The calculations are as follows:
The internal resistance is equal to the resistance of the shunt S. multiplied by the
deflection (d,) divided by (d.) less (d,) or
R

MARBLE

SLAB

This is a variation on the old theme of electric insect killers. In this instance a circuit interrupter was provided to prevent damage from
short-circuit.

TERRIERE

=

d.
S

d,

-

d,

To obtain the most satisfactory results

from dry cells. the internal resistance of the

battery should be as near as possible to that
of the external circuit resistance.
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Award in the

$ 50

Special Prize Contest

For Junior Electricians and Electrical Experimenters

11.._.._1.1~.1~1.0_.
First Prize,

.~......_,.~,,,,,,...~.~...~1>._0~04~1.1.~...11~1..._,._,.1~_.,4~1.11.0.10.00_,HM.0~ .1~1.0_.
Honorable Mention
Third Prize, $10
Walter Johnson
Howard Ward,

Second Prize, $15
Roscoe Betts
121 North Dubuque St.,
Iowa City, Iowa

$25

B. G. Switzer
707 S. Washington St.,

,..tn......,...i.a«...,........,.....,u.u..,...ot«... ,.....ui
Winchester, Va.

First Prize
Electric Arc Soldering Iron
TILE soldering iron illustrated is somewhat of a departure from the conventional type of electric soldering iron, as it
uses a small electric arc for its heating element.

Enough of the spring is left free to insure
free movement of the armature, but not so
much as to deprive it of the necessary elasticity to respond to the cycles of the current.
A short wire connects the spring with one
of the binding posts.

The arc electrodes are composed of a flashlight battery carbon which fits into the Yg-

inch hole in the iron, and a pencil lead, held
in place by a binding post, which in turn is
fastened to a lever arm.
A copper band is fastened securely around
the shank of the iron, being well insulated
from it by mica as shown above.
At the junction of the lever arm and the
copper band a small knob is placed, with
which to control the arc.
The iron may be either used on a storage
battery or on 110 volts in series with a water
rheostat. One terminal is connected to the
copper band, the other is grounded on the
iron.
To operate the iron, the pencil carbon is
turned down until it comes in contact with
the flashlight carbon and is then turned
slightly upward until a small arc results.
The iron needs but little attention while
soldering, simply turning the knob down
occasionally.
S ama

vENGIICARBON

KNOB

Box No. 106,

I

PERMANENT MAGNET

FLEXIBLE WIRE

NOLL
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DRY CELL ram

vibrating current interrupter adjustable
for frequency of an A.C. lighting circuit, made
of simple material.
A

í
$50 IN PRIZES
A special prize contest for Junior i
Electricians and Electrical Experi- í
menters will be held each month.
There will be three monthly prizes
as follows:

First Prize $25.00 in gold
Second Prize $15.00 in gold
Third Prize $10.00 in gold
$50.00 in gold

electrical wrinkles and ideas that are
of benefit to the user of electricity, be
he a householder, business man, or in
a factory.
This prize contest is open to everyone. All prizes will be paid upon publication. If two contestants sumbit the
same idea, both will receive the same
prize.
Address, Editor, Electrical Wrinkle
Contest, in care of this publication.
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A very ingenious soldering iron heated by
an electric are, prod need within the body of

to two slip -rings, also on the shank and in-

sulated therefrom.
The current is carried to the coil by two
brushes, one for each slip -ring, connected
to the outside circuit. To use it, the front
section is held stationary by one hand and

STEEL SPRING.

to publish new and original ideas on
how to make things electrical, new
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Altoona, Pa.
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Bellville, Ohio
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of

each

:tn electric screw -driver. The trouble incident
with the ordinary appliance due to the twisting- of the flexible cord or wires, is avoided
here by slip -ring and brush connections.

the tool is operated by turning the rear portion with the other hand. The idea of using
the brushes and slip rings is to avoid twisting the flexible cord.

Honorable Mention
Electric Fountain
THIS fountain makes

a very pretty display when used in connection with lawn
patties or for beautifying effects on a lawn.
Make a light frame 9 inches square out of
-inch material, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
To the cross piece attach a pulley 3 inches
in diameter. This pulley must be centered
as accurately as possible on the frame and
then made secure. Now get a round piece
of wood 2 inches in diameter and 2% inches
long. Center this upon the pulley and secure
to the pulley firmly. With a
-inch drill,
bore a hole through the center of the apparatus that has just been completed.
Get a box big enough for the frame to
revolve in freely. In the bottom of this
box fasten a block which has a pin *inch
in diameter and about 3% inches above the
top of the block.
Now get a small battery motor and mount
it on the side of the box so that the pulley

4

of issue.
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the copper bolt.

Second Prize

Interrupter
THE interrupter illustrated here

is so

con-

structed that an alternating current puts

it in motion.

A permanent horseshoe magnet is placed
upon the baseboard as shown.
The armature can be made from a section
of a large nail or stove bolt. The coil
wound on the armature should consist of a
number of turns of fine wire, which best
suits the purpose of the builder and the
potential of his circuit. If a low voltage
A.C. is to be used, about a hundred turns of
wire will suffice. However, if a high voltage is to be used, such as that of the lighting circuit, a much higher resistance will be
required.
At one end of the armature a steel spring
is inserted and soldered. The spring is securely fastened to an upright block as shown.

Also soldered to the armature is a spring
contact point. This point makes interrupted
contact with the adjustable stationary point,
which is constructed from a stove bolt and
nut, and a dry cell bolt and nut as shown.
The stove bolt is connected by a wire to
the other binding post. These posts terminate the interrupted circuit.

Third Prize

Electromagnetic Screw Driver
THIS screw driver

is supposed to be especially adapted for small iron or steel
screws. The handle is constructed in two
sections; one is the ordinary handle of a
screw driver; the other is a tubular section
through whose end the blade emerges atxl
which is free to rotate.
This tubular
section contains the magnetizing coil surrounding, and attached to, the shank of the
screw driver, with its terminals connected

Fig. 1. The base of an electric fountain constructed of simplest material. The central
pulley Is used to rotate the apparatus by belt
connection to a motor.
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beneath the spray illuminate it
and make it look very pretty. The water
illuminated by the lamps looks like streams
of light. Each light is turned on in succession as the frame revolves in the box, and
by using different colored globes an exceedingly beautiful effect is obtained.
the
bared ends of the wires are twisted together
between them, the lamps will all glow at
once. Small lamps may be used or large
ones.
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Rocking Boat illusion
By L. B. ROBBINS
those who love boats, tite following
describes an illusion that will be very
interesting and will give something different to do with a toy motor.
Look through a lot of old magazines,
calendars, etc., and you will probably be able
to find some colored pictures of boats, waves,
etc. What you really need is a boat-any
type will do-about 10 or 12 inches long,
and two strips of waves, 18 incites or so
long and about 3 inches high. Of course,
if these cannot be found, it will be necessary to draw them for yourself and color

OR

to suit.
TO
CURRfNI
SUPPLY

TO CURRENT

Elevation of the Shaft, pulley. contact seg.
meats and Slip -ring of the rotating portion of
lho electric fountain, and below the section of
tho sane showing also the brushes and pivot.

line with the pulley on the frame which
revolves on the pin located in the bottom of
the box.
Now take the frame with the drive pulley
and 2-inch piece of wood and proceed to wire
tite same. About % inch from the turned
piece (A) a brass strip is fastened around
it. This part is hard to make and to work
well should be finished neatly. It should be
soldered and smooth in order that the outer
surface will not catch on the brush used to
make the contact. About 1% inches from
the lower end four segments of a circle are
fastened so as to leave spaces of about
inch between the ends. Fig. 2 illustrates this
clearly. A cross section showing the wire
connections from the brass ring and segments
to the lamps and where they lead out on
top is shown at-B. The contact brushes are
nothing more than strips of brass fastened
to an upright (C) made of wood and fas is in

/-

Arrangement of one of the lamps in the corner of the ba.e of the electric fountain, showing how it is held in place.
is in the bottom
Use two nuts on each bolt between which the wires are fastened for the
source of current.
The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
The wire (D) from the ring is run to the
base of each lamp of which there are four.
The wires (E) from each segment are fastened to each screw ferrule of the lamps
and the ends left bare and open as shown
between the lamps. A lamp is fastened to
each corner of the frame on the top as
shown in Fig. 4 with a piece of heavily insulated wire wrapped once around the screw
ferrule and the extending ends held with
staples. A piece of bright metal placed
under each lamp serves as a reflector.
Smooth the top of the box and tack a
layer of felt around the edge. Nov lay a
piece of glass the size of the box on its top
and place a lawn sprinkler of the fountain
type on top of the glass. The globes as

tened to the block which

of the box.

t'onucctions for the flashing of the four
lights of the electric fountain. showing slip ring and commutator segments in diagram,

A

Convenient Resistance Unit

By HARRY R. LUBCKE
often happens that the experimenter has
1. need of a resistance in the 110 -volt line
fur spot-welding, a miniature arc light, or
the like. This can conveniently be put in
place of one of the plug fuses in the main
switch of the laboratory or in any available
socket if constructed as shown in Fig. 1.
A resistance coil from an electric heater

IT

the resistance element. The resistance of the unit can be varied to suit
conditions by using more or less turns of
the resistance wire. For spot-welding small
wires, etc., all the turns of the coil as it
was originally wound should be used.
As shown in the figure a discarded plug
fuse is used to provide the means of screwing the unit into a socket. The brass rim,
the mica, and the center contact rivet arc
removed. A piece of threaded rod (8/32
or 6/32) passes through the hole formerly
occupied by the center rivet and up to the
It. is held in
top of the resistance coil.
place by two small nuts, one at each end.
and fastens the plug and resistance coil
firmly together. A circular piece of either
metal or insulating material with a hole to
accommodate the rod serves to fasten the
rod and coil form as shown.
The lower end of the resistance coil is
soldered to the outside threaded brass piece
of the plug in the same place as the fuse
wire was. The rod and coil are then put
in their proper places and the top end of
the coil is connected under the nut used to
tighten up the assembly.

Paste the waves on heavy, stiff cardboard
and .then cut them out to shape.
If possible, arrange the wave -strips so that when
they are laid together the peaks of waves
on one strip will come between the peaks
of the waves on the other one. This will
give them perspective and a more lifelike
appearance when spread apart.
Make a baseboard the length of the wave
strips and about 4 incites wide.
Tack a
wave strip on each edge so that they both
face in the same direction. Tltis forms a

sort of trough.
Fasten an upright stick to the base in the
center and about a third of the way from
one end. This is the pivot stick and should
be connected through the bottom of the boat
near the stern with a stiff wire, which allows
the boat to swing up and down on it. Then,
about 6 inches ahead of the pivot, glue a
small square block of wood against the
nearest wave strip, as shown in the diagram.
Fit a small bolt through this into the trough,
on which will turn a common spool. The
other end of the spool should reach just
beyond the center line of the base. Then

is used as

A very handy resistance
can be constructed

unit

a plug fuse and a
beater element, used in
portable room heaters. A
discarded plug fuse provides means for screwing
the unit into a Rocket.

out of
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By means of the ingenious mechanical device whose details and assembly are illustrated above. an effective illusion of a boat in a
stormy sea can be produced.
connect the edge of the spool flange to the
bottom of the boat, a few inches from the
bow, with a stiff wire connecting rod. It
will be noted that these two connections
should be so arranged that the boat is lifted
in proper relation to the waves when looked
at from a normal eye level. The side and
end diagrams illustrate the mechanical arrangements and should be easy to follow
with a little study.
Set the completed device on a shelf so
that the eye will look at it about as shown
in the cut.
Connect the spool to a toy
motor some distance away by a long belt
of heavy thread. Slow the motor down, if
possible, and, standing off a few feet, the
boat will rock up and down-just as though
a heavy sea were running and the boat was
trying to make home port before the storm
broke. The larger the spool flange and the
nearer its edge the rod is connected, the
greater will be the pitch of the boat as the
Altering the speed of the
spool revolves.
motor will change the speed of the rocking
motion. A large picture frame placed in
front of the waves and a suitable background and side scenes will make the illusion
even more effective.
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What Our Readers Cthink
Questions on A.C. Coils and Magnets
Editor, TUE EXPERIMENTER:
I ant a profound enthusiast of your magazine atol
have been reading the letters sent in by other readers. I have a few questions and criticisms concerning the articles which arc printed every month. In
one of the letters on page 412 of the April, 1925
issue, comment is made about too much space beat:
given to radio and radio articles, about which I ant
sure very few care, I, for one, would much rather
have that space given to electrical and mechanical
articles. There are other magazines which specialize
in radio and which are perfectly capable of handling
the subject. I am very much interested in radio
myself. but cannot see the necessity of placing a lot
of such articles in 7ltE EX PER! MENTER. Wily not
limit the articles in THE EXPERIMENTER to cheer
istry and physics?
\Yheit I get Illy copy of TILE ExPEtt I SIEN TER fl'aitt
the bookstand, I generally peruse the entire contents
and pick out the articles worth while reading. i have
been reading your magazine nearly three years and
in almost every issue there have been ideas whiclt
have been foolish and impossible to say the least. I
am very well versed in electricity, both in theory
and practice, and can tell offhand whether an idea
Up to the present tittle i have
is correct or not.
not said anything, but I ant taking this chance to
say a few things against the contribs, not against the
staff.
in the October, 1924 issue there appeared an odd
advertising stunt which appeared very practical and
novel. But the author failed to note that when a
coil of wire is brought near an energized alternating
current magnet, and its ends are connected, a current is induced in the coil in such a way as to oppose the field producing it, consequently pushing the
coil away from the pole of the magnet. Using an
iron core in such a coil only heightens the effect.
Thus, instead of the revolving A.C. magnets pulling
the movable coils around on the glass plate, the magnet would tend to repel them and cause them to remain motionless as the A.C. magnet revolved.
In the November, 1924 issue, on page 55 another
advertising stunt was written up. In this case a
powerful A.C. magnet was to pull a carefully balanced coil and lamp down through the water, the
lamp to light up as it descended towards the magnet.
When the current energizing the magnet was turned
off, the coil and lamp was to rise again due to the
buoyancy of the lamp. This would not work because as soon as the current was turned on in the
magnet, a state of repulsion would be set up and the
coil would be repelled, thus not moving at all.
Furthermore. in order to cause any induced current
in the floating coil at all, the magnet would have to
Maybe the author of this
he of prohibitive size.
article does not know that the intensity of a magnetic field varies inversely as the square of the distance from the pole- This alone would prevent the
device front operating as is stated.
Please do not take these remarks too literally, as
they arc meant well. Wishing you heaps of luck in
your work, I remain.

Yours sincerely.
Lloyd W. Root.
Appleton, \Visconsitt
refer to in the October, 1924
the
article
you
(in
issue, the A.C. magnet would attract the iron core
of the coil, the attraction being of course lest titan
if it were a D.C. magnet. If the coils had no iron
core then they would be repelled as you state.
Your criticism of the outer article in the No:entbcr, 1924 issue, applies to the caption but not to the
article. You will find that the lamp and coil are a
little bit heavier than the water they displace, so that
the lamp wills its coil trill sink, but the current energizing the magnet repels the coil and forces it up.
in this way it is kept mysteriously in. ,notion.
As regards the intensity of a magnetic field, varying inversely as the square of the distance front the
pole, there is no such fused rule, as the rate of variation in attraction depends on the shape of the
miagnet core and its relation to the winding.
If'e are always glad to receive criticism and thank
you for your kind expressions of appreciation.
lie arc giving much thought to our Radio Section
and can assure you that our readers appreciate it.
lie have to think of all our friends, and a great
proportion of them, turn at once to these pages.EDITOR).

From the Author of tine "Fish Attractor" in
the July EXPERIMENTER
Editor, TIIE EXPERIMENTER:
I notice comment on my article "Fish Attractor"
in your July issue by M. T. McKinley of Illinois.
Ile claims it is illegal in most states to use it.
But, below his letter, you printed authority to show
its legality in New York, Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut and New Jersey.
I also found it legal in Oklahoma (ray state),
Washington and California. However, in Mr. McKinley's state, Illinois. it is illegal. As to the other
states, I cannot say. The only laws which preclude
its use are those against using artificial light to
attract fish and were made originally to mean use

These columns are reserved for YOUR

1

opinions. Do not hesitate to communicate your comments and suggestions regarding TIiP, EXPERIMENTER.

-

i

-EDITOR.
"<r.~11.....1..~.10.0.>041~1.411~0.1~14.¡
In soot. states the law
a light to spear fish.
says this specifically. It is legal t'tere. In others,
of

ilk-

it is undoubtedly

though not against the spirit,
gal.
As to the many laws against
would say that Live or six feet
especially in muddy water,
render the device effective in
Oklahoma City, Okla.

fishing in the night,

I

below the surface, and
it is dark enough :o

daytime.
Edgar Welch.
to our rattier
as
supplementary
interesting
(This
limited category of states allowing such fishing. Our
lace
carried his inprevious correspondent cannot
vestigation eery far afield.-EDITOR).
is

An Opinion of Our New Magazine
Editor, 'I'ttE

EXPERt VENTER:

want to write anti tell you what I think of
your new magazine and also ask a few questions.
I got the last number of PRACTICAL ELECTRICS
and thought it was fine, but regretted very mimcit
that it had no chemical articles. In this number
I saw the announcement about the new EXPERIMENTER and as it was to have some chemical articles I bought a copy and read it three times the
first week. i wish you could give many more
chemical articles, thought I have kept each of the
new numbers and would like to know if you sell
12 copies for ttse as
a binding in which to keep
future reference. I would also like to know if
you could furnish me a list of chemical supply
houses in America, also the addresses of the best
writers of chemical articles in the EXPERIMENTER.
Yours truly,

I

S.

E. STUART.

El Paso, Texas.
(We have no special binder. The size is standard
and you will hate no trouble in getting one from
your bookstore or from a snail order house.
For our writers address them care of THE ExPERIFIr.NTER and we will forward your letters.
Eimer S Amend, New York; Queen & Co., Philadelphia, are old established houses. Also try mail

The Amateur Chemical Club-Some
Laboratory Suggestions
Editor, THE ExPERI M ENTER:
I have been a reader of your EXPERIMENTER magazine ever since it has been for sale. attd I think

it is a great improvement over Practical Electric.r as
it deals with a greater variety of subjects. I think
your Chemical Department is one of the best features of your magazine amid would like to see it grow
as the iXPERIMENTER is the only magazine that deals
with this subject and there are many magazines
which deal with other branches of science.
In your last issue i noticed a letter front one of
your readers who was interested in starting some
kind of an amateur Chemical Club. As I have lost
tart month's copy of TEE. EXPERIMENTER I would
be very much obliged if you would let me know his
address. I ant sending a few suggestions that may
be helpful to fellow chemists. Also I think it would

for TItF EXPERT FI ENTER to put iii
more experiments of deeper and more educational
it
type as
advances.
be a good idea

Labels for Bottles
A very neat label for bottles containing acid. etc.,
can 'se made by purchasing a box of Dennison's No.
201 labels which are marked with a colored pencil
or crayon and pasted upon the bottle. Over this
label is poured a coating of melted parowax. After
the hoax is set. scrape off the excess from around
edges.

The bottle is then ready to receive acid.

This treatment renders the label indestructible by
strong acid or caustic.

Note on Calibrating Home Made Thermometers
In calibrating home made thermometers it is necessary that the stem as well as the bulb be immersed
in the liquid, or a correction will have to be made
on the calibration, which is very difficult.
Yours truly,

Gorden G. Fletcher.
Wood -Thornton Lab.
Asst. Chemist.
Jacksonville, Fla.
(fire are very glad that you appreciate our Experimental Chemistry department. Many of our readers
have written to us expressing their enjoyment and
approval of that section. In its combination of scien
tits treatment and popular exposition and erplana.
tory illustrations it is unique. We also thank you
for your laboratory notes.
The address you request is R. V. Ambrose, c/o
Redpath Bureo,,, Columbus, Ohio-EinTot.)

Liquid Air Experiments

order horse: -EDITOR.)

Appreciation from

a

Radio Reader

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:

I have made the short wave receiver shown in tine
July issue of Tne EXPERIMENTER on page 596 and
it works just fine; KDKA on 100 m. and 2XK on
t09 m. came in
front the phones.

Sandy Lake. Pa.

so

loud

I

can hear them 20 feet

Yours,

De Forest Urey.

The Experimenter's League
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
In your July issue you publish a letter, the writer
of which is anxious to get into touch with other
experimenters; in your continent you suggest that
an Experimenters Society would he very helpful.
The Scientific Research Society was founded, as
its name implies. for experimental work-originally
it was a Radio Society, but its scope broadened so
considerably that it was thought advisable to change
its name. The members arc interested in experimental work of all kinds, and they would be pleased to
hear from other experimenters.
In the event of an F-Xperintenters Society beine
formed we should he ready and willing to act as the
British Branch thereof. and our Secretary for the
time being as Secretary for the Experimenters So-

ciety it, this country.
Any of your readers who would like to correspond
with our members on scientific subjects should waste
direct to me saying in which subject they are inwill then pass the letter to one of our
terested.
members for reply.
In conclusion. I may say that subjects of special
interest to our members are:
2. Photo -elec1. Radio; Any experimental work.
tricity. 3. Microscopy. 4. Bacteriology. 5. Photography. 6. Electricity; Any experimental work. 7.
Model engineering.
Yours faithfully.

I

Arthur H. BirdwHon.

The Scientific Radio Research Society,
44, Talfourd Rd., Peckham, London, S.E.
England.

Sec.

15,

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I think THE ExrestSIENTER is ideal and its nettle
is highly deserved. I wish you would put an article
on making 'the apparatus and handling of "Liquid
Air." I believe, liquid air is interesting, and that
many experiments can be performed with it as with,
the "Tesla Resonator."
Thanking you in advance, I alit,
E. L.
Carrick, Pa.
(To make liquid air a rattier expensive apparatus
manfrom
purchased
Liquid air can be
i.e required.
Experiments
ufacturers, butt is also expensive.
with it are numerous, but from the facts given
above, it has hardly seemed to be adapted for our
columns. It was treated in illustrated article in
"Science and Invention" of August, 1920.-EDITOR.)

A.C. and D.C. Motors-A Correction
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I ant a subscriber to THE EXPERIMENTER of
which I just received the September number in
which I read the article. "Operating D.C. Motors
on

A.(."

I

noticed three mistakes in the

last

paragraph.

First, he mentions the series type machine gives
tie most constant speed when used as a m >tor and
the most constant voltage when used as a generator.
I think he meant the shunt wound type.
Second, lie states that series and shunt wound
motors turn in the same direction whether used
This is correct for the
as dynamos or motors.
-I tot type. but the series generator will operate
in the opposite direction as a motor, regardless of
the polarity of its terminals, provided there is no
change in the connections of the arnatcre and
field windings in respect to each other.
Third. he states that weakening the field of a
motor decreases the speed when we know it inThis is tot ,meant as a "knock" to the
cteases.
iagazine, as I think it is the best there is on the
market.

Yours truly,
C.

J.

VERA.

Chicago, Iil.
(All we can say is to quote from the Roslan
poet, Horace:
"Good Homer sometimes goes to sleep." Someone here was guilty of some such somnolence. In
justice to Mr. Secor, the author of the article, we
must say that the paragraph criticized was not
written by /rim, but was added to his article subse-

a'nerttiy.-EDITOR).
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Latest Electrical Patents
Combination Battery and Condenser

Crystal Detector

Mercury Thermostat

The mercury which normally maintains connections between two terminals, when subjected
lo excessive temperatures, evaporates and condenses in the spherical reservoir. The circuit
is thus broken and to resume operation the i
must be tilted.
Patent No. 1.533 233 issued to Leslie N. Crichton, Fdgew 1, 1'a.

It is claimed by the inventor that bridging
8 -battery with a condenser eliminates "hattery noises." In this device the battery and
condenser are mounted in one unit.
Patent No. 1.533.525 issued to Ilarr3 R. Van
the

Deventer, N. Y. C.

The arrangement provides a firm mounting

for the detector contact. A detector is mounted
like a cartridge fuse and its setting is readily
adjusted.

Patent No. 1,536,9:4 issued to George A. Ros-

Ear Telephone

enfeldcr, Pittsburgh, i'a.

Transmission System

Modulation System
xa

x.

...
111

\
In this ear telephone a very small iron diaphragm is mounted on animal skin which is held
a so-called pot magnet
pressed up by a helical string.
Patent No. 1,515,525 issued to II. Sell, Berlin,
Germany.

taut by the rims of

It is claimed that the system of modulation
here illustrated is unusually effective and efficient and produces no variations in the frequency of the carrier wave.
Patent No. 1,533,653 issued to R'. A. MacDon-

Two antennae connected to two
supplied by a two -phased generator, networks
radiate at phase opposition so that normally
the
sultant radiation is zero. When the key reis
depressed, however, the pleases of the currents
in the two systems are shifted and the signal
is radiated.
Patent No. 1.533.223 issued to L. W. Chubb,
Edgewood Park, I'a.

old, Hartsdale. N. Y.

Electrostatic Loud Speaker
Rotary Condenser -Plate Mounting

An unusually firm mounting is made possible
by tapered grooves into which the plates are
pressed. In this way difficulties arising from
differences in plate thickness are eliminated.
Patent No. 1,538 954 issued to B. R. 3Vebster.
Chicago, Ill.

Hazeltine Neutralizer

The intention for which Hazeltine became
famous has been finally granted a patent. Today, almost all people using radio are familiar
with the neutrodyne system, and so this patent
needs no

further explanation.

Patent No.
Hoboken, N.

1.533,858 issued to

J.

L. A. Hazeltine.

As the metal disc (A) rotates in friction with
the gelatin (B) while the telephone current
flows between the metal foil
and disc ( A)
the friction between the dielectric (it) and the
disc (A) tillers in accordance with variation,
in the telephone current. These variations are
communicated by mechanical pull to the diaphragm (C),
Patent No. 1,533,757 issued to Hnud Rahbek
et al, Copenhagen, Denmark.

(l)
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is to present to the layman the dangers of the electrical current in a manner that can be understood by everyone, and that
will be instructive too. There is a monthly prize of $3.00 for the best idea on "short-circuits." Look at the illustration and then send us your own particular "Short -Circuit." It is understood that the idea must be possible or probable. If it shows something that occurs as a regular thing, such an idea will
have a good chance to win the prize. It is not necessary to make an elaborate sketch, or to write the verses. We will attend to that. Now, let's see what

THE idea of this department

you can do!

\

\I\1
;` ;

G

-If

%.,

;

-

_

PRIZE
WINNER
e
3e

j/1
This marks the grave
Of Lena Hitchcox,
Whose rain -drenched hair
Touched a police switch box.
-Ida F. Rankin.

Requiescat in pace,
Poor Horatius McCan1
Who shorted the electric stove
With a frying pan.
-F. ifs. Delartoy, Ir.

Sad was the fate
Of Billy O'Toole.
When a high voltage line
Fell into the pool.
-Sadie Liebling.

WOMAN ELECTROCUTED
BY WASHING MACHINE

Being
After
Warned Appliance Was
Out of Order.

Shocked

Ñ
5

Wash day yesterday resulted in
the death of Mrs, Anna Morley, 53,
3715 North Broadway, when she'
bt1{
was electrocuted while using a deMt
elect'rtb washing machine. \f
Ceective
afire, Morley went: to the home of Ja
th
Mrs. "Blanche Prater, 37d: North rel
[Eleventh street, early yesterday Ma
Morning, to use Mrs. Prater's n
(washer. The latter warned her that,
lthe machine bad not been working'
'properly, and inquired before Mrs. S
Morley went to the
basement,'
"Aren't you 'afraid of that washer,'

1

It
e

t..
a.

It is.
rs

to
o
a

of
e
n.

Y

Here peacefully slumbers
Tony McGable;
His rock drill reached a
Transmission cable.

-Cement Martinez.

Y
o

n

ke

649

!ng

Shortly afterwards Mro. Prater
(found Mrs. Morley suffering from an
lectric shock, and she summoned
laid. Two hours' work with a pul -

t

'motor obtained from the Laclede De
Gaa Light Company failed to revive Dri
the woman, and she was taken to T'n
!the City Hospital. At 2:30 o'clock
She %ast pronounced
dead. Mrs.
Morley is survived by her husband,
George H. Morley, and seven chilldren. the youngest of whom is 10,
(years old.

Beneath this cold sod
Rests Lineman Hein.
Who lost his balance over
A high tension. line.
-¡Miriam Kantor.

have run ever since.
In connection with our Short Circuit Contest, please note that these Short Circuits started in our November, 1921, issue and
or short circuits. Every
[Naturally, during this time, all of the simple ones have appeared, and we do not wish to duplicate suggestions of actualin happenings
Man or woman in
previously.
print
they
have
already
appeared
month we receive hundreds of the following suggestions, which we must disregard, because
kite, using metallic wire as a string, latter touching an electric
bath tub being shocked by touching electric light fixture or electric heater. Boy flying
live
trolley
wire. Making
up
a
line. People operating a radio outfit during a thunderstorm. Stringing an aerial, the latter falling on lighting main. Picking
should
contact with a third rail. Woman operating a vacuum cleaner while standing on floor heating register, etc. All obvious short circuits of this kind
not be submitted, as they stand little chance of being published.
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is conducted ..for the benefit of
-r ofHISall, department
but necessarily can only publish such matter

everyone interested in electricity in all its phases. We are glad to answer questions for the benefit
as interests the majority of readers.
Not more than three questions can be answered for each correspondent.
2. Write on only one side of the paper; all matter should be typewritten, or else written in ink. No attention can be paid to penciled letters.
4. This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge.
The Editor will, however, be glad to answer special questions at the rate of
25 cents for each. On questions entailing research work, intricate calculations, patent research work, etc. a special charge will be made.
Correspondents
will be informed as to such charge.
Kindly oblige us by making your letter as short as possible.
1.

Explosive Hydrogen?
(535) John Kroll, Memphis, Tenn., asks:
1.
Is hydrogen gas explosive?
1. Hydrogen gas is often popularly
spoken of as being explosive, although it is
absolutely non -explosive. If hydrogen is
mixed with oxygen, in the proportion of one
of oxygen to two of hydrogen, or anywhere
near this ratio, the mixture will explode if
ignited by a flame or by a spark.
Hydrogen gas is so non -explosive in itself that a candle can be extinguished by
being thrust into a jar of hydrogen gas.
Owing to the lightness of hydrogen, the jar
is held inverted. As the candle passes in it
lights the gas at the mouth of the jar, which
quietly burns with a non -luminous flame
which is barely visible. The candle is held
on the end of a wire. On withdrawing the
candle, the hydrogen flame at the mouth of
the jar re -lights it and it goes on burning.
This is an old-time experiment which has
been used a great deal by lecturers in chemistry, and it goes to answer your question
satisfactorily.
Air consists approximately of one -fifth
oxygen by volume. If two -fifths of a cubic
foot of hydrogen are mixed with one cubic
foot of air, we will have the approximate
ratio of one of oxygen to two of hydrogen,
and this mixture will explode if a spark is
passed through it, or if a flame is used to
ignite it.
This is to be noted about hydrogen:
The proportion of one to two, described
above, may be widely departed from, and
the mixture will be found to be explosive
over a very wide range of proportions. The
limits for hydro -carbons are very much more
restricted. We hear a great deal today about
the explosion of atoms; it is probably fair
to say that all of the atoms hydrogen is
the least explosive. This, of course, is theoretical at present.
Q.
A.

Ultra.Uiolet Lamp
(536) Clifton T. Spear, Texarkana, Texas,
writes
Q. 1. To produce ultra -violet rays I have
used an ordinary street arc light for therapy
of the head, but the hot cinders which fall
from it make it impossible to use it with
any satisfaction. The writer is of the opinion that if he had a piece of sheet quartz
between the arc and the patient's head, the
light would answer his purpose. He is
using it for a pathological process.
A. 1. The ultra -violet mercury vapor
lamp, such as made by the Cooper -Hewitt
Company, will be the proper thing to use
in your case. Here there is no question of
dropping cinders. If you will use an induction coil, use cast-iron electrodes and
then you should certainly have the piece
of sheet quartz. Remember that the ultra
violet light, if at all intense, is too powerful to be used except with great precaution
and for short intervals only.
:

Automatic Warning Siop'lighi
for Motor Cars

Chemical Names, Binary and
Ternary Acids and Salts

(537) James P. Noon, Utica, N. Y., asks:
1.
How would one connect up a stoplight on an automobile so that it would light
when the brakes are applied? Have you published the complete wiring diagram of automobiles?
A. 1. Run a wire from your battery to the
stoplight on the rear of the car. This must
go from the ungrounded end of the battery,
then from the other terminal of the battery
run a wire to a simple contact so placed that
it will touch the brake pedal when the latter
is pushed down. The other terminal of the
lamp is grounded; the whole thing is so simple that no diagram is required.
For complete wiring diagrams of automobiles we can refer you to a book, but this does
not conic within our scope, not being at all
experimental. If you will look back through
our radio section. you will find many diagrams
of hook-ups such as you want and we would
also refer you to Radio News.

R. E. Mark, Bayonne, N. J., asks:
that in the chemistries it is
stated that binary salts should have a name
ending in ide.
How about ammonium

Q.

Recovering Lead From Old.
Battery Plates
(538) J. Gallagher, Buffalo, N. Y., asks:
Q. 1. What is the easiest process to change
old battery paste (litharge) and the lead grids
back to clean lead with the smallest loss?
Q. 2. What is the construction of the furnace like. and what kind of flux is used?
A. 1. Melt the litharge and lead together
with powdered charcoal, iron nails and some
salts. The heat must be sufficient to melt the
salt and can be obtained over a gas range if
the crucible is not too large, but a coal fire
in an ordinary range will he far preferable.
The essential thing is to get a full red heat.
The idta of the nails is to take up any sulphur
which may be produced in the reaction, and
the charcoal is to reduce the litharge to the
metallic state. The salt melting on top protects the lead from oxidation. It would not
he a bad plan to add a few spoonsful of
borax, and some dry sodium carbonate. The
latter can be made by drying at a heat well
above the boiling point crystals of washing
soda.
A. 2. Any furnace which will give a good
heat will answer the purpose. Even a plumber's portable furnace will give sufficient heat.
It all depends on the size of the crucible. An
iron ladle will be perfectly satisfactory and
then iron nails will not be required.

r

Mysteriously Lighted Electric
Lamp
(539)

writes:

Richard Jamison, Detroit, Mich.,

Q. 1. I saw a man put an electric light bulb
in a glass of water and it burned and gave
light just the same as if it had been screwed

into its socket. Can your explain how this was
done?
A. 1. You will find the mystery explained
in our November, 1924, issue of THE ExPERII,rENTER, page 55.

(540)

I have seen

chloride which, as it contains three elements,
is a ternary salt, or ammonium cyanide.
Or worse yet, the ferro and ferri-cyanides?
A. 1. A nicer way to put out would be
to say that haloid salts end their names in
"ide." In ammonium chloride the ammonium radical NH, is treated as a metal, so
that ammonium chloride, NH. Cl, is taken
as being a binary compound, a compound
of ammonium and chlorine. A similar understanding applies to cyanides; here the
compound CN or cyanogen is taken as if
it were a halogen such as chlorine or iodine,
and is also treated as if it were an element
and the salts which it forms are termed
haloid salts and are named as if they were
binary salts; as potassium cyanide. Other
ltaloid salts are still more complicated.
The term "ternary" salts is to be understood as applying almost entirely to oxygen
salts and etymology must be strained a
little bit to restrict its application to such.
Of course, as far as the literal significance
goes, potassium cyanide might be taken as
a ternary salt, but for one fact, and that is,
it is not one. The ternary salts (A) either
contain as it were two separate instalments
of oxygen, one in the metallic oxide and the
other in the anhydride (B), or must contain elements of analogous relationship.
An illustration of incorrect nomenclature
which has prevailed for many years and
which will be found in novels where poisoning is to be described is prussic acid. The
termination "ic" appended to the name of
an acid unless "hydro" precedes it, indicates
an acid containing oxygen. Prussic acid
contains no oxygen, is a haloid acid, and
its correct name is hydrocyanic acid and
the CN compound present in it is taken as
corresponding to the atom of chlorine or
iodine in hydrochloric or hydriodic acid.
Thus chloric acid is a ternary acid HC1O
while if "hydro" precedes the name we have
hydrochloric acid, a binary or haloid acid,
H Cl. This shows the import not only of
the "ic" termination, but also of the "hydro"
syllables which begin the names of haloid
acids.
There is a system of omitting the final
"e" in the names of haloid salts, sodium
chlorid, potassium iodid and the like; this
will eventually be universal.
2.
Why is CO, called carbonic acid or
carbonic acid gas, and not carbonic oxide?
A. The correct name would be carbonic
oxide. But the other names have clung to
it for many decades, and it would be difficult to straighten out the inaccuracy. Titen
there is another trouble. Carbon monoxide,
CO, which should be called carbon s oxide,
but never is, has for years been Popularly
called carbonic oxide. It would be practically impossible to rectify these two errors
of such long standing.
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meters and Their Use
(Continued from page 808)

filament ammeter is going into discard and
will undoubtedly become obsolete in a short
time.
To obtain a maximum output and efficiency
from a vacuum tube, it is essential that the
plate voltage be such as to conform with
the requirements specified in the operating
characteristic. The design' of high voltage
instruments to withstand the strains imposed
must be such that the instrument shall consume as little current as possible and give
an accurate reading under varying loads.
The usual plate voltage meter has an external resistor or multiplier, and by using
different values of resistance it is possible
to read voltage variations over a very large
range.
The plate current in any vacuum tube is
a measure of its output and its maximum
is the limiting value. Also we must bear in
mind the fact that a plate miliammetcr is
a necessity when checking up on a circuit
to ascertain whether it is in the oscillatory
condition. Thus, when the tube is not oscillating, the milliammeter shows a higher
reading than when it is.

Alternating Current Meters
These instruments are of the induction
type, so-called because they have a fixed
core of laminated iron wound with one or
more coils of wire, and a movable element
in the shape of a metal disk or cup which
is pivoted to move in the air gap of the iron
core. The reason that they are called induction instruments is because they depend
for their operation on the interaction of the
induced currents in the metal disk with the
induced field.
For the necessary measurements of alternating currents in a radio transmitter, such
instruments as the following are available:

Filament Voltmeter

Ranges
0 to 10 up to 0 to 15

Plate Voltmeter

0 to 120 up to 0 to

volts.
3,000 volts.
It must be remembered that whether the
plate supply is direct or alternating, the plate
tnilliametcr is always a direct current device.
since the tube passes current in one direction only.

Radio Frequency Meters
The radiation ammeter is the most important instrument in a radio transmitter
of any type. Roughly speaking, the distance
covered by a transmitter is proportional to
the antenna current, and of course this current is dependent upon the sharp tuning and
proper adjustment of the various parts of
the circuit.
There are two forms of radiation meters,
hot wire expansion type and thermo-couple
type. Of these, the latter type is by far
superior, the only claim that may be allowed
for the former being its relative cheapness.
As far as accuracy, overload capacity, small
temperature errors and responsiveness are
concerned, the thermocouple meter is the
best.
Radio frequency meters are surprisingly
accurate over practically the entire range of
frequencies being used-from 1 to 30,000
meters. A thermo-couple ammeter is simply an arrangement which uses an especially sensitive direct current movement of
minute proportions which is actuated by a
thermo-couple composed of two special alloy
wires welded together. The high frequency
current takes the shortest path and heats
the welded joint raising the temperature of
the thermo junction an amount proportional
to the square of the current flowing. An
electromotive force is generated in the

thermo-couple which is proportional to its
temperature, and this feeble current actuates
the sensitive direct current movement. Of
course, the scale is calibrated in amperes
or fractions thereof and the calibration holds
for any radio frequency current. Thermocouple radiation meters can be obtained in
scale ranges of from 0 to 0.5 up to 0 to 15
amperes.
\Vavemeters which are in reality radio frequency measuring devices, are extremely
useful and very simple in construction. A
variable tuning condenser and an inductance
coil together with some form of indicating device, such as a small lamp or current -squared
galvanometer as a resonance indicator, comprise one. This latter instrument is one of
the handiest to have in the radio room. The
calibration of such a meter is such that the
indications are proportional to the square
of the current flowing. A very slight
amount of radio frequency energy will
optarate it and its indispensability cannot be
stressed too strongly. One with a scale
reading of 0 to 100 will be found to be
entirely satisfactory for all purposes.
Aside from the argument that meters
greatly enhance the appearance of a radio
transmitter, they are a real necessity in obtaining maximum efficiency and for that reason should be used.
As regards meters for receiving sets, the
portable pocket variety will fulfill all needs.
One requires only a voltmeter having a
double range of 0 to 10 attd 0 to 100, for
testing the "A" and "B" batteries.
The information in the above paragraphs
is concerned only with the meters which find
general use by the transmitting amateur.
There are numerous other meters for a
variety of other uses, and in fact so marry
more that som_ of them will be told about
in

future articles.

Conducting an Amateur Station
work. Go to bed early and set the alarm
for before daylight. This allows several
hours of good fun when static and QRM
are at a minimum.
Operate between 10 p.m. and 12 and
suffer all the troubles of real interference.
The air is so full of squeaks and grunts that
it makes one think of a mass of worms, if
the relation of sound to matter makes possible the simile.
Between 12 a.m. and daylight there is
usually a steady decrease in the number of
stations on the air. This is great stuff.
Certainly one should try to have certain
nights of the week when he will be assuredly on at a definite time or period of time.
This will make communication certain if one

JUNE

7:01
1:04

7:28

REMARKS

ON wATCH

6:25
CO

5222

5222

X

2222

X

GOTTIM!
ND.

DX WORK
\Ve are ail after distance. But it is an
empty goal and should have nothing sacrificed to it. However, there are some things
to observe, if we overlook no bets in getting
distance.
Make it a point to always give one's call
with excellent spacing and clarity. Speed
does not help in this, nor does extreme
slowness. The emphasis need not be anywhere save on the dashes. If the "dahs"
arc definite and well out of proportion to
the "dits." there will be no confusion.
Notice if anyone errs in your call when
calling or working you at any time. If he

2

IN

A

(Continued from page 809)
badly wanted at any tinte, and will earn
one a reputation that will prove invaluable.
is

-NO QRN.-NOT

MANY ON.

OSA, STEADY AC,SEZ
SEZ FM VRY QSA.

HES OSA.

PUTTING

2

NIL.
.t very good example of a log sheet

as

TRI AIM AGN LATER, MEBBE
AMPS IN ANT. NOW.

used

by up-to-

date amateurs. It is
so conceived as to

-60A

contain sufficient information for future
reference and to result in the least
amount of confusion.
«_, amniaeoe

fl'

.

1

1

t

.

does, lay the blame on yourself and set out
to avoid causing the repetition of the misunderstanding,-. If a call is readable, the
man at a distance who hears it will be in
position to QSL the fact.
RAG -CHEWING

For some reason, of recent months, intercommunication had dropped to an uninteresting repetition of forms. Nobody has
seemed to try to be friendly and the last
thing one can get from another operator
is a friendly few minutes of talk. Many
that have operated since the days right after
the war can remember the friends they
made by a few casual hours spent in chewing "the sock." It was unimportant what
was talked about, anything from soup to
soap. provided something was learned and
a friend made. Also, they can remember
that marry of their friends were located between 100 and 1,000 miles away.
A consideration that the amateur game
is different than the commercial and that
there is no great objection to our gabbing
among ourselves should bring the realization that there is fun in knowing each
other. And we should realize that a fellow amateur can't be known, or anything
he learned about him by mmmigraphing "nil
hr 0111 col 73." Nor arc friends made by
eq eq cq eq cq cq cq eq cq eq cq cq, etc.

At any rate, the point of this is plain. In
common decency, try to show humanness
enough to talk about something besides cn/.
And if you don't know how to start a good
talk, write me and I'll tell you.
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Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification
(Continued from page 811)

order to have the tube act with maximum
efficiency upon the transformer, that the primary shall have at least the same apparent
resistance as the tube itself. We also have
seen that the transformer is only effective
when currents of varying magnitude are
flowing in the primary. Now the apparent
resistance of a transformer primary, its impedance, as it is called, is lowest when the
frequency of the variations is lowest, while
the internal impedance of the tube is always
the same (16,000 to 18.000 ohms or more,
depending upon the voltage of the "C" battery). We must then construct the primary
in such a way that its impedance is equal
to the tube impedance at the lowest frequencies down to a frequency of 32 a second, and even less.
We can increase the impedance of this
primary in one way only: by giving it a
very high number of turns. The greater its
number of turns, the higher its impedance
at the lower frequencies, and as the frequency increases, the impedance increases in
proportion, so in this way the impedance
becomes high over the entire band of frequencies at which the transformer is to be
operated.
Actually, there are only a few transformers on the market that have a sufficiently
large number of primary turns and thus
are capable of working efficiently at the
lower frequencies, but during the last year
or so there have appeared a number of them
that have the desired characteristic, and for
quality reproduction only these should be
chosen.
Now it is desired at the same time to
lave a transformer that causes a step-up
in the voltage of the circuits handled-and
this means that the secondary must have as
many more turns than the primary as the
step-up requires. This then means that if
the primary has a very large number of
turns, and thus of necessity is bulky, the
secondary is even more so, and this of course
rules that your transformer to be efficient
can never be a nice little affair that can be
tucked away in any convenient corner. The
best transformers are bulky, heavy and expensive.
There is more to a transformer than is
generally supposed, and the making of the
good types has developed into a great art.
One of the things to be guarded against is
excessive capacity in the secondary-because
if this has great capacity or condenser effect,
it will be ineffective at the high frequencies.
This is caused by the fact that a capacity
offers an easy path to high frequency currents and thus the voltages developed will
drop below their actual values when capaci-

tative effects are present.

But to wind such
a secondary with a high number of turns
without causing considerable capacitative effects is an art in itself.
Another demand is that the transformer
should step up the voltage quality at all frequencies, and show no tendency to favor
some one or two frequencies, because in this
case these frequencies will be.amplified more
than other ones, resulting in considerable distortion and bad reproduction.
A two-step amplifier is given diagrammatically in Fig. 3. and the actual amplifier
is shown ill the photograph, Fig. 4. This
amplifier has some unique features, and was
built for easy handling and quality reproduction. It may be stated that anyone building this amplifier will experience an agreeable surprise when he hears its performances.
It will be seen that there is but one jack
for inserting the loud speaker plug-and
this has been done to save wear and tear
on the telephone cords. The shifting from
the first stage to the second one is accomplished by means of a five -prong jack switch,
specially manufactured for this purpose by
a Chicago concern. How it is wired can
be clearly seen from the diagram. The filaments of the detector and the two amplifying tubes are automatically controlled by
means of amperites, thus eliminating rheostat controls. This, by the way, assures one
of the fact that the filaments will never be
used as so-called solume controls, as is done
on too many receivers. Filament volume
control too often amounts in practice to
volume control by the introduction of dis-

tortion, by reducing the maximum plate current available, and thus results in bad quality of reproduction. A volume control is
provided in the form of a variable grid leak
across the secondary of the second transformer, while when general volume control,
also for the first stage, is desired, this grid
leak can be replaced by a variable resistor
of from 10,000 to 100,000 ohms across the
loud speaker jack, as indicated in dotted
lines. Both these volume controls will serve
perfectly, as they will not change any of
the characteristics of the amplified currents.
Two different transformers are used-of
which both possess the requisite characteristics in their particular place. The second
transformer is one, which has an almost completely uniform step-up characteristic over
the entire frequency scale, and therefore
causes the last tube to amplify uniformly all
currents flowing through its primary from
the first amplifying tube. The first one was
chosen for an entirely different reason.
When the process of detection was mentioned, it was stated there that in some way
or other we would have to separate the carrier wave from the audio frequency component. How the detector does this is not
in the scope of our article, and therefore we
will only say that this separation is accomplished because the detector acts as a rectifier, and that its plate current is a rectified
current. But, and this is important, in this
rectified current there is still present the carrier frequency-and we must get rid of this
component. This is done by shunting the
primary of the transformer, through which
(Continued on Page 854)

VARIABLE GRID LEAK
AS VOLUME CONTROL

"DETECTOR

STAGE SWITCH

WITH FILAMENT
CONTROL

INPUT
FROM

TUNER

FILAMENT
SWITCH

1*
o

o
A-

OUTPUT
JACK

ALTERNATIVE VOLUME
/
B4B+
CONTROL. 10.000-100,000 OHMS
45V. 90 V.
Fig. 3. Circuit of the finest transformer -coupled audio amplifier as yet made. A filament control
switch allows using one or both tubes and eliminates the necessity of interstage jacks.

C-

0+

A+

B-

Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformers
(Continued from page 813)

Recently there appeared on the market an
extremely fine transformer, undoubtedly the
result of a great deal of development. The
primary inductance is about 100 henrys.
Although no turn ratio is given, it happens
to be between 2 and 3 to 1. This manufacturer apparently found it next to impossible to make his turn ratio higher and still
retain the superb quality that this instrument
delivers.
Obviously, such transformers cannot be
made and sold for a small amount. Competition in the radio industry is pretty keen
and it is well to remember that because of
this, value received is proportional to money
expended.
I wish to emphasize the fact that a low
ratio transformer is good not only by virtue
of its low ratio. It just happens that it is

hard to manufacture a good high ratio transformer. I forgot to mention that a tube does
not overload so soon when the secondary
impedance is low. This is another point in
favor of low ratio transformers.
A great deal of work has been done lately
on the design of transformers to be used in
reflex circuits. Since the primaries and secondaries are shunted by fixed condensers, it
is necessary that the transformers have a
rising characteristic. That is to say, the
amplification should increase with frequency
approximately as much as it is attenuated
by the external shunt capacities. The rising
characteristic can be obtained by the use
of a special core made up of fine laminations,
and a very low ratio winding of such proportions that the distributed capacity is as
low as possible. Although the effective ratio

of this transformer is slightly less than 2
to 1, measurements showed that its amplification in connection with a 201A tube was
better than that due to a great many transformers having a higher nominal ratio.
There is a very great difference in design
between a power transformer built to operate at one standard frequency, and an audio
frequency transformer which has to onerate
over a wide range of frequencies. Impressive advances have been made in the last
few years but I believe that there is still
considerable room for improvement.
In conclusion let me say that it is foolish
to spend money on good transformers and
then to buy a poor loud speaker. You cannot get good quality out of a poor loud
speaker with the best amplifier in the United

States!
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A Book .About Selenium
THE MOON -ELEMENT. By E. E. Four-

nier D'Albe. 166 pages, including index.
D. Appleton & Co.
The author opens his preface by saying: "In this

book the reader will find the first connected account
cleof the properties and applications of a chemical
ment which has raised-and disappointed-more
hopes than any other element known."
The element in question is selenium. named from
most
the Greek word indicating the moon, and it isfind
at
interesting to glance through the work and
affected
elements
various
the
last so fully treated
by light. The author begins by an interesting chanter on the relation of electricity and light and then
goes on with his titular subject. Few of us realize
great
that selenium was discovered by hethegave
it
chemist Berzelius in 1817 and that
its name. The chemist and especially the blowoff
it
gives
pipe analyst finds that when burned
the smell of rotten horse -radish, which is actually
used as a test for it.
An interesting table gives the (lates of the development of our knowledge of it and then the construction of selenium cells, which our readers have several times found treated in our columns. is described.
\Vc now come to more complicated apparatus and
its application to picture transmission, its operating
of relays, and then to the Optophone. the object of
which ís to enable the blind to read. The author
was identified with the Optophone. There were
very cutting remarks published concerning his
to
claims, and he certainly had quite a hard battle
is defight. A considerable portion of the book instruthis
of
voted to tests of the practicability
ment.
The speed of reading was very slow at first, less
than three words per minute originally, yet it seems
that one of the blind subjects attained 80 words
per minute, nearly half the speed of eye reading.
The author claims that the problem of reading for
the blind is completely and finally solved. Thea
Photophone or light telephone, the reproduction of
in astrontalking film, and the uses of the element
omy. come at the end of the book. An adequate
index is given.

This book can stand a certain amount of chemicals
being spilled over it, and we have no doubt that a
number of them will be pretty thoroughly used up.
In its 108 pages a great deal of work by the author
is represented, for condensation is the hardest kind
of writing. and the work fills a long empty gap in
the chemical field. The student. who faithfully does
the experiments described will be a better chemist
than many who claim that title.

Radio for the Amateur

How to Make Thermit

By Orrin E.
Dunlap, Jr., B.S. xvii, 267 pages, including index. Houghton, Mifflin Company.

THE RADIO MANUAL.

Experiments

(Continued from page 821)

The author of this excellent hook has had so much

journalistic experience that he has succeeded in producing a thoroughly popular, readable treatise on
wireless transmission and reception. It must not
be supposed that the book is merely to be read.

can be studied, for he gives theories, tells of the
troubles incident due to static and the dead spots.
discusses the different kinds of waves. describes the

It

a system now fortunately being adopted by publishers is followed of
having the illustrations on coated paper while the
text is on dull surfaced paper, making it agreeable reading.
The whole get-up of the book is unexceptionable,
and a nice feature of it is a short radio dictionary,
which we would like to have had considerably exA table of conventional radio symbols is
tended.
giren. Over seven pages are devoted to the index.
The book has the happy quality of being at once a
book to ie read and a brook to be studied.

Heaviside layer theory, and

A

Chemistry in the Laboratory
LABORATORY OUTLINE OF
SMITH'S ELEMENTARY CIiEMIS-

By James Kendall. 112 pages,
including appendix. The Century Co.

TRY.

Professor Alexander Smith's elementary chemistry

has won much commendation from instructors and
reviewers, and the writer of this review well remembers the condition into cchich a year's work in

qualitative analysis in the laboratory of Columbia
University brought his Fresenius' Qualitative Analysis,-acid and chemicals made of it a dreadful
wreck. We have recently had the pleasure of reviewing Professor Smith's hook and now we are
glad to see a little, comparatively cheap hook devoted to laboratory practice based on the larger and
more expensive one.

GChe tJ1rk of

8/

waa obliged to make it in lots of only
pounds each.
Oxides of copper are also reduced with
great violence and an experimenter should
use only a small quantity of the oxides in

preliminary experiments.
Barium peroxide when intimately mixed
with fine aluminum such as used in aluminum paint will almost reduce spontaneously.
The direct rays of the sun are sufficient to
start the reaction.
The ruby is of the same compositoin as
our slag; it is alumina. A1,O,. crystallized
by the unknown processes of geologic ages.
If it were pure alumina, it would be white
and would be called a white sapphire. Some
slight impurity gives it the red color.
Crystallization will sometimes occur in the
melted slag of the thermit process, giving
what are really artificial rubies; attempts
have been made to produce rubies by this
process, coloring the product with an oxide
of chromium, and a very good approach to

the gem has been made.
Another interesting line of experiments is
the production of different metals. but great
care is requisite, for some metals go into
the disintegration with almost explosive violence. Cobalt and copper are two metals
which must be used in small quantities only
on account of this danger.

the Covenant

(Conthnred frota /age 807)
models of
navigation of our ships, and had made the
manipmany contrivances for the controls and
we
Finally,
possessed
gas.
lifting
ulation of our
been
ever
liad
a supply of radium greater than
enough
known before in the world, and worth
our
of
money to set us all in luxury for the rest

lives.

in the matter of creature comforts we were very
well off. We had vegetables growing in a clearing
and wild
down the river; we liad fish and venison beef
and
pig, with occasional snatches of frozen
canned
mutton; we had. of course, the best of
had ducks

foods, milk, meat and fruit: and we
end
and chickens thriving in a cave at the south
our main cavern-tire ducks coralled by wire

of
netting.
To reach this point in our preparation had taker.
two
over two years, and indeed we had celebrated
Christmas feasts and two Thanksgivings in the
plateau.
big living -cave of the
we
We had conic to the stage once more when
would have to make a journey to the outside world.
with
By now the materials for our two airships for
the necessary instruments would he waiting

at New Orleans, and we were due to complete the number of our company-.
Before setting out on our last voyages. I put
the whole of the men on constructing great doors
for the main and smaller entrances of the cavern.
These we made of trellis -work in heavy scant
bogs of wood, overlaid with wire nets, and we
plantbases,
at
their
soil
boxes
of
fixed floating
ing quick-growing creepers on them. \Ve planted
well past the hinges of each flap to a good distance along the cliffs on either side of our waterway. \Vhen we returned from our next voyage,
the entrances to our cavern were masked with
us

luxuriant foliage.
Getting Recruits in America and England
II

took Devonridge, Dane and Higgins with me
to England for the purpose of recruiting men.
Greerslc-eve volunteered to find some in America,
as did the two Lippencotts and Curtis. We went
carefully to work on both sides of the Atlantic.
In England, Dane did the best work among us.
He found us six skilled mechanics for whose characters he could vouch. I found five good seamen

I

and airmen who hail served with the previously.
and Devonridge weighed in with two excellent
sportsmen of his ow-n type. and a couple of men
who had been on his estates.
We each kept our own party and voyaged separately to New Orleans, where we found that Lip.
pencott and his helpers had recruited sixteen good
men. There was not a man among the whole
thirty-one who did not promise well- and the experience of the next year at the plateau only found
Our total complea sir.gle failure among them.
ment, excluding the Master, now numbered fortyseven. and still our tally of men wounded in war
was unbroken. I had almost made a point of that
qualification to my recruiters, and they seemed
to have made much of it.
While my party was in England, Lippencott
had had the Clutha loaded- but with the number
of men we had to carry and the weight of our
material, we found that at least two journeys would
be necessary. ft seemed hardly safe to leave any
number of men to kick their heels in New Orleans
for some months. so I determined to ship the lot
at once. The little vessel was packed, but the
spirit of the men was good and they bore the
The voyage was
cramping with cheerfulness.
made at good speed and. except for having to hide
the men on passing several of the river ports, we
arrived at the storehouse without adventure.
There
gave over the command to Devonridge.
with Greersleeve and Curtis as juniors, and when
the unloading was done, I took the vessel without
further delay down river again far another trip
Here I shipped the last of
to New Orleans.
our material, and a good amount of stores,
On my return to our base on the river I found
Devonridge waiting with men to unload. \Ve carried our stuff upstream to the plateau.
I outlined a plan I liad conceived to the Chief,
which was simply that after two further voyages
to America for stores we should burn our boats
behind us, and not go back to the outer world until
we could make the trip on the Ark of the Cove.
rant. The Chief agreed, so when the final two
voyages had been made under Devonridge, we ran
the poor, trusty little Clutha into a creek downstream and felled trees about her, effectually concealing her where I suppose she lies-bless herlto this day.

I

Smithers and his toucan. Nosey,
by razing the
ground, and as
of giant
we
put
charges
we proceeded upstream
powder under tall trees behind us so that they
pasany
water,
securely
blocking
fell across the
sage behind us. in a month or two the way would
be nigh impassable.
Thus we cut ourselves off from civilization-except for that which we carried with us-and a full
year elapsed before the world heard of us again.
Even in the cavern we were shut front prying
eye.. for the great doors were -now a mass of
green. and when we chose we could be very
troplodites.
T]ie crew settled down to work with commendable earnestness of purpose, and we had trouble
with only one man.
It must be remembered that our company consisted of picked men. \\'c had sonic of the most
skilled engineers, mechanics and electricians that
could have been found in Britair. or America,
and in addition we had others who made up for
their lack of skill by willing spirit and remarkable
adaptability. The young men front about town,
both British and American. where they could not
do .work in which they had been trained, took off
their coats and worked like laborers.
Phi:ip, Marquis of Dcvonridge, as an example.
would take his ex -gamekeeper. one Moggs. off for
a day's hurting, and would bring in enough fur
and feathers to keep the company feeding well for
\Ve shipped

haw ng about broken their hearts
storehouse and bungalow to the

days; but next day would see his lordship on some

rigging work, taking orders from Sam Smithers as
cheerfully as he had given them to Moggs on the
aloggs, too, would be found cookday previous.
ing an appetizing meal for the Chief-to whom
he speedily became devoted-with the same amiable imperturbability as he had shown in tramp-.
the marshland after Devonridge.
ing through
Moggs was a treasure, for he was the only man
who
dared argue with the Chief as to
among us
what was the proper time to eat and sleep. In
room of Grumstock. otherwise engaged, he made
hinnuelf an unofficial batman to our leader, cook
to the company in general, and factotum at large
about the caves.
Another mighty hunter in our midst was Billy
Haynes. Haynes had fewer words than any man
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among us, not even excepting Smithers, and he
never was upset, never ruffled. The only time
we ever saw him show the slightest symptom of
being moved was when Lin Greensleeve decried the
merits of Billy's double-barreled English sporting
gun in comparison with one of the pump variety
from America.
"That's a lot of dam' rot, Greensleeve," said
Billy with his widest stare. "Talk about something you know-f'r instance the smelly stuff you
-work in-and I'll listen to you."
Of Lin Greensleeve I have written something
already. He was good in the way that only an
American can be. Full of the humorous exaggeration beloved of his countrymen, he could "string,"
as he called it, the Britons among us with superb
ease, and he had the knack of causing laughter,
but when he settled down to work he tore at it
and hammered at 1t with a driving force that was
a thing for wonder. Young Lippencott, too, and
Steven Curtis proved their value, the former combining a drawled wit with a steady application to
business, and the latter with no less zeal in harness, and his delightful gift of song always available for our amusement.
The cement that bound us together was devotion
to the frail little man who inspired us. He moved
in our midst with a gentle aloofness which did not
repel. He helped us in our difficulties, out of the
deep store of knowledge in his amazing brain, and
he tended us in sickness or injury with the extremest skill, though fortunately his ability was
seldom called upon on the latter account.
In the hands of these willing comrades, and
under the direction of our brilliant leader, the
airships steadily grew into shape it their stocks,
and at last the time cante when the first Ark of
the Covenant was ready to take the air and the
second only waited the performance of the first
to allow completion.
I think more than myself
experienced a thrill of sorts when that night the
Chief and myself stepped into the recreation room
of our company.
"I have conic to tell you, gentlemen," said the
Chief "that to -morrow we fill the ship with gas
-and to -morrow night we take the air."
The cheer that went up might have been heard
over the Andes in Ecuador!

indicator, the crossed hairs stood clean on the dot
representing the place.
Trying Out the Gas in a Glass Bomb
It was on a plain of the hills behind Caracas
that I was first introduced to the directive rays
which controlled the cloud of auuesthetizitig gas,
for here the Chief had a glass bomb tilled with
the liquid gas and dropped haphazard on the plain.
Below us the gas widened into a luminous cloud.
The Chief was working with a box affair which
had a sort of lens arrangement on one side and
was connected to the high-tension circuit.
Ile
and Thetford manipulated this box through a batch
in the cabin floor.

As I watched I saw the cloud
take shape and move across the plain, now one
way. now the other.
We were drifting on the wind with stopped engines, but the cloud was made to travel in advance of us or across our path at the will of the
Chief. As I watched, I saw the cloud move toward a series of dots, cattle of some sort, on the
plain. It enveloped them, and whatever they were,
horses or steers, they were all lying on their sides
when it had passed.
"It is enough," said the Chief.
"Have you killed them, sir?" I asked. And he
looked up at me very mildly.
"Why, what a question." he said, "and from you,
Seton! No, no, my friend, they are only asleep."
As he spoke, he moved the box back and forward quickly and below the gas cloud was broken
and began to disperse.
"That is well for one morning," the Chief said,
rising. "Now, Seton, let us be back at the plateau
with the dawn."
In the west the moon was low down, and darkness was spreading over the land. Below us no
light gleamed, nor often did we catch the faint
sheen of water, save only when tee sped over the
Orinoco itself. Darkness for a space, but for the
the light of the stars, and then came that cold
tinge of grey in the east.
Quickly faded the grey into pale topaz and
chrysoprase, until, as we slanted down to the
basin of our cave, it was lost in the glory of the
risen sun. Our trial trip was over with abundant
success.

III

The Start of the Ark of the Covenant and Her
Display of Wonderful Capabilities
It was New Year's Eve and a night of bright

moonlight that paled the tropical galaxy of stars.
The Ark of the Covenant floated down the main
cavern on her own power. We had fixed taut
cables cross -wise over the walls and roof of the
cave, so that she would rub against no rock surface. For a moment she hung steady over the
entrance basin. then I nodded to the Chief. who
was by my side.
He gently pulled round the
ascent indicator as i belled for half speed, and
the ship rose smoothly by the head as we gathered way.
We shot up at a surprising speed, and on the
instant I knew of a certainty that I was in command of the finest craft that ever sailed on sea
or in air. She was a living thing, obedient, gentle, strong. \Ve tested her thoroughly against the
wind and with it, and her highest speed was well
over three hundred kilometers an hour. Her balance was perfect.
We closed all apertures and turned on the
compressed air, which was also fed to the engines.
and we gave her full gas. We rose at dizzying
speed, so that I began to have fears for our ballonets. We touched a height close on nine thousand meters, and the earth was lost to us. Higher
we went, and it was certain that no known machine could reach us. Yet we found resistance
enough for the propellers to cruise at a good speed.
\Ve knew that we were safe from all pursuit when
we chose.
\Ve came down again and tested her for drift
for her turn. She drifted little, and with the
help of the pivoted stern cabin she could come
about almost inside her osen length.
The Chief accepted the wonderful performance
of the ship with the greatest calm, for I think
he never had a doubt of her capacity. What concerned him more was the working of the various
instruments he had invented for our use. First
of these was the navigating globe.
This was nothing less than the earth in miniature. For its control the Chief had utilized not
only the magnetic rays of the earth, but also in
sonic extraordinary way the pull of the world as
it revolved on its axis. The ball. which was the
earth in replica, thus was always poised in exactly
the same relation to the ship as the earth itself.
Theglobe swung on an elaborate system of gym bats, and its core was taken up by a series oí
magnets. The whole of this complicated piece of
mechanism was inclosed in a gas -filled chamber,
the top of which was pierced for a lens, through
which the illuminated portion of the globe directly
under was thrown magnified by a camera obscura
on a vertical ground -glass screen. The ground
glass screen was crossed by two hair lines, their intersection giving the position of the ship over the
earth, and the vertical hair her direction. To test
the instrument, the Chief bade me fix my own
course for sonic place recognizable, making my
own reckoning, and he covered the ground -glass
with a cloth.
I fixed on Caracas, and put the chip in that
direction at full speed. On my mettle I took no
chances. I calculated drift and everything that
might throw us out of our course, and when we
arrived over the city and pulled the cloth from the
-
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sank into the basin. Now I shoved over the controls to half speed.
Deprived of her buoyancy, the ship was easier
to handle, and as the men resisted the drive of
the wind, we forged ahead into the cavern, our
propellers lashing the water and our cabin awash.
It was in the nick of time, for even as her rudder passed the jambs of the entrance, the crest
of the hurricane caught the ship and threw her
stern against the fender ropes. But we were iu
side at the cost of strained rudder stays and one
propeller -blade broken, The great doors were
closed against the storm. which was now upon
us with clamorous fury. To restore a measure of
buoyancy to the ship, enough at least to take her
out of the water, was only a question of turning
on our reserve gas. And in a little Ark of the
Covenant-! was snugly secured by her mooring
stays in her own hangar cave.
All this tinte the Chief had not moved from his
position. He had been clinging by his single hand
to a rail. and
turned to him with an apology for
sousing him and his wonderful instruments. But
the only reply 1 received was one of his extremely
rare hand -shakes, and I knew then that I had
somehow pleased hint.
We went together to the living quarters, and
when we had changed I joined him in his laboratory to watch the storm. Fortunately the windows
of the laboratory and of the living -rooms were
sheltered from the force of the wind, and see
caught nothing but the eddies. Outside, the land
lay in half light, but it was possible to see that
the trees and shrubs near us were bent low and
laid flat by the terrific drive of the hurricane.
Sometimes a great tree would give, the earth below it would part and the roots would come up
majestically into the air with a cloud of broken
soil. r\t times one of these uprooted trees would
be lifted bodily and carried through the air like
a feather. Bushes were flung high, and the air was
filled with débris, whizzing along at lightning speed.
I thought of the lines from the "Deluge" of
1

R. L. S.:

To hear, frae the pitmirk on hie,
The brangled collieshangie flee,
The warld, ye'd thocht, 'twixt land an' sea,
Itsel' had coupit,
And for auld amt, the smashed debris
By God was roupit
I

j
!
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EDITOR.
IV
Narrow Escape of the Ark of the Covenant From

Wreck

Two days after our initial voyage we almost
lost the first Ark of the Covenant as a total wreck,
and a little later it seemed likely that both our
ships would be damaged beyond repair.
The second ship still lay in her stocks, waiting
for any improvements that might be suggested by
the performance of her sister ship. \Ve had taken
out Ark of the Covenant-I on continued tests,
and we liad been cruising some hours towards the
early evening, when, without warning. we were
caught by a tropical storm at a considerable distance from our base. For the storm in itself we
needed to care little enough-it would have been
possible to ride over it. But we found ourselves
in the air with only sufficient petrol for the home
run. We liad, ntoreover, no stores aboard to permit any comfort in waiting for the storm to die
down. There was nothing for it but to run.
Behind cis the storm was rising on a following
wind, and it was a question of tinte if we could
be at the cave entrance before the impact caught
us. The ship behaved admirably, rolling little,
keeping her balance, and speeding like a thrown
javelin for home. We dropped into the entrance
basin under a sky black as ink. Over us the
rising wind was moaning, precursor of swift hurricane. If we could not get the ship into the
cave, the chances were that she would first .be bat-

tered against the cliffs, then lifted and thrown
perhaps into the South Atlantic.
Every single man jack ashore was on the guy
ropes and numbers of the crew liad dropped
hardily into the water to help, but the ship swung
stubbornly towards the threatening angle of the
entrance. They had not the weight to pull her
round. and the edge of the hurricane was tearing down on us. From the cabin of the ship I
was trying to direct the operations of the men
both aboard and ashore, but the noise of the wind
made hearing difficult. It cante to me that if we
did not act quickly, tinte for action would be
past-so I sprang for the deflation gear and spun
round the handle. In a second or two -there was
scarcely a foot of gas in the whole ship, and we

Then cante the rain, a grey streaking curtain
of it, thickening in texture till it was almost a
solid mass of water obscuring the view, its base
a teeming mist of shattered drops. Thicker and
more dense it grew, till the roar of it drowned

the voice of the wind.
Suddenly the fall of the water-it could not be
called rain-thinned, and a terrible spectacle came
before our eyes. The water thinned, gathering to
a dense core, and wreathed into a whirling spiral
which spun up and up until widened into an inverted cone of leaden cloud, behind which the
lightning played in livid sheets and splashes. And
the dense column of water moved over the cup
north of our plateau, solemnly, majestically, roaring the tune of its march as it went, with undertones of the crashing thunder. Its trail was a
wide path of smashed and riven trees and flattened shrub. Over the cup of land the column
moved, leaving a sheet of desolate water, until
it passed to the spur of hills of which the plateau
was the point, and was lost to our sight. Its voice
now was muted to a distant murmur, fretted by
jagged mutterings of far-off thunder. The drab
greenish mauve of the sky lightened to a generous
amber.
Of our relief that we had found haven before
such an awful visitation let a second silent handshake between the Master and me bear witness.
Yet our worst danger was still to come, and we
were to find that we liad congratulated each other
too soon.
The river of the northward cup was lost in a
wide sheet of water, and it was apparent that the
outlet gorge was too small for quick drainage.
We sate that the water of our entrance basin was
rising steadily and quickly, which meant that the
level of the waterway within the cavern would be
rising also. This we found to be the case. but
towards nightfall the rise seemed to have found
its maximum. We were cheated into a false sense
of security.

-

Oilier Dangers Impending
The Flooding of
the Cavern
The note of our cavern waterfall gave us first

warning of the danger. In the years of our sojourn under the Plateau of the Scar, the voice
of the fall liad ever been a friendly whisper to
us. We lived with its solacing murmur always
in our ears, and I think we missed it when absent
from the cave.
But in the middle of the night
after the hurricane, we became acutely conscious
that its note was changing-growing louder, gaining a suggestion of menace.
The noise swelled into a threatening roar, and
as I got up front my bed to dress, the whole
cavern was filled with a hoot and rumble which
vibrated enough to shake the teeth from one's
head like pips from a squeezed orange.
It was
plain now why the Indians avoided the Plateau of
the Scar. The noise was terrifying.
Already most of the men were astir, for the
uproar made sleep impossible, and when I got
out of the dormitory into the main cavern and
pushed home the main switch, the arcs lit up a
sight that spelled immediate danger. The column
(Continued on page 846)
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What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course:
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written since r received the big
say that it far exceeded my

still

Since I have been studying with
your school I have been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all tire coal and
ash by proximate analysis.
The lessons are

anticipations.

helping me wonderfully, and the interesting
way in which they are written makes me wait
patiently for each lesson.-)IORLAIS COULENS.
I wish to express nay appreciation of your
prompt reply to my letter and to the recommendation to the General Electric Co.
I intend to start the student engineering course at
the works. This Is somewhat along electrical
lines, but the fart that I had a reeommendalion from a reliable school no doubt had cnnsiderahle Influence in helping me to secure the
job.-H. VAN BENTIII'YSEN.
So far I've been mere than pleased with
your course and am still doing nicely. I hope
to he your honor graduate this year.-J. DL
NORRI S. JR.
I find your course excellent and your instruction, truthfully, the clearest and best assem-

Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come
through their chemical achievements.

bled
one

I

have ever token. and

I've studied.-JAMES

yours Is the
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flfth

Front the time I was having Chemistry It
has never been thus explained to me as It is
now.
I em recommending you highly to my
friends, and urging them to become members

of such an organization.-CHAIILES BENJAMIN.
r shall always recommend your school to my
friends and let them know how simple your lessons are.-t'. J. AMDAHL.
I am moro than pleased. You dig right In
from the start. 1 am going to get somewhere
with this course. I am so glad that 1 found
you.-A. A. CAMERON.
I use your lessens constantly as I find it
more thorough than most text books 1 can
secure.-lt'M. H. TIBBS.
Thanking you for your lessons, which I find

Now Is the Time to

not sally clear and concise, hurt wonderfully
interesting. 1 am-ROBT. H. TRAYLOIR.
I received employment in the Consolidated
Gas. Co.
I appscciate very much the good
service of the srilnul when a recommendation

Study Chemistry

Not only are there boundless npportunitles for amassing
was asked for.-JOS. DECKER.
wealth in Chemistry. but the profession affords congenial
employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands who
merely follow out its present applications. These applications me innumerable. touching Intimately every business and every product in the world. The work or the
theorist rail hardly be called work at all. It Is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of pleasure. The days
In a chemical laboratory are tilled with tin tiling anti deiighUel experimenta lion, with the alluring
prospect of a dtarosery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.
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Investing

(18) A. B. Boswick, New York City,
N'. Y., asks if he should apply for a patent
on a commutatorless direct current motor, a
model of which he has built and which does
give pure D.C.
A. The uni-polar direct current generator which you have designed is not new in
principle nor in construction. The difficulty
with devices of this nature lies in the fact
that they cannot be built on a large scale
to give current of any consequence. We,
therefore, would advise against applying for
a patent upon this suggestion.

(20) F. R. Mealen, Newport, R. I., submits to us photographs, specifications and
prospectus of an electrical time switch, in
which he has been asked to invest. 1-ic
would like to know our opinion of the marketability of such a switch before putting
his money into the device. His other questions are made clear in our answer.
A. There is, of course, a market for
electrical time switches, and quite a numher of them are being used at the present
time. Some are used in store windows, shops
and factories to turn off the light at prearranged times; it may be shortly before
midnight or about 1:30 in the morning. Such
systems are also used on poultry farms in
the winter time, chickens having been found
to lay eggs in greater number when their
daylight period has been lengthened.
In carefully looking over the specifications
of the system you llave outlined, we are of
the opinion that the same possess no material advantages over other time switches,
but are in fact considerably inferior to other
systems we have seen. The time switch submitted by you necessitates the employment
of two clock -mechanisms, each of which is
set to go off at a different time, and itt this
manner the lights are turned on at one hour
and off at another. The mechanism employs a regular snap switch arrangement,
and of course this feature of it is inexpensive. The two clock mechanisms are expensive, and failure on the part of either one
of them will make the device inoperative.
The majority of time switches use but one
clock mechanism, are much smaller than the
system you have outlined, and seem to be
more rugged in construction and perform
the same work.
Grouping all the facts together, we consider investing in a proposition of this nature
to be quite a risk. It may terminate successfully, dependent upon the managers, engineers and finances in back of the work.
On the other hand, it may bring no financial return whatever. Of course, gambling
with these systems is one means of securing money rapidly if they succeed, and invariably if successful they return a fair
value on the investments. A time switch
is not as stupendous a proposition as the
telephone, the wireless, the telegraph, the
Westinghouse air brake or any of those
other standard stocks that are constantly
being quoted by banking organizations.
These appeal to the populace at large. The
device itemized by you appeals to but a few
storekeepers.
In considering an invention practicability is
important but equally essential is the demand
for the device.

Photographs Via Radio
Henry A. Massello, Somerville,
(19)
Mass., sends many drawings for a system
for transmitting photographs via radio, and
asks our advice upon the same.
A. Your suggestions for the transmission
of photographs by radio arc far inferior to
other methods now employed. You mention
that your system is self -synchronizing, and
then you attempt to use an alternator in
your circuit for accomplishing the synchronization. The difficulty with all circuits of
this nature is that alternators at both ends
of the line must produce the same frequency
at identically the same time in order to give
accurate results. Aside from that, your system has not been developed experimentally,
and we are confident it would give extremely
poor results if made just as described. We
certainly would not advise that you apply
for a patent upon this idea.

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write
for our blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION". This should be
signed and witnessed and returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS FREE. Electrical cases a specialty.
Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
sent Free on request. Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms
-

Patent Attorneys
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.,
Philadelphia Offices:San Francisco Offices:

Name

lllrt

Commutatorless D. C. Motor

COPYR.IDGFITS.

1114 Tacoma Bldg.

nlllralll'Iag.'

EDITED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS
ON this page every month we will give our readers the benefit of our experience on
patents and questions pertaining to patent law. Years of our treatment of the subject
of patented, patentable (and many unpatentable) devices has proved satisfactory to
hundreds of thousands of experimenters. The writer, who has handled the Patent Advice
columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE for the past seven years, will
answer questions pertaining to the experimental side of Patents in this publication. If you
have an idea, the solution of which is puzzling you, send it to this department for advice.
Questions should be limited to Electrical, Radio and Chemical subjects. Another of our
publications, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, handles patent advice in other branches. Address
'Experimenter's Patent Service," c/o The Experimenter, 53 Park Place, New York City.

TRADÉ-MARKS
'
AN

Chicago Offices:

I

1r PATENT SERVICE

LEARN
BY DOING

a.

I$,,,111l
i
`

Pittsburgh Offices:
518-519 Liberty Bldg.
514 Empire Bldg.
New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg.
MAiN OFFICES: 930 NINTH, WASHINGTON, D.
Address

1010 Hobart Bldg.

C.

-
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MY PATENT
LAW OFFICES

.

i

r

JUST ACROSS
STREET FROM
U.S. PAT. OFF.
F11

r

Write brtbesó

`

4
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_,

f.

1

,

:

A I "'
'

r

At the left is a view
of my drafting snd
specification offices where
a large staff of experienced
experts arc in my constant
employ. All drawing, and specifications are prepared under my personal supervision.

.

o

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS
Take the Fírst Step Today- óü»°s
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improvement on an old one, you
should communicae with a competent Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of
applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more applications are made
for the same or substantially the same idea (even though the inventors may live in different sections of the
country and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of proof rests upon the last
application filed. Delays of even a few days in filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent.
So lose no time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.

No Charge for Information

on How to Proceed

The books shown here contain valuable information relating to
patent procedure that every inventor should have. And with
them I will also send you my "Record of Invention" form, on
which you can sketch your idea and establish its date before a
witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply
mail the coupon and I will send you the books, and the "Record
of Invention" form, together with detailed information on how to
proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose
a minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely without charge or obligation.

Prompt-Careful
Efficient Service

This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time
and attention to patent and trademark cases. Our offices
are directly across the street from the U. S. Patent Office.
We understand the technicalities of patent law. We know
the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing
an application for a patent covering your idea. Our success
has been built on the strength of careful, efficient. satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located
in every state in the Union.

Clarence Patent
A. Attorney
O'Brien
Registered

Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of the United
States; Court of Appeals, District of Columbia;
Supreme Court, District of Columbia ;
United States Court of Cla ima

Practice confined exclusively to Patents, Trademarks
and Copyrights

Y4RfE

A.O'BR.EÑ

Strict Secrecy Preserved
Write Me In Confidence
All communications, sketches, drawings. etc..

are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel,
fireproof files, which are accessible only to
authorized members of my staff. Feel free to
write me fully and frankly. Your case will
have my personal attention. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references.
But FIRST-clip the coupon and get my
free books. Do THAT right now.

ail, this. Column
1
1
1

1
1
1

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN,
Registered Patent Attorney,

I
I

237F Security Savings & CommercIal Bank Bldg.,

Washington,

D. C.

Please send me your free books, "How to Obtain a Patent,"
and "Invention and Industry," together with your " Record of
Invention" form without any cost or obligation ost my part.

i
I

I

Name
Address

1

I

(Important: Write or Print name clearly)

I
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To Consumers Only
batteryquslity,

guaranteed to you at prices
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rect From Factory. Put the

Dealer's Profit in your own pocket. You actually save much more
than half, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and perform-

ance we give a Written 2 -Year Guarantee. Here is your protection! No need to
taken chance. Our battery is right-and
the price is lowest ever made. Convince
yourself. Read the prices!
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DRAFTTNGÍC.:
actual l4' sent .FREE!
to prove you can learn AT HOME
In your spare time!
I hare made Drafting so simple to learn,

OUTFIT

that any fellow with common schooling can
now master it quickly and easily at home
in spare time! 1 will send you 3 interesting lessons Free to show you that you can
become an Expert Draftsman. At the
same timo I will tell you all about the
wonderful opportunities and big salaries
open to Draftsmen. There's a big demand
for men woo know Drafting from beginning to end, at $76 to $126 a week.
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te.
-everything

Square,
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given

need-
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Train'llob0ád Raise
If you're earning
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a week, go into Drafting. You can learn by my
new job -method in a few

$40

months. Free Job Service
has provided thoasmed. of Jobe
for both Students andGHerer.doaten.
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where
you are to fine tar promotion. and
where salaries are B10.
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into easy
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Today!
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AMERICAN SCHOOL,
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Dept.D769,

Chicago

"m`partrSets.i

at B :G

Get our big FREE
'Catalog.Illustratesand
describes most advanced hook-ups. Newest
standard kits, and latest parts at prices far
below others. Save
money! Write for this
book at once. No
charge. No obligation.
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*lee $28 F. O. B. New York. Free Circulars.
THE GEROLD COMPANY
Dent. E- I. 126 Liberty Street
New York

2650 Miles On One Tube
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not enjoy real distance like our thousands
of customers the tt orld over? We send com
plete understandable instructions for 25c or
Big Booklet Free.

VESCO RADIO CO.
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Short Wave Coil

tunes from 25-110 meters
Wound on Quartzite Glass,
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Line

Famous :10.12

Write us for a Free Catalogue
B -C -L
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RADIO SERVICE CORP.
Fulton Srreet, N. Y. City

The 13ehavior

of Radio Waves
Alexanderson.

Dr. Alexanderson is a recognized
authority in the field of radio, and his
description in the October RADIo
NE\vs of a new and hitherto little understood phenomenon-the behavior
of polarized waves-should be read by
everyone interested in the development
of the world's youngest science.

A new magazine for all interested
in making
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The Balanced Interflex Receiver.

The danger for Number Two was now imminent. She was completed except for her engines.
When
and as yet she was not buoyed with gas.
we went to look after her, we found her, as her
water,
with her
sister had been, half innnersed in
stays holding her down. The stays were cleated
under water and several of the men were about
drowned in unhitching them. \Ve succeeded in
freeing her-only to be faced by another peril.
The roof of her cave came down in the middle
to a sharp ridge, and if site rose higher the danger
was that her back would be broken, or at least
buckled beyond repair, for we had no rolling nulls
to straighten her girders. It was out of the question, again, to pull her out to a higher portion of
the main cave, since the neck of her hangar was
It was Lin Greensleeve who
its lowest point.

/

MODELmAKEE1

A Special Interview with E. F. W.

By General Gustave Ferris
Superpower Broadcasting.
New Ideas In Radio Receivers.
By G. C. B. Rowe

-

Short Wave

TUNER

.i~e_.,_.,_n_,1~_n___e_.,__p.f

tric Cell,

o

Canal

is*,
N

relief.
To save our ships from being crushed against
the roofs of their caves was our next thought.
\Ve found the first ship so deeply awash that she
was straining at her mooring stays.
We slackened
these, so that she rose until her top was almost
scraping 'the ceiling, but the water mounted so
quickly that we found this expedient useless. I
would have taken her clean out of the cavern, but
the height of the entrance was perhaps the lowest
point of all in the great chamber, and with the
high level of the risen water that way of escape
was barred.
All we could do-and a despairing
measure it seemed-was to unmoor her and maneuver her to that point in the cave system where
the ceiling was highest. I shall not dwell on the
strenuousness of our labors, but it may be
imagined.
\Ve brought the first ship, as I have said, to
the point where the cave was highest, and here
we moored her as best we could.

Other Interesting Articles
In the October, 1925 Issue
of Radio clews

-

iceº-bm
Ínfarmanon, sip.
Chief Drafting Engineer

WAVE_\A\\\\V
4.SHORT
the new

of water from the fall was coming down its passage at such force and volume that it was describing alt arc above its normal ledge, shooting clean
past the turbine barrier right to the center of the
cavern lake.
The level of the water in the cavern was creeping up at an alarming speed. and already the
machine shop was flooded, the oil -cave awash, and
most of ottr working floors were under water. I mustered all hands, and we tumbled into launches and
barges, or indeed into anything that would float.
Our first concern was to throw open the big
gates of the cave entrances, lest they should impede the egress of the water, but this gave little

SMASHED!

de Here is a real

(Continued from /cage 842)

e.

Order
Unlined St..

Satn

BOYS!
Earn Money in
Your Spare Time
Through our practical plan you can
quickly earn all the extra money you would
It's
like to have-in your spare time.
Simply sell and deliver The Experi
menter and our other four popular magazines in your neighborhood. We will pay
you liberal commissions and award dandy
prizes.
There are many boys just like you who
are turning their spare time into cash as
members of our Young Men's Sales Association. You can do the same. No experience or investment is necessary.
Take your pencil now and fill in your
name and address on the coupon below.
easy.

saved her.

Lin took a party of men with picks tip to her
observation top, and on her upper deck he set then[
to hewing down the saw -like ridge, which was nothing else than a series of stalactites of varying
depths, depending from the line of some transverse
crack in the ceiling. They hewed off as much as
was humanly possible, and 'just when Lin, as a
last desperate resource, was for putting in one or
two of his favorite shots, the water suddenly
stopped rising.
\\e stood by them and examined the state of
affairs. We found that Number Oné still had a
couple of meters to spare for clearance, and that
the Two, though her fabric was sadly knocked
about by the fall of rock from the ceiling, was
structurally intact. But the rise of the water for
another half a meter would buckle her past redemption.

Clip here

Mail To -day

E. J. FOLEY, Department EF-lo,
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,
53 Park Place, New York City.

I would like to make money and earn
prizes. Please tell me how I can do so and
become a member of your Young Men's
Sales Association.
Aram,

Address
City

Stare
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"Build Your Own"- Special Inducement

i,,

To get you started dealing with us, we offer special prices on these most popular two kits. But
your order will have to be sent by October 31 when our regular catalog prices will again be in effect.

Your chance to get the best kit at a big saving! Take it!

All of our Kits contain complete parts for receiver, including drilled and engraved Bakelite -Dilecto panel, finest, roomy mahogany
wellfinish cabinet, simple new-style blueprint and instructions, everything-nothing more to buy. All parts highest grade-advertised, kits!
get
better
You
cannot
at
these
brands.
Look
and
ourselves.
manufacturers
by
guaranteed
dependable-fully
known, reliable,

Our New Method of Wiring-Perfectly Simple-No Radio Knowledge Needed
No solder-No bare wires-No poor connections-No dissatisfaction.
No tools needed except a commonarsctrewdrriaveerr and common pliers.
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All connections are made by the use of our flexible, insulated eyeletted connecting %%ire in place of bus bar or wire, and solder. And in a
fraction of the time usually required when using the old fashioned way. And when the job is done it is neat and your connections are tight.
lotnbiues principles of Relies. Neutralization, Tuned Radio Frequency, Regeneration (without Mooning), and Push -full ~Willem Smooth-tcurkinR-runilp tuned-non-howlinG-non-syuealtng
Ilion.
postpaid
Superior to most othex
-non-rerndintive. Guaranteed absolutely to give entire satisfaction.
Kit KY 9215
sets REGARDLESS OF
See .chat Doubleday. Pace & Co., through Mr. Arthur II.
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Stations Logged in 2
hours at New York City
All on Loud Speaker
By one of the editors of
"Radio News"
1\'J7,
72 65 N. Y. City
I\ 1;,íF ail 77 N. Y.
WFnit 65I 21 N, Y. City
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15 St. Cloud. Minn.
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Easy to operate.

Receives great distance.
Does not
radiate or cause
squealing In your neighhors' receivers.
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Kits anywhere!
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WE SHIP
IN
24 HOURS
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CATALOG ---36
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You cannot get better
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Filled with big bargains in Kits, Parts and

RADIO SPECIALTY CO..
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FROM THIS AD-ON APPROVAL-NO MONEY IN ADVANCE
OLDEST RADIO ORDER DIRECT
WE PAY
SHIPPED SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION WHEN REQUESTED
MAIL ORDER ,,TRANSPORTATION -24 -HOUR SHIPMENT-SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK
which we do not pay.)
(Foreign customers will please remit with order and include enough for transportation and insurance
FIRM
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BIG
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my eighttube super-heterodyne. On a poor night 1 was

received
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week I constructed
the four-tubeRobertsKntock I ens more than
Out set.
please) by its operation. its
selectivity being better than
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We Give You High-Class Parts

Heterodyn°
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used neither

'Last

lions. while lust "fishing."
!orals. such as Pittsburgh,
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Special Features: Sensitise-Selective-

have

Selectivity Better
than Eight
tube
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long distance, such as DaL
lag, Fort Worth. Auburn.
La.. ITastings, and Kansas
City. In all about 65 sta.
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Clear rrrentlan-Shnple to rnnslruet-Shnplc
to Operate-Dependable-Lew It -my designReceives lung dlstancrs-1. rrat rulumr.

"_

as

as described, although
skrntlrul as to the

EGO at least four
times. On one of these or.
rasions I received it on my
loud
speaker.
Dletogrand
using only two tubes! T

cost than any other circuit
see have ever known.
beet 1 -Tube set for home
Site
construction ever produced.

Floe 7sISsS mahogany finish
drilled and engraved Bakelite -Dilecto panel.
extra goal, non -warping baseboard, Gen -Win

he

was

reseed

Low cost of upkeep.
It offers a better combination
selectivity
of
sensltivit y,
and quatlty for the Grtaf

loss condenser. low lose sockets.

hen

Unusual operation that it
was said to have accamWished.
I no longer have
any doubts. for in the last
eek of ,locust and to date
in September, I have re-

rillY selrrtive.
Cheap to build.

'-o

trrt°rt.

'aerial nor ground.
I m
sure It was a lucky day
when this set came to my
l.. i,. CIIRmd,
nth entlon."
me Second Street, Fulton,
NEW YORK-

"T hare followed the derrlupmen[ of the 1Grbrrts
circuit with results far beyond all expectations. I find

It w
dent

Cl4,

Chi ea go, Roston, etc., 1t
teed not be mentioned, are

Two Tubes.t
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Rwertness of tone.

Ran_oe 1000 Miles on Loud

Brhenertady. IiewYork

Receives Calif.
from N. Y. On

Utmost clearness.
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Special Features

Speaker
We have never
Positively a "hummer!"
tested an uutat at anywhere near our mice
more suitable for long distance broadcast
reception.
Contains a low loss 3 -circuit
tuner,

%%3-

Oreat volume.

low less coupler, Hammarlund low loss varia
Me condenser, 2 Bell Bakelite dials, 2 Rasco
verniers, 2 Percent A. F. transformers,
2 IN, Y. City
Paeent rheostats. 3 Bell Bakelite low In -s
70 .L2 1E. Pittsburgh. Pa.
sockets. Improved single circuit lark, 2 Im(7 e_5 Klein, 111.
e7 30 N. Y. City
proved double circuit jacks, Smilear A battery filament switch. Hideo fixed grid con1PTTN
72 39'N. Y. City
denser and mounting, Patent grid leak. 7
SS
4S ll'Iereland
W.IAX.
Aristocrat moulded binding pmts, binding
53 'Philadelphia, Pa.
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post strip. complete set ' No-Sod-er" conhvare, blueprint and innesting wires. hardware,
S3
71 !Davenport, Iowa
struction sheet. You eon assemble in only
List price for parts.
a
couple of hours.
Our catalog prier, $30.25. Special
53T.St.
This is a dandy! Order
Priers to October 31st, only 526.51.
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Bakelite -Dilecto panel, extra good, non -warping baseboard,
Sickles' Roberts' coils, 2 Ilamrnariond loth- loss variable ~densera, 3 E-L Toon vernier dials, Thor,arson transformer, pair
Modern push-pull transformers, 3 I'acent rheostats. 4 Bell (takelile low loBS soC!seto, Improved single -circuit jarh, Improved
double -circuit jack, Cutler-Ilamnaer inductance switch. Smilear
filament switch. Pacent grid leak, Ililcu ;;rid condenser and
mounting 2 nitro fixed condensers. Am11lex grid -denser, 7
Aristocrat binding' posts, bind üig gust strip, complete set "NoSod-er" connecting wires, hardware, blueprint and instracti..n
sheet. You can assemble in only three hours or sn.
List price, $61.89; our regular catalog price, $43.56_--Speclal
price to October 31, only $43,51,

3 -Tube
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What
You Get-Best Quality
See
Fine
mahogany finish cabinet, drilled
7x24x8
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"Tube for tube, dollar for dollar, result for result. .re
receiver for home construction
s'urk It up against any eeiver
ever described by any radio publication and gamblethat it
comes out winner."
MR. LYNCH ADDS-READ IT!
)hare seen and
"It is the best we have ever seen-and 'eduring
the past
perated almost every type made and used
It has pulled in forty-six stations on a loud
we've years.
speaker with two tubes, using an indoor antenna. Its slgoats have been heard through die air more than a quarter
mile. It is not merely thel best four -tube receiver, but the
best by a very good margin."
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Lynch. Editor of their magazine, 'Radio liroadeast," gar
snout the Radio Broadcast's sensational 4 -Tube Knock -Out
Set developed by Walter Yan It. Roberts:
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Guaranteed
Send today !
AccessoriesSatisfaction
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Lin still was eager to try a small shot or
at the stubborn points of the ridge, but as two
the
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You Have Always Wanted
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SlOS

A Real Understanding
of Science

Now It Is Offered To You
By World -Famous Authorities

That thorough grasp of the amazing knowledge the scien-

tists have brought to light may now be yours. You need
no longer struggle with highly technical volumes nor be
satisfied with superficial "popular" books. For now a
group of the foremost living scientists have produced
a work of complete scientific accuracy yet entirely clear
to the non -technical reader-

c-i1
,d

:
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water seemed to have found its level, and had
not risen for about forty minutes, the Chief and
I decided to risk the chance.
We mustered our men and found all present.
They were sadly drenched and disheveled, but
cheery in spite of chattering teeth and tired limbs.
The excellent Moggs had begun to cook early
breakfast at the shout of "Spell -hot" and by the
time we trooped into the living -rooms he had gallons of hot coffee and mountains of appetizing food
prepared. \Ve were spared further anxiety, for
the water remained at its last level for several
hours, though the waterfall still roared and threw
its column into the middle of the lake.

\\ hen the sun had been up several hours, the
Chief and I took a launch and began to investigate the rise of the water and its ultimate holding
of a maximum level. To take the sudden rise
first. though it was the second point of our investigation, this was due to two things. The waterfall was supplied from that lake on the highest
step above the plateau.
Normally the lake was
filled front underground springs, and at its usual
level fed our waterfall through a submerged outlet. But with the sudden rise of the lake level,
owing to the torrential rain and the cloudburst,
its waters began to pour over its lip into a crack
which led to a second passage running underground
to join up with the normal conduit to the fall.
Second the lake waters found another outlet
over
the side of the hill and into a course,
dry,
which brought them into the cup of usually
land north
of the lower step of the plateau. This, with other
streams pouring into the cup, brought the water
speedily up to a high level, for the little
canyon
of our stream to the Innominata was not capable
of letting the abnormal influx escape at any speed.
Thus the waters of the cup and of our under
ground lake had only two means of egress: through

Everyday
Chemistry

THE LIBRARY OF
MODERN SCIENCES

13y

Under this title Mr. Wailes presents
to the readers of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine many items of interest to everyone. His explanations
and illustrations deal with simple practical chemistry.

Sent FREE for Examination
This new series offers a revelation of the modern sciences,
their development, and their influence on the life of mankind
that is of unprecedented value. The editors of the series arc
Edwin E. Slosson, Ph.D., M. Luckish, M.S., and H. E.
Howe, M.S.-men whose achievements are evidence of their
high standing. The authors of the individual volumes form
a group whose authority can hardly be surpassed.
For the

Other interesting Articles
To Appear in October Issue
of Science & Invention

non -technical

student who wants a substantial, authentic,
easily -grasped presentation of modern sciences, these new
books offer a reading course that is fully satisfying.
,yr
I,:

Chemistry in Modern Life
Director of

rhse;n iuAs.

The Work of a Negro Chemist.
The Radio Constructor-Bose to Build
a Low Powered Amateur Transmitter
By A. P. 1'eck, Assoc. I. lt. E
Model of Electrically Equipped Building
Ankles, Recipes 11 Formulas.
Edited by S. Gernsback
The Oracle-Science Queries Ansa'eaed.
The Radio Oracle-First lid to the Radio Fan.

the Nobel Institute; translated by C. S. Leonard, National Research Fellow. Arrhenius, the master
chemist, describes the romance of chemistry's advance
as a science, its contribution to human progress, and the
possibilities that it suggests for the future.

Foundations of the Universe
3

\

kié
Director, Lighting Research Laboratory, National Lamp
Works of General Electric Co. A clear-cut treatment of
LuYe

physical science which tells in fascinating form how man
has discovered the great primary laws and applied then, to
his own advantage.

it -

The Earth and the Stars'a:
bott of the
Smithsonian Institution. Astronomy,
its development from the earliest times, and its
recent startling triumphs arc presented fully in
a remarkable book.

The Mystery
estery of Mind

Physics and Psychology, Harvard
The marvels of psychology as science has revealed them are
explained in illuminating style.
Curator
the
Smisoian
of The
myriad forms of animal life and man's relation to and dependence upon
them all are disclosed in a book of rare interest.
byilsM. WhiS.
Chi
ofriculture.
Bureau ofA
U.
Deptney, t. ofefAg
volume showing the influence of agriculture on human progress, presenting
a vital subject from a new viewpoint.

University.

Animals of Land and Sea

hnrk,C
Ittt

Soil and Civilization So,

SEE THESE BOOKS
FOR YOURSELF-FREE

The whole splendid series of six volumes will
be sent on approval if you fill out and mail the
coupon attached_ Take ten days to examine
them. Then, if you wish, return them and owe
nothing, or pay the easy monthly installments
shown in the coupon.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO.
8

Warren Street,

New York

EXAMINATION FORM
D.

VAN NOSTRAND CO.,

Warren Street, New York.
THE LIBRARY OF MODERN SCIENCES in six volumes. Within ten
days I may return the set and owe nothing, or
remit $3 as a first payment and $3 monthly
thereafter for five months-$l8 in all.
8

Send me, prepaid,

Name
Address
Occupation

Raymond B. Wailes

the gorge, and through the smaller entrance to our
cavern.
\Vhen the waters reached a certain height, however. they found two extra outlets. One, we discovered. was in the cave itself-a minor cave on
the west side which at its extreme end shelved
down to a deep subterranean chasm. The second
was a break in the lip of the north cup over which
the waters poured into the marsh -land beyond.
We now had learned our lesson, and would
know what to do in the event of another storm
in the future. \\Then the seaters subsided. as they
did in the course of the day, we put Number One
back in her hangar and brought the Two into the
middle of the main cave. Lin Greensleeve had
put a few of his small shots into the ridge of
the ceiling- and with long leads he exploded them,
to his and our entire satisfaction.
One point remains. Our fowls and ducks, which
had the highest cave in the lower series- escaped
with nothing worse than a bad fright. We found
then, huddled at the extreme end of their habitation, and Moggs declared the muster complete
with the exception of one dock- probably more
adventurous than his fellows. svho it was surmised
had been swept away by the torrent out of the
smaller entrance.

CHAPTER V
The Airship
I

Exp. 10-25

We bad repaired the damage caused by wind
water to the Ark of the Covenant-I, and
that inflicted on Number Two by her sousing and
fall
of rock upon her. Into Number One we
the
and
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Radio Headquarters for the Finest and BEST Radio Tools
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HANDITOOL

This is the handiest
set of tools ever made
for Radio Work by

the

emu'=

p

RADIO

RADIO
TOOL SET
famous
Tools.

Bends Bus Bar or
wire strips and
scrapes
bores and ream
Tool
holes, etc.
consists of 4 in.

the

of

makers

wire.

TANiCEL'

It contains

the

following: I Itachet
Screw'drirer. G', In.
3-16; I
long holding all attachments; 1 Blade, 5% x 2 SockBlade. 364 x 64; 1 Blade 2% a t/s; 1 Countersink;
holes
enlarge
to
Reamer
I
et Wrenches for all small nuts;
Wrench. one end 5-16" square
in panel from 54 x 64:
"1

black japanned hand

1

hex., etc.
or Ilex. for jack. other '
PRICE per set-No. 701

The Simplest Practical
Radio Set Made

$

a

'

<

a

ys'1
3 .15..1-`-'0111="
/=,e

.4'

WIREBENDING
TOOL
maklna

era's,

andoffsets

on

-

- $1.00
Radiogem Aerial Outfit - - - - .50
Radiogem and Aerial
Outfit - - - - 1.50

PRICE-No.

1111111111
-

CIRCLE CUTTER

304

$1.00

RADIO
DRILL SET

Composed of 10 straight shank
toist drills. fitting all hand
Tite selecand breast drills.
tion of these drills has been
especially made for Rad o 1'otustrurtnrs and consists of
sizes: I-16, 5-61, 3-32. 7-81. 14, 9-61.
I to following
0-32, 11-r. I, 3-16, 17.01, Drills are mounted on white
Holland Linen with sizes clearly marked.

Especially designed for the Radio
Constructor. Made of the finest
material and equipped with the
highest grade high steel cutting
hits. It does three things at Gee.
It drills its own pilot, cuts out
plug and puts bead or vernal
around the hole In one operation.
Cuts holes % to 4 in. In dlam.

PRICE-No.

SCREW STARTER
and DRIVER

Bolds any screw be its slot
with a firm grip, makes It easy
to place and start screws in difficult places.
Just the tool for the Radio Constructor. All
parts heavily nickeled and polished.

loops.
Rue

device
any Radio Constructer can
wire his set to compare farorably with any factory made set. Easter to use and moro
Made of
Pull directions In box.
accurate than idlers.
heavy steel, blued and finished.
51.00
203
PRICE-No.

Complete aerial outfit fot
the RADIOGEM, consisting
of 100 ft. of standard copper aerial wire and two
special porcelain insulators.
50c.
Price

"LOCK-

.

liar wire,.Withthis

AERIAL OUTFIT

of

' utas4r handle, 5"
long, black Itubheroid flnish with steel chuck, nickel
plated, huffed and with the follmring 9 tools: Saw, brad out. large screwdriver, tile. scratch awl, gimlet. reamer,
titled. small screwdriver. Earls tool of fine steel, drop
surged tempered, hardened. and nicely finished. Set cones
ht Ieathernid boo with tray.
51.85
PRICE-No. 703

52.25

bends,

The simplest radio outfit madeyet as practical as the most expensive. A crystal receiving set that
you can operate and enjoy even
though you know absolutely nothing about radio. You receive the
RADIOGEM unassembled, together
with a clearly written instruction
book, which shows you how to
quickly and easily construct the
set, using only your hands and a
scissors. The outfit comprises all
the necessary wire, contact points,
detector mineral, tube on which to
wind the coil, etc., etc. The instruction book explains simply and
completely the principles of radio
and its graphic illustrations make
the assembling of the RADIOGEM
real fun.

50c

Set consists

iron frame. nickeled mats, ba II
bearing three Jawed chuck holding and centering accurately round shank drills from 0 to 3-18. Length of

par

RADIOGEM

in.

-

-_,A'to

00

The

3

TOOL CHEST

T h e hardwood
handle is hollow
store drills.

drill. 12 Inches.
PRICE-No. 303

wire bending
long two sided

to which is attached

ferrule and

53.00

HAND DRILL

5-+4-

e.

device, with nickeled
reamer.
PRICE-No. 702

LTiVTtiIYtT

PRICE-No.

51.25

305

53.09
Same tool but smaller and

401.

402

not fitted with bead or scroll In
one operation.

PRICE-No.

,.y171J

431'

41.15

52.00

401

'

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
:

1_

-.144100 HAND DRILL
Especially designed for Radio Work by the makers
Tools,
t beautiful balanced.
fn moos '' Wmtkee
powerful drill with
to 1 ratio of gears for speed
cial chuck 9-32" rattacity, to take largest drill,
furnished with drill or tool sets. Length over all.
Weight 1% Ihs.
1

PRICE-No.

302

'-

of the

small,
Spemnstly
9% In.
52.75

Three -in -One Nut Wrench. Consists of handle a'Ith hollow stem 8 Inches in length and three interchangeable
sockets fitting popular alees of nuts. The hexagon sockets
grip the nut aolirdIv.

PRICE per set-No.

301

65e

Side Cutting Nipper, Lap Joint. For cutting all kinds of
Natural steel
Ore
.Lass hardened and nil tempered.
fi.I-h with polished jaws, Length 6 inches.

PRICE-No.

201

a

A perfect tool for Radio Work. Operates either on 110 volt L.C. or D.C. The heat clement Is of Nlrhrome.
which prevents overheating and assures the desired even
temperature. Sino of Iron, 10'4 in. long. A 4 -ft. cord
and Plug Is furnished.
52.00
PRICE-No. 800

75e

Combination Flier. Wire Cutter. Wire Former and Wrench.
Drop forged, slender but exceptionally strong. 6 In. long.

PRICE-No.

75e

202

.lust the pliers
Long Sharp Nose, Side Cutting Pliers.
for the radio constructor. !tends and cuts oil kinds of
Nose 1% inches long. black body'. polished
soft wire.
Jaws.
Length 11% inches.

PRICE-No.

75c

200

Order alt tools by order number. All goods are slipped free of transportation charges to all parts of
the United States and possessions the same day as the order is received,

MONEY REFUND GUARANTEE

If

you are not satisfied money soil! be refunded on returns of goods.

NThe RADIOGEM CORP., 66-E W. Broadway,

New

York/
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The

SUPER -HETERODYNE
USE THIS BLANK TO ORDER
Just clip out this coupon, check the patterns or books
you want

and mail

it to

us

with

full remittance.

The Consrad Co., Inc.
Fulton St., New York, N. Y.

233

I have checked below the patterns
Gentlemen
, the full
and books I desire. Enclosed find $
price. Kindly send me the items checked postpaid.
:

Consrad Patterns-50c each
No.
No.
No.

....No.
No.

No.

.No.

,...No.
No.
No.

....No.
No.
No.
A.
B.
C.

D.

Ilow to Make a Two -Stage Amplifier.
IIow to Make a Reinartz Receiver.
5. How to Make a Reflex Receiver.
6. How to Make a Cockaday Receiver.
7. How to Make a Neutrodyne Receiver.
8. How to Make the Autoplex Receiver.
9. How to Make the S. T. 100 Receiver.
How to Make the Ultradyne Receiver.
11. How to Make a Five Tube Cockaday Re ceiver.
12. How to Make a Portable Receiver.
13. Ilow to Make a Harkness Receiver.
14. How to Make the Original Genuine Super Heterodyne. List $1.00.
15. How to Make a Low Loss Receiver.
16. How to Make a Tropadyne Superadio.
Radio Map of the U. S. on Cloth.
20 Radio Diagrams and Hook-ups. New Edition,
All About Aerials and Their Construction.
Radio Amateurs Practical Design Data.
2.

4.

Radio Books-25c each
No. 1. Tips for the Radio Constructor.
No. 2. How to Make Practical Radio Receivers.
No. 3. Radio Questions Answered
No. 4. Radio Frequency Amplification.
No. 5. Loud Talkers and How to Build Them.
No. 6. How to Tune Your Radio Set.
No. 7. One Hundred Radio Hook-ups. New Edition.
No. 8. All About Radio Parts.
No. 9. History and Operations of Vacuum Tubes.
No. 10. The Neutrodyne and All About It.
No. 11. How Radio is Received.
No. 12. flow to Locate Troubles in Your Radio Set.

\o.

13. Reflex

Radio Receivers.

No. 14. The Super -Heterodyne Theory and Construction.

Special Books
$1.00
....Radio News Amateurs' Handibook
.50
....Radio Log Book
....Wireless Course in 20 Lessons-Leather Binding 2.00

....The
....The
....The

1.00
Radio Instructor
.35
Radio Listeners' Guide & Call Book
$3.50 the year
Radio Review, 35c the copy

This is the big book of instruction and information on the
various standard "supers" in common use today; a complete, up-to-the-minute, impartial 64 -page book covering all
the builder or user of this type of set might want to know.
The Super -Heterodyne is written by a radio authority who
not only has years of trade and practical experience but is
constantly designing modern radio apparatus. It is a handy
useful size, 5% x 7/2 inches, printed clearly, profusely illustrated, easy to read and bound with a handsome two color
cover.

This is the very latest of the complete library of Experimenters
Handbooks on radio, a list of which is printed on this page.
These books are complete practical guides to almost every
important phase of radio transmission and reception.
The famous Consrad patterns are also listed on this
coupon for your convenience. They are radio's finest patterns foi the building of the most successful standard
receivers.
You can get any of these books or patterns at your radio
or news dealer or direct from us by using the coupon
attached to this page.

The CONSRAD COMPANY

Name

distributors

Address
City

Here's the finest, most
complete book of data
and information ever
compiled on the Standard
Super -Heterodyne.

233N3Fulton
Fulton St.
State

to the E. 1.

COMP.INY

1/Sole

New York, N. Y.
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had installed the last of the instruments invented
by the Master for the demonstration of his disNone but he and Thetford were percoveries.
mitted to touch certain of these instruments, for
they embodied a devastating power. Two machines
alone, so far, were to be handled by members of

The Sensational Buy of the Year-Radio Set, Lot, Subscription
A

COUNTERFLEX KIT
HARKNESS
Reflex and Better Than the Average Tube Set

the crew-that controlling the anesthetizing gas,
and another designed to ward off aeroplane attacks.
The night before our first essay, the Master
joined us in the common room and shared our
meal.
Ile spoke to us earnestly of the high em Never
prise on which we were about to embark.
have I seen our frail leader so impressive, nor
from
shine
so
personality
tremendous
ever did his
him.
calm
wont,
in
a
clear,
He spoke, as was his
voice-unemotional, with no attempt at drama.
lie was always the reverse of dramatic, consciously,
and by the very negation made himself the nub
of drama the most poignant and telling. He simply asked the men to be faithful, to use the power
he might have to put in their hands with care for
human life, and never to let themselves stray
for a single moment from the strictest sense of
duty. Finally, he asked them to trust themselves
and him.
"We'll trust you, Chief-all right," some of
them said.
I'nc sure you will, gentlemen," said the Master. "You have shown me that I can trust you
implicitly. You have done well and faithfully in
No men could have
the first phase of your work.
done better. See to it that you finish your course
with equal faith, equal good service. If we serve
our cause and each other with whole -hearted zeal,
we cannot fail."
Twenty-five men were aboard Ark of the Cot'eIranl-I when we set out in the middle day for
We climbed high, out of
the city of New York.
sight, practically, and, with the heaters and coin pressed air at ,cork, made our way in direct line

3

Tube

5

Instruction booklet illustrates and explains assembly and wiring step by step.
SECOND: A FREE Warranty deed for a LOT 20 x 100 at or near Port
Jefferson, Long Island, New York.
THIRD: A year's subscription to THE EXPERIMENTER.
KEWOL RADIO COMPANY,

ALL FOR

29GE Broadway, New York City.
I ienttemen:-I am enclosing check or money order
for $36.00 or ship C. O. D. the genuine HARKNESS
KIT along with the FREE WARRANTY DEED and
Year's Subscription to The Experimenter.

D.

$36.00,x.0.
PRICE OF

Name

THE REGULAR
HARKNESS' LATEST MASTERPIECE

Address

Stu

1

Bsft20",

State

City

Make $100 WeeklyI Will Show You How!

'y-fit General
Tool Case
weight

A practical
75'7 lbs.
sloe for ell uses. Has

1

ir.4tp

k
keys;
I auge
leek,
oc
Order
r er
me
t ray. Mall
a

strong

fifteen hundred meters and breathed
\Ve were over New Jersey after mid-

we dropped to

postman at

time They Got the Gasoline from the New
Jersey Standard Oil Stat lob and Their Excursions Oyer Wall Street

and have a

\\ e lowered our gondola with its crew to a low
height, and front there we dropped our gas -bombs
on the petrol station. The airship then cane down
until she was almost nestling on the tops of the
From the airship we let down tubing, and
steeds.
working in gas -masks we robbed the tank of its
spirit. The whole operation took less than half an
hour.
Thence we proceeded to the business quarter.
We dropped bombs at the ends of a long thoroughAgain the ship was
fare, and one in the center.
brought close to the earth, this time so that she
The gondola rested on the
lay along the street.
car lines. To break into the food stores was an
easy task, requiring no more than a stout jimmy.
and our men began to hand out the stores as Devon
ridge and I selected then[. This occupied an hour,
and we came away after leaving money roughly
calculated to pay for the goods.
it was now close on three. \Ve mounted high
and crossed t'he river until we lay over \Vall Street.
The gondola was lowered front a great height, and
telephone communication from it gave us our
direction. \Ve strewed bombs all about the district-twelve altogether-so that the gas clouds
wreathed the streets visibly to us. though invisible
to anyone on the ground. \Ve then came down.
as indeed the Finn. Nicoski saw, close to the roof
of the National Metallurgical.
Tito parties of seven men, each squad with a
flame -cutter of the Chief's invention, attacked the
banks, Each party also had a stout little trundle
cart. rubber -tired. to collect the gold. One group
tackled the National Metallurgical and the Guar
ante. while the other attended to the Dyers' and
the. Trade. The first party had finished loading
the gold from its two hanks into the gondola, and
had begun operations on the Suhtreasury, before
the other party liad completed its work on the
Dyers' and the Trade. \Vheti the second haul of
gold and securities had been stowed, the parties
combined forces on the Treasury. We appeared
to waste no time, but owing, I suppose, to inexperience. an hour and twenty minutes liad passed
before our last haul was aboard the ship.
Meantime. according to prearranged plans, envelopes addressed in disguised hands were read,y
for the securities. and the little lead boxes of
radium all prepared. It was ucy task to drop these
into the box at the Post Office.
I walked out of tite gassed area by back streets,
and was fortunate enough to escape observation.
for when I came round by the park above the Post
Office. I saw a thickish crowd further down Broadway, a.cparently trying to find out what was happening at the lower end. Street cars stood one
behind the other in a procession, for the Chief
liad thrown a ray over the area to upset all electric circuits to avoid accirients from the traffic.
The vicinity of the Post Office, however. vas bare
of people, and I dropped my packages into the box
unnoticed.
I returned by the same roundabout route, only
stopping to put my gas -mask on when I knew I
was approaching the danger area. The only person I saw previous to that was a policeman, who
My
was innocently rapping and trying doors.
heart went a little faster as I passed him, but my
garb was not unlike that of an officer of the
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Big Typewriter Bargain!
Own your own Underwood h.__
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o

pat Writing you

course

necessary-we teach you every detail without charge!
success with 8,100 men proves the merit of our te-chjng.

3,100 Men Are Doing It!

[hark n organization today consists of 3,100 men. In territory not now covered the right man fa wanted. 0100 weekly
in spare time is not unusual- Many Ozarka men are making
tar more -some have been with us for three years.
The

tI,t.,._res
.:
-aind its,yours, Zir
Donft buy n typewriter ens

Sell Radio In
Spare Time! in

12 Selling Lessons FREE!

OWN a Typewriter
$

the public wants,

The Ozarka plan of selling radio is entirely differ
ent. Most practical-easier to explain. Sales are
made quicker and easier. Knowledge of radio not

.8

51 Why take/cis whenour
rebuilt plan brings this ace of all
writing machines at a big saving
and on easy monthly terms!

permanent, profitable

-

R14-51ó W Is.
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.$10.80 Qom+-_

Model

a

business of your own. Give it
all your time when you've
proven the big opportunities
it holds for you. Sell what

Demonstrate the Ozarka
your own home or in your
prospect's home.Salesexperi I1 encenotnecessary-weteach
you! Ozarka instruments
$,
priced right. with sales helps,
J. Matheson Bell
national and local advertisPres., Ozarka Inc.
ing, make your selling easy.

tools.

Dept.sh

Size 12x8x20", weight
17 lbs. A handy caso for
all mechanics.
lies 5
drawers, large lock, 2
keys.
Mail Order Pice
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Mechanic's
Tool Case

$12.00 Value

I

,(el

we pay postage,
your

ings. Lay the foundation

for

P

Send far free catalog showing additional numbers
of tool eases.
West of Rockies add 10 per cent

MECHANIC'S CASE CO

,

P'

CASES are made of wood, covered with
olive green metal, with biassed hardware.
very attractive and well made, highest qualitythrougltout. These cases must be seen to be
appreciated and no matter what your occupation is, you need one. Order today, pay your

do it in your
you
j sparecantime-even-

-

-

-w

$6.00 Value ....54.95

for our destination. Our journey was uneventful.
and only the steady creep of the map on the navigating globe marked our progress. \Vith the dark
fresh air.
night.
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FREE Book Tells How-

Write me personally-tell me abort yourself, and I'll see
that my 64 page book, Ozarka Plan No. 100, is sent you without cost. Please mention the name of your county. To he
sere of my personal attention, attach coupon below, to
y"ur letter,
J. Matheson Dell, Pres.

aZArtK
120 Austin Avenue
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I am greatly interested in the FREE BOOK "The
Ozarks Plan" whereby 1 can sell your radio instrumente
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Address
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Course for men of ambltlnn and limited t I in e .
Over Nan men era teed
Condensed course In Theoretical and Practical Electrical

Electrical
Engineering
Mathematics

including

the close-

ly related

and
Meebanleal Drawing
taught by experts.
Students construct motors, install
wiring, test electrical machinery. Course complete

subjects

of

in One Year

Prepare for your profession in the most
interesting city in the world.
Established in 1893. Free catalog.
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
280 Takema Ave., Washington, D. C.
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old reliable Pathfinder, the
wonderful national weekly home
magazine that 3 million people read. You
can try t is unbiased digest of domestic and world affairs for a trifle. The Pathfinder Is In a glass by itself-nothing else to equal it:
time -tested. wholesome. Chuck full of the choicest reading -the
cream of everything. Science, politics, Naval. fun. question horhealth, radio etc.: re nl stories, pictures-trntruction, entertainment
for all. Send ISe (coin oretemps) for thhhtgpnper on trial 13 weeks,
or $Ifor lull yea, (52 issues). Pathfinder. Washington, D. C.
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The New Radio Stamp

Here is the DX Radio Stamp Album just like the ones we owned in our
youth, in which were placed the rare stamps of the countries of the world.
Some were hard to get some couldn't be purchased for love or money:
but the fun of the hobby was the seeking of rare stamps and the eventual
possession. So it will be with the DX Radio Stamp Album. There will
probably be some stamps you will never be able to own but there will be

many you will be proud to have and be able to show to other radio enthusiasts. It's an interesting game. Below the \Ibunt is shown the "Proof
of Reception Cards" of which a generous supply is furnished with each
Album. A dine placed in the hole in the card and sent to the station you
heard brings back a stamp for your Album.
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FREE

This beautiful EKKO Stamp Album, illustrated above, will be
given away absolutely free with a subscription to any one of our
four magazines: "Radio News," "Science and Invention," "The
Experimenter," "Motor Camper and Tourist."
Don't pass up the opportunity to get this valuable premium.
With this album, you can keep through the means of beautiful
engraved stamps, a certified record of every broadcast station
you have heard on your radio set. Your friends will enjoy
seeing it.
The album consists of 96 pages, size
extra heavy stiff cover.

9 x 12

and is bound in

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INc.,

53

With the Album is furnished a large Crams comprehensive
radio map of the United States and Canada a supply of "Proof
of Reception Cards" and also some stickers. The Album contains a list of broadcast stations of the United States and Canada
with wave -lengths and columns for recording dial setting, a
table of stations arranged according to wave -lengths and a section for log records.
We have acquired 1,000 of these Albums especially for our
subscribers. The coupon on this page filled out and 'mailed to
us with $2.50 will entitle you to a twelve months' subscription
to any one of our four magazines and one of these EKKO
Stamp Albums free.
;

Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: I have decided to take advantage of your special offer. I am enclosing $2.50 for 1 y'ear's subscription to ( ) "Radio News,"
( ) "Science and Invention," ( ) "The Experimenter," ( ) "MotorCamper and Tourist" and one EKKO Stamp Album which you will send
me free.
(Mark to which magazine you wish to subscribe)

NAME
CITY

ADDRESS

.... STATE
.DON'T FAIL TO USE THIS COUPON.
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American air police, and he saluted me, wishing
Ile could not have known that
me good -night.
just round the corner of the street was a stopped
motor-truck, over the dashboard of which two men

sprawled unconscious.
Altogether, it was a scary business, and I determined in my own mind that on the next raid
there would be no going out of the affected area.
It was ton risky, for 1 could not imagine what
I should have done if the police had completely
surrounded the district.
I entered the gondola and was pulled up with
the rest of the gang-as I might dub our League
arrival above Wall
-and within two hours of our
Street I was steering the ship high above New
York as she made out to sea.
All next day we lay poised over the Atlantic
Toat a great height, and we slept in watches.
wards night we began to cruise about. for we had
us
gave
which
banks
the
picked up papers from
information of the Parnossic. \Ve saw the oil course
her
tanker, Westbury, early, and marked

skipper's excellent aviation spirit.
These raids
to the

accomplished, we circled

wide out

Atlantic, and were snugged down in the

cavern by dusk.

The Result of the Raids in New York and London. The Work In the house of Commons
The news we had of the effect of our raids was
meagre, for we picked up very little through our
wireless, but that we had created a deep impression we felt sure.
A fortnight after the New York raid we descended on Louisville, and there, besides making
off with gold and foodstuffs and petrol, we robbed
the newspaper files in one of the banks, a point
that has escaped notice. From these journals we
gained an idea of the turmoil and consternation
our raids had caused.
Among other things we noticed was the fact that
the business chaos we intended to bring about by
taking the securities had been lessened by their
speedy return to the proper quarters, and since
the idea was to disturb business as much as possible. as a preliminary to our further plans, we
decided that there should be no such mistake made
in future raids. It was only because this point
had not yet occurred to us that we held to our
first procedure in dealing with the Louisville bonds.
We had not, of course, then read the newspapers.
The gold which we had collected up to this time,
we melted and recast into ingots of our own design. The gold was of no value to us in view of
certain powers within the hand of our leader.
Our next raids were to test the staying powers
of the Ark of the Covenant to the full. \Ve knew
from chance messages picked up that the air police
of America were active in their lookout, but of
the disposition in England and Europe we knew

nothing.
The long flight to London

was

made

(To be cordinued)
(Copyright by Harper Bros., New York.)
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is no longer necessary to buy a "pig in a poke" when you
select radio tubes. The MUSSELMAN Certified Tube, with
characteristic curve slip inclosed, has put Labe buying on a new
plane. This tube carries with it a complete pedigree of the five
vital tests which every tube should take before being handed
you over your dealer's Counter.

IT

as the day

Tested-certified

-

-curve
tached

slip at-

a r. d
sealed at the fac-

N

tory-the M US
SELMANtube

RTIÜBE

C

y our
reaches
hands as perfect

/>t.rlt
ni taoor

co.w

made.

not

If

do

it was
it does

more

than a tt y tube
you ever used,
dealer is author

return

ized to
your money.

MUSSELMAN Certified Tubes Cost a little more than ordinary tubes.
They are worth much more, because they are absolutely uniform and of
quality-the highest grade tubes in America today. Secure a supply
for your set today from your dealer. Price each $3.00.

one

Jobbers: Write for terms.

Dealers: Telephone your jobber

J. MUSSELMAN

A.

THE VAN HORNE CO., 651 Machinery Hall,
CHICAGO

MUSSEPtIr

tolo

without

mishap. and here, in the Bank of England and
elsewhere, we created as much trouble for busiTo drop bombs all
ness quarters as we could.
about the Houses of Parliament and nestle on the
we
thing
have ever done.
terrace was the easiest
for the district round about was little frequented
at the moment. \Ve did not even have to take
any precautions against traffic running amok.
This raid was a demonstration of power, pure
and simple, and our leaving of tite radium beside
the mace was definitely done so that it should be
quite realized that it was we who had put the
Commons to sleep.
My helper in this exploit was Lord Devonridge.
and as he had been told of the idea beforehand
It was he who blackened the
he was prepared.
faces of the members of the Front Bench-in revenge, he said, for the heavy taxation of his class
which had driven him from the country, and as
a reprisal for the docking of the privileges of the
Lords.
When I turned to find him thus busy with his
prepared cork, my first feeling was one of surprised annoyance, but there was something so
ludicrously unexpected in the business-like sangfroid with which he set about the task that con
tinued anger was impossible.

--_I

"THE TUBE WITH A PEDIGREE"

for further use.

We saw the Parnassic long before we attac*ed
Indeed, we followed her easily for an hour
her.
before we shot ahead to lower the red riding lamp
which stopped her. \Ve had dropped our gas in
readiness in her path, and when she hove to we
maneuvered it about her. \Ve then swooped down
Our
alongside and laid the gondola close by.
piracy occupied forty minutes.
It was pitiful to see the ship so helpless, and
the sight affected the mariners among us very
strangely, but there was no ice in the sea near
by, or the Chief certainly would have taken measures to restore some of the ship's company to consciousness before leaving.
\Ve now sped after the Iestbury. The only
thing remarkable about this raid was the extraordinary truculence-by wireless phone-of her
He scented to bear little love
Yankee skipper.
for the navy of his country, and one would have
thought that a warning to heave to was the bigBut that
gest insult he had ever had in his life.
rasping voice was soon stilled by our gas and
we had little difficulty in helping ourselves to the

F

11

°.

WANTED

Good
manufacture Metal Toys and Novelties.
chance to start your own well -paying business producing
such big sellers as Toys, Novelties, Ash Trays, Book -blocks,
Souvenirs, Advertising Specialties, Paper Weights, etc. We
furnish fornis with complete outrit for speedy production.
Absolutely no experience or tools necessary; no special
place needed. Small investment puts you on road to success. Demand exceeds supply and we assist and co-operate

Men

to

with our manufacturers in selling their products. We put
you in touch with the buyers and assure an outlet for your
goods. Strictly a business proposition and thorough investígation invited. A splendid opportunity for an enormous
and profitable business for ambitious men. No others need
apply. Catalog and information mailed on request.

Metal Cast Products Co., 1696 Boston Road, New York
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the detector plate current flows, with a socalled by-pass condenser of about .002 mfd.
which allows the high frequency current to
pass almost unhindered. But, and this is

í1ñ

tin

'Npp,

,
'

What next for you in
practical electricity?
TIay-raisi
elical
specially
h

beenris

preparedng

forectr

ambitiouslibrary elecas-

trical men who wish to go ahead into the bigger,

better and more advanced jobs in the electrical
field. The books have been written by Terrell
Croft, foremost writer on practical electricity in
this country, and are packed with the kind of
practical, step-by-step, helpful information and
question -answering diagrams and illustrations
that have made all the other Croft books so
famous.

JUST OUT!
new electrical library for
ambitious electrical men

A

-

AMERICAN
ELECTRICIANS'
LIBRARY

-

Six volumes-aver 2,000 pages-fully illustrated
special, durable library binding
52.00 is
fen days and $2.00 monthly for seven months
The six volumes of this new library bring you
step-by-step directions for the installation of
every type of conduit wiring job; they tell you
just how to handle every kind of lighting circuit
and switch job; they give you stunts for saving
time on maintenance routine: they give you
usable tips on electrical machinery erection; they
offer you practical, clear explanations of all
kinds of A.C. armature winding jobs; they
bring you a thousand armature winding and
electrical machinery and control diagrams, they
show you the surest. quickest methods of locat
ing and remedying circuit troubles.

Free examination-no
money down-only
7c a day
Let us send you this new fact -packed, pay raising set for your free examination. You send
no money. We stand all the expense. The six
books will bring you information that is needed
in the bigger and better electrical jobs-information that you can obtain nowhere else in the
same clear and complete form.
Mail your
coupon now-you'll be glad you did when the
hooks arrive.
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., INC.,

370 Seventh

Avenue.

New York.

Gentlemen:-Please send me the Croft American
Electricians' Library (shipping charges prepaid). for 10
days- free examination.
If .satisfactory, I will send
$2.00 In ten stays and $2.00 ner month until $15.00 has
been paid.
If not wanted. I will write you for return
shipping instructions. (write plainly and fill in all

lines. y
Name

Address

Position
Company

hn.

Sound and .Audio Frequency
,Amplification
(Contiued from page 840)
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generally disregarded, this by-pass condenser
also allows a considerable part of the higher
audio frequencies to pass around the primary
of the transformer, and these frequencies
would suffer in the amplifying process, if
the step-up of the transformer after the detector were uniform over all frequencies, because at these frequencies less current is
available, part of the high frequencies flowing over the condenser. The choice of the
particular transformer in this place was
then made, because as far as the author is
aware, it is the only one available which
gives a step-up curve that can compensate
for this loss of high frequencies due to the
effect of the by-pass condenser.
In Fig. 5 an endeavor is [blade to explain
the reason for the excellent performance of
this particular transformer, when used after
the detector. Curve A gives the actual stepup curve of the transformer, and it shows
that the step-up increases with frequency.
Curve B pictures the effect of the by-pass
condenser, which, as is seen, decreases the
current available in the primary for amplification at high frequencies, while curve C
shows how curves A and B more or less
compensate each other, as this same curve C
is an approximation to the amplification actually obtained by the use of this transformer used after the detecting tube.
(This is the second of three articles on
sound and amplification of which the third
one will appear in the nest issue, dealing
with resistance and choke coil ántplificrs.E d. )

Remote Control

(Continued from page

816)-e-e!

The resistance (R1) is one of the big
secrets of this method of using remote control. It should have a value of about 15
to 25 ohms and its purpose is to allow enough
current to pass through the circuit when
(S) is closed and (K) is opened to operate
the relay (R), but not to operate the sounder
in instrument (X). Therefore, you cannot
possibly apply the plate voltage to the tube
until after the filament is lighted. This is
a distinct advantage, particularly with highpowered tubes or rather tubes of over 5
watts capacity. Even with the latter, this
precaution should always be observed, as it
will materially lengthen the life of the tube.
The action of this system is as follows:
\Vlien (S) is closed, the signal lamp (L)
informs the operator that he can start working. At the same time current from battery
(B) actuates relay (R) through the resistance (R1) and lights the filament of the
tube. Now when key (K) is depressed,
relay (R) still remains closed, but the magnets of the sounder in (X) are actuated and
the key (K1) is closed. This of course
completes the circuit through the primary of
the plate transformer and actuates the entire
transmitter. When the operator is through
working, the signal lamp (L) serves to remind him that the current is still on inasmuch as it remains lit until switch (S) is
opened.
If you observe the various precautions
mentioned throughout the above paragraphs,
you should have no trouble in making your
remote control apparatus work efficiently.
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RADIO MAILING
LISTS
Radio Dealers, per itt
$7.50
Radio Dealers in Mexico, per list
10.00
Radio Jobbers, per list.
20.00
Radio Mfrs., per list
15.00
Radio Mfrs., complete sets
5.00
Radio Battery Mfrs.
2.50
125 Radio Cabinet Mis.
2.50
25,000 Radio Amateurs, per M.
7.50
325 Phonograph and Music Radio Dealers
5.00
Guaranteed 98% correct.
Ask for General Price
List showing 4,000 other lists.
18,119
970
2,324
1,808
597
128

A. F. Williams, Mgr
Adams St.

166 W.

Chicago

Chemical Tricks.
for. Boys° »

Surprise and puzzle your friends with magic ehemlcal tricks:
make your own Ink, dye Cloth, test water. write
baton
with your own Invisible Ink: pour blue, brownsecret
and black

liquid (rem

a class of seater.
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You can do these and inure

wonderful feats of chemical magic if you
have Chemeraft Junior-the pocket chemical outfit. Get one nine. If you order at
sum, we will include FttIO- The tiny'.
Handbook of Chemistry. 150 pages of experiments, chemical Information, money
making suggestions and catalog of sup idles

BOTH

PORTER

CHEMICAL CO.

EMCRAFT

UNIOR

MrMICAL OUTFIT

157 Washington
Street
Hagerstown, Md.
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ryIXSWERS
Electricians' Examinations
blagrams,
symbol., tables.
notes and formulas for preparation for license. New book
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Read Pub.Co., 206 Broadway, N.Y.C.
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS

You can place your ad in these columns for 6 cents a word
reaching a great group of readers covered by no other magazine
and which you can reach in no other way.

As a reader of The EXPERIMENTER it will pay you to read
these ads. Each issue contains offerings made by reliable arms
who are desirous of your patronage.

Ad -Lets for December should reach us not later than October 20th.

The circulation of The EXPERIMENTER is 100,000 copies
GER MOTT PUBLISHING CO., INC.

53

Agents Wanted

Miscellaneous

Agents-Write for free samples. Sell Itladison
"Better -Made" shirts for large manufacturer direct
to

wearer.

No

capital

or experience required.
Madison

Many earn $100 weekly and bonus.
Mfrs., 511 Broadway, New York.

Big Money-fast sales; everyone buys gold
initials for their auto; sell $1.50, profit $1.44. Ten
daily easy.
Samples, information free.
World Monogram Company, Dept. 34, Newark,

orders

N. J.

Rummage Sales !Hake $50 daily. Offer wonderful values. \Ve start you.
"Wholesale Distributor," Dept. 193, 609 Division St., Chicago.

Mirrors Re -silvered at Home-Costs

per square

profits,

foot; you charge

plating

autoparts,

75 cents.

reflectors,

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY

less

5

cents

Immense
tableware.

Printing Outfits and Supplies

Beautiful Registered Bull Pups Cheap.

dogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Bull-

Beverages Our Specialty. Formulas, everything.
Syrups, extracts, flavors, etc. Other processes.
Free information. The Formula Co., Dept. E, 122
West Howe St., Seattle, Wash.

Pearls and Slugs-Pearl hunters should send
their pearls and slugs by registered mail or express to Herbert H. Vertrees, pearl buyer, Pittsfield,

Ill.

Radio

Build

a
long distance single -tube set for less
than six dollars, with Mimax coil.
Coil, circuit
particulars post paid $1.00.
Address Specialty
Sales Co., Greeley St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Refinishing metalware. etc.
stoves.
Outfits furnished. Write for information.
Sprinkle, Plater
87, Marion, Indiana.

Inkless Pen-20th Century \Vender. \\'rites with
cold water.
Full directions for manufacture and
use. mailed for 25c (silver).
H. D. Staats Sales
Bureau, La Crosse, \Vis.

Aviation

Genuine Leather Bill Fold nicely furnished. Has
seven different compartments.
$1.00 postpaid.
Harry Rotstein. 3423 Ward St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Learn Aviation l-\We have great opportunities
for you.
Send 25c for large illustrated catalog.
Varney Aircraft Co., Peoria, Ill.

Business Opportunities
Free Book. Start little Mail Order Business.
Pier, 996 Cortland Street, N. Y.

Formulas, trade secrets, manufacturing processes, polishing cloth, $1.00. All the arts, home industries.
George G. Mackenzie. Chemical Cosmetic Specialist, Capital Building, Chicago.
25c

at Home-Dr. T. O'Conor
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority,
will teach you. Our home study correspondence
course is a real short cut. You can learn in half
the usual tinte. Gives you the same education as
you would get at a college or university. See our
ad out page 843 of this issue for special 30 -day
otter. Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W.
Broadway, New York City.

istry." the

!

10

John St., Torrington, Conn.

Lightning Electrolyte.

Charges storage batterinstantly. Make it yourself. Guarantee formula, $5.00.
Write for free circulars. Murphy,
Chemist, Tujunga, Calif., Box C.

Chemistry

Experimenters!

brings sample and circulars of our line.

McLaughlin,

J.
ies

Learn Chemistry

-Subscribe to "Popular Chem-

100% chemistry magazine.
Three
months. 25c (no stamps). Wright Press, (Dept.
B), Caldwell, New Jersey.

Educational

Headstanding, by Henry Mitchell Weatherby.
25c.
Grabit Company, Ocean City,

Motors $2.98; Good, Practical, twentieth horsepower, 115 volt alternating-direct current. Tenth
horsepower $3.98. Order now. Pay postman. Perry
Trading Company, Dept. E10, 815 Lake, Racine,

\V i s.

For Sale
For Sale-Radio parts at wholesale, and good

telephone parts
390, Danville, Ill.
used

cheap, all guaranteed.

Box

Help Wanted
Be a Detective-Work home or travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner,
former Government Detective,
1968

Broadway, N. Y.

Men Wanted everywhere to start a business of
their own. Brains and energy the only capital
required. Full particulars and working plans, by
mail. 50c (silver).
II. D. Staats Sales Bureau,
La Crosse, Wis.

Bargains used Radio Magazine Subscriptions.
Spencerman Agencies, West Los Angeles, Calif.
Radio Bargains: Brunelli-Jones 5 tube tuned radio
frequency receiver without accessories, $39.00; complete with accessories including phones, tubes, B
batteries, storage battery and aerial equipment,
$76.00. All types Cunningham tubes, $2.25 each.
Echotron tubes, equal to any 201A on market, $1.95.
Timmons B'Lintinator complete, $21.00; extra tubes
for same, $3.50. Jefferson radio tube rejuvenator,
$6.25. France Super Charger, for charging A and
B batteries, $18.00. Timmons loud speaker, adjustable cabinet type, $28.00; plain type, $14.00.
Brandes Matched -Tone head sets, $4.00. Prices out
other radio equipment furnished on request. Amateur Radio Suply Company, 340 E. Tamarack St.,
Ironwood, Michigan.

Guaranteed Electric Soldering Iron, $1.19, postpaid.
Robert E. Bedford, 104 lloosac St.,
Johnstown, N. Y.

Want good second hand radio cheap.

ticulars. price delivered.
Greenville, S. C.

Spot cash.

Sent! par-

Schroder,

Old Money Wanted
to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or
Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be very
valuable. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. Get posted.
We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14 Street,
LeRoy, N. Y.

Spencertoga Agencies, \Vest Los Angeles, Calif.

Electric Motors

Amrad "S" Tubes. Type 4000.1 ; 8.00 each.
Immediate shipment.
Dealers supplied.
George

\'oigt Radio Supply Co., Dept. E., Maspeth, N. Y.

the athlete,
N. J.

$2

Bargain List-Radio, Electrical, Inventions, etc.,
used magazines, monthly payment subscriptions.
Spencerman Agencies. \Vest Los Angeles, Calif.
Prices slashed Radio Magazine Subscriptions.

Print your own cards, stationery, circulars,
paper, etc. Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses
$12, $35; Rotary, $150.
Print for others, big
profit. All easy, rules sent. Write for catalog
presses, type, paper, etc. Press Company, A-14,
Meriden, Conn.

Patent Attorneys
Patents-Send for form, "Evidence of Concep
tion" to be signed and witnessed. Form. fee sched-

ule, information free. Lancaster & Allwine, Reg
istered Patent Attorneys in United States and
Canada, 288 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patents-Trademarks.
Write for free Guide
Books and "Record of Invention Blank" before
disclosing inventions.
Send model or sketch of
your invention for our Examination and Instructions Free. Electrical cases a specialty. Terms
reasonable. Victor J. Evans & Co., 913 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered. A
comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for
the protection and development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
Booklet of information and form for disclosing idea
free on request. Richard B. Owen, 5 Owen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C., or 41-H Park Row, New York.

Inventors who derive largest profits know and
applying
for patents. Our book Patent -Sense, gives those
facts; free. Write Lacey & Lacey, 683 F St.,
Washington. D. C. Established 1869.
heed certain simple but vital facts before

Salesmen Wanted
A Salesman Wanted in every town or city within 25 miles of a broadcasting station to sell Radio gem, the complete radio receiving set that retails
for $2.50. With Radiogem there is nothing else
to buy-the outfit includes the Radiogem receiving apparatus, 1,000 -ohm phone, and aerial outfit.
The cheapest radio outfit on the market-yet as
practical as the most expensive. Big money to
the right men.
Send $2.00 for sample outfit.
The Radiogem Corp., 66-R West Broadway,
New York City.

Make $100 weekly in spare time. Sell what the
public wants-long .distance radio receiving sets.
Two sales weekly pays $100 profit. No big investment, no canvassing.
Sharpe of Colorado made
in one month.
Representatives wanted at
once.
This plan is sweeping the country-write
to -day before your county is gone. Ozarka, Inc.,
124 West Austin Ave.. T, Chicago.
$955

Wonder fluid charges batteries instantly. Chance
to make fortune selling to garages and dealers. Gallon free to agents. F & M Sales Co., 2069 Eastern
Ave., Cincinnati.

Stories, Manuscripts Wanted
Stories, poems, descriptive articles, plays, etc.,
are wanted for publication. Submit Mss or write
Literary Bureau, 550, Hannibal, Mo.

Stamps and Coins
Attention Boys. 102 Stamps 4c. To applicants
for our 50% approvals. Bok Stamp Co., 642 Meredith St., Dayton, Ohio.
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.2 Digest of the latest
Radio Hookups
i

Don't miss the October number,
which contains many important
features
The Newest Thing in Radio Literature
A complete 100 page illustrated magazine
containing hookups and constructional Radio
articles, gleaned from the entire radio press
the world os er.

.
.

Large magazine size 9 x 12 inches, printed
on fine paper and profusely illustrated.

IN E\ ERY ISSUE A 16 PAGE SUPPLEMENT OF ONE INSTALLMENT OF
S. GERNSBACK'S
RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA

This real Encyclopedia of Radio explains

every word used in Radio, by means of photographs, drawings, charts or tables. (Some
sample pages are shown in this advertisement). This supplement is arranged in
loose-leaf form.
35c the copy on all Newsstands
and Radio Stores

Subscription price $3.50 for 12 issues.
Published by

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.
,
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yours .er ends

L GUIDES
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL
VOLUME

3500

$1 A
$1 A MONTH

PAGES

4700 PICTURES

you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. locks are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism-Induction -Experiments-Dynamos-Electric Machinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature \Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Elect-ical Instrument Testing-Practical :Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring

-

--

Sign Flashers

Storage Batteries

-

--

--

Principles of Alternating

Transformers
alternating Curren: Motors
Circuit Breakers
Conver.ers-Rectif,ers-Alternanng Current Sy stems
Measuring Instruments-Swi:chboar Is-\Viring-Power Stations-Installing
manr
-Telephone-Tele,traph- Wit eless-Bells-Lighting- Rail ways. Also Index
Modern I'ractical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference

Curren's and Alternators

of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE
cent to pay until you :ee the books. No obligation to buy unless
Send Coupon now-to.lay--and get this great help
are satisfied.
see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

Not

a

VOLUMES

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawking; Gnides tell von al: you need to know
about Electricity. Every itnportant electrical subject covered so

Diagrams

IN TEN

THEO. `AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City
Please submit tne for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship a:
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you SI within seven days and to further mail
you SI each month until paid.
Name
Occupation
Employed by

H tme Address

you

library and

Reference
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RuseYourBigger and
Bétter Self toAction!
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Will Fascínate You, Will Thrill
You, Will REWARD You!

WHY LEAD AN INFERIOR EXISTENCE1 No need to drag through life with littleornothingof
this world's goods in return for your hard, earnest labor ! The chances are 100 to 1 you've got the
right stuff in you! You've simply got to apply it in the right direction. like successful folks do.
EVERY HONEST, SINCERE, WORTHY, AMBITIOUS FELLOW is entitled to an even break in
life. Others are getting theirs! Why not YOU? Right now is the time to solemnly promise yourself to get rid of the jinx that's chasing you through life!

Remember, there is
no substitute for per-

sonal training in great

Hundreds of Coyne -Trained Men Earn $60 to $200 a Week

shops, on COMPLETE

have started thousands of men, young and old, on the road to permanent success: have guided
them to true happiness and independence. I have evidence to back
my claims-thousands of
letters from men who never knew what it was to ea --t more than a up
few dollars a week or month
until they took my splendid course in Electricity.
7

electrical apparatus

You Don't Need Higher
Education or Experience

ABSOLUTELY FREE

YOUR RAILROAD FARE
TO CHICAGO

You learn at COYNE, whether or not you pos-

sess advanced education, knowledge of higher
mathematics, or experience. My course is not
something that you merely study from books
and letters. It is a practical LEARN -By
DOING course,

A RAFT

INFORMATIONABOUT
OF
ELECTRICAL SUBJECTS

from any point in the U. S. is included also 'special courses ín Rodio
Electricity and Auto, Truck and Tractor 'Electricity WITHOUT EXTRA
COST if you act promptly. Remember, Chicago is a wonderful city to
see at any time of the year. It's a city of opportunities and the treat
electrical center of the world. Clip the'}lappiness Coupon below at once.

No other book like my great big Electrical
Book which costs you nothing-now or
later. lit actual photos. Dynamos radios,
autos, airplanes. farm lighting and power,
etc. Send for your copy tkts ntinule.

Earn While You Learn
Department helps you get a
job ti earn part or all of your expenses and
assists you to a good job upon graduation.
Many COYNE graduals arc now firmly established in their own electrical businesses, and
are earning thousands of dollars per year.
My Employment
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COMPLETE ELECTRICAL TRAINING
IN 12 HAPPY WEEKS AT COYNE

have perfected an unusual course of
instruction in Electricity, a course that
is absolutely thorough, that is easy to
master, that covers every single phase
and factor of the subject, that fits men
for the BIG electrical jobs-the HIGH SALARIED thrilling jobs.
COYNE does not teach by correspondence, but by practical, personal training
I

in the wonderfully-equipped COYNE
Shops, located in Chicago, the electrical center of the world. At COYNE
your training is really PERSONAL and
PRACTICAL. on the most MODERN
and COMPLETE electrical apparatus
under guidance of thoroughly -qualified
instructors. You also visit great industrial organizations and power plants.

Send for My Big FREE Book Tune in on COYNE Radio
and Details of R. R. Fare and
Station WGES
in tonight or any night on our own Radio
2 Courses without Extra Cost Tune
It.. Ica.oting
station, WGESl Walls 1r'22.19.
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H. C. LEWIS
President

n.te

eet Electrical Sehml1. W s `le gth A
meters. The famous aortic Student isrredcasting
xtiag
r,tora are o the air every
night.
oight. Student may join te orchenlra, ateo take poet is the athletic and entertainment activities at COYNE, FREE.

COYNE

Established
1899

1577

Chicago,

t

-\

-

H. C. LEWIS, President
COYNE ELEGTRICAL SCHOOL
1300.10 W. Harrison Street
ept. l5I i , Chicago, Illinois
Dear A. C -I'll tell the world I
one of
throe e horning 1'g. handaume 2 want
121[15
FItEE 1100K Scotoaining orate of-color,
information
about Electricalsub)'ec
nd 1fit actual photon
of wens. and °permi s in bigshotw'let .
pl ts, Re aura to tell me about spectra Offer
aÍ Railroad faro and Two Enru Courses.
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ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

1300-10 West Harrison St-, Dept.

rtl41111734.,

I11.
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SEND THIS COUPON NOW!'

